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PROMINENT HOLLAND COUPLE ARE MARRIED IN CHICAGO
Information reached the

Hamilton Has
Holland Bad Time With

News Items Taken From the Files of!

Now Wear Wooden Service Station |
Shoos With His Tan Gallon Hat
Ordinance May J
Be Changed Soon

Major Bowas Can

Holland City News Fifty, Twenty-five

and
Ago
Snowstorm nmmmmimimnmmiiNniHdiim

City News just before going to
Fifteen Years
Today
press as given out by "Eddie"
Landwehr that Miss Leona Nystrom, daughter of Mrs.. Theodore
DOCTOR GOING TO
FIFTY YEARS AGO TODAY of Mr. and Mrs. John Hofstra,21st
MILKMAN PROVIDES MILK
CHANGE IN TYPE OF AUltM
FLORIDA HAD CAR SMASH- Cheff was wed to Mr. Larry Kolb
st., caused their parents much anONLY FOR BABIES
MOBILE AND LACK OF FIRS j
ED, STRANDED PASSENG- in Chicago this afternoon.The deThe Chicago and West Michigan xiety last Thursday evening by
ERS RIDE WITH CORPSE tails were meager, but a complete
HAZZARDS MAY HAVE
R’y (now P.M.) are putting chime wanderingaway from home. The
The
regular
weekly
Holla
report will be given in our next
THEIR EFFECT
City Newa letter is still stuck some- whistleson their passenger locomo- police picked up one on First ave.
issue.
Weather in the vicinity of Holwhere in a snow heap between tives. This is done to distinguish (Washingtonbivd.) and the other
land has been fine today— sort of
Hamilton and Holland. By phone the passenger from the freight; on Central ave. The little fellows
John Knapp who has repoat
a benediction on a two week's
at least a storm story was secured trains. The first engine with a new were so confused they could give
requested that he be given thje
storm, with the mercury sub-zero
whistle to enter Holland was 44 no information.At last the much
that will be of general interest.
privilege to put • fine $10,000 Sermost of the time.
For instance, the mailman has and the time was last Sunday eve- worried parents,who were found,
vice Station on the northwest
So much has been written about eSSSSSSS38SSSS8SS@e388» not appeared for three days. The ning. On approaching the city an gathered their young offspring in
ner of 11th St. and River At
the January storm, covering nearCounty snow trucks are stalled all unusually long blast of the strange their arms. Note: The youngsters
again made a request last evenit
Art
Drinkwater
opened
the counly the entire month, that storm
along the line, sometimes hitting whistlewas given and caused many of 25 years ago, if still living here,
to the Common Council askiiiw
talk has become rather boresome. cil meeting with prayer which was drifts 8 feet deep.
city folks to walk to the depot. can find their wav in the Tulip
that a change be made in the or- I
joined
in
by
the
Mayor
and
alderAside from the fact that County
The Hamilton schools have been Others thought it was a new fira City easily and will need no police
dinance.
Road Commissionersadvised folks mep, newspaper representativesclosed for three days. They may alarm they had not heard of since assistance.They may smile when
The request is as follows:
to stay in town and not venture and the audience.
open Friday but more likelv next the water works had been making they see this item, however.
• • •
Holland ,Mi
in the country and even had depuMonday. The small army of stud- experiments with strange whistles.
Feb. 5. IS
At
the
close
of
the
council
meetties at the gateways of Holland
ents from Hamilton who attend Some even called out the alarm of FIFTEEN YEARS AGO TODAY
To The Honorable, the Mayor
telling motorists to go back, the ing a man named Slagh wanted to Hope College and Holland High fire! fire!
the Common Council, Holland, ‘
storm story is about the same all make an Open Forum of the coun- school, found it impossible to reOrrie Brusse, son of former
• • •
Gentlemen.
over. Caravans of trucks are stuck cil meeting by talking on citizen- turn home every evening as is
The wood furnace in Union Mayor Henry Brusse, had a unique
I, the undersigned,
on every highway, blocked by snow ship. It would appear that the man their custom and they are staying school smoked so bad that school experience when he received a $3
pectfully request your Honor
and blocking one another, a sort lost his cue, for the Mayor, as is with friends and classmates in this had to be dismissed for the day. check 28 months after it was sent
Body to amend Section 3 of
of damming up of cars and snow the usual course, first asked the city.
Children like furnaces that smoke. during the World War. During the
363 of the Ordinances of the City
alderman whether they had any
as it were.
Several country folks who came Note: The Union school, later Cen strife the Third Reformed church
of Holland, which is an ordir
The county schools are all clos- more and then' he asked whether to Hamilton to shop or to visit were tral school, is now Froebel and the! of Holland sent 71 checks each for
governing the location of Gi
ed because the side roads are im- anyone in the audience had any- caught by the severe storm and furnace was fired with long 4-foot $3 to all their men in the service
Filling Stations,so as to
passable to anyone, even to the thing to say. Hearing no response, are being cared for in Hamilton wood at the time.
as a Christmas present. The check
the
aldermen
adjourned
and
the
the restrictionrelative to ths
welcome postman. Some cars have
• • •
until they can break through to
for Mr. Brusse was sent to London,
tance that such stations are
been rescued and with today’snice man stated that the council would their respectivehome/.
DONALD
KRAMER,
Holland High school senior, nod GERRIT DE
England.
The
money
order
was
reBurglarsattempted to rob the
permitted to be located from ptt*,:
weather and a meagre thaw, the not give him a hearing. Everyone Ben Kooiker, the faithfulmilkII A AN, Hope college Junior, who have been awarded contractsby
turned to Holland last Saturday
blic buildings, theatres, IschooU,1
trunklines will be open tomorrow in the audience heard the Mayor man has not made his Hamilton safe of J. Den Herder at Zeeland.
MaJ. Bowes to start out Wednesdaywith his unit No. I of "amateur*1
TTiey succeeded but partly in their,
churches,
and stalled automobiles and trucks make his usual call, but no response route for two days, since it was
entertainers touringthe country. Kramer Is shown at the marlmboExperience has shown that Gaa- *
will be quite well dug out. Scores came. The aldermen were partic- impossible for him to move his work, blowing only one door off
phone and Dellaan at the piano. Each Is an accomplished musician. sollne Filling Stations are not eeof truck drivers were taken home ularly anxious to get home early conveyance with milk for the reg- the safe which contained $2,000,
penally hazardous for fire and or
in private automobiles,leaving because of the storm. The News ular customers. He did, however, but no money was taken. Sheriff
They receivedtheir contractsafter appearing on tbs Bowes radio
explosive and that this sectionof|
their trucks at the roadside, for believes that the audience should walk into town with two large Waltman is on the job but found
program in New York Sunday evening. The boys are billed ss
the ordinance has become mors
staying on the vehiclewould have not make the council rooms a Pub- pails full of milk and rationedthis no clue. Note: Mr. Den Herder was
"De Hsan and Krsmer. Tulip Town Team.”
less obsoleteduring the past
meant death by freezing.Practic- lic Forum, only in so far as it consignmentto the Hamiltonbab- a private banker at Zeeland. This
Picture
Courtesy
G.
R.
Press
bank later became the Zeeland
since it has not been practicalto J
ally all the companieswith trucks has to do with questions pertain- ies and to no one else.
comply with these provisiona.
provisiona. .3
on the road ordered their men in, ing to the city and grievances and
Andrew Looman, the big "butter State Bank and the institution
Respectfully submitted,
thinking more of the loss of life misunderstandings, but only in so and egg man of Hamilton" who today conducted by his son, Chri
Major Bowes weekly Amateur out for him at any time, but esJohn Knapp. 1
than what might happen to the far as they pertainto city matters. heads the cooperativebureau, man- Den Herder. Attorney Jay Dei
Hour is not only of great interest peciallyduring the tulip festival.
Any foreign debates, pertaining to aged to get to Holland where he Herder of Holland is a grandaon o
truck and contents.
It is thought by many aldsrmen J
to the entire globe and especially
The
Major
will be rather a grogovernmental
affairs,
aside
from
An unusual incident was the fact
took a train for East Lansing where this old pioneer banker of a half
to the United States,Canada and tesque figure with one of his ten that changea should be made anil
that a Greyhound rammed into a those which the common council the big “Farmer’s Week" is in century ago. The funds were kept
Mexico, but Holland is unusually gallon hats from the Texas Rang- that in many ways the 01
truck load of apples and the result has to deal with, would bring con- progress. Mr. Looman was to speak in an old fashioned safe then. Tointerested, and deeply so last Sun- ers and wooden shoea from the is obsolete. They sey that it
was frozen apple sauce. This hap- fusion and would detractfrom the at this annual event. Whether he day money and valuablesare guardquite thoroughly demonstrated
day, when two of its fine artists ap- Tulip City in Michigan.
pened a short way north of Holland deliberationsin hand which cover reached his destination and gave ed by vaults of concrete and tem->
peared on the program.
A
joint telegramwas sent by service atations do not die
city
matters.
on U.S. 31. No one was hurt.
his discourseis not yet known since pered steel with double doors, time
Donald Kramer and Gary De the Chamber of Commerce, the Ro- church gatherings since no
Dr. La Favre, a prominent and
there were snow barriersnot only locks and burglar alarms.
Haan, who have been favorities for tary club, the Exchange Club, the plaints have come in from
• •
wealthy surgeon of Muskegon The aldermen decided that at the on the highways but on the railu long time with their musical num- Lion’s Club and the manufacturers noise from the first one put near
whose father is nationallyknown rimaries in March, the polls will ways as well.
bers at concerts and banquets, were from this city. The schools where church 16 yre. ego and two wbli
Takken and De Spelder of Dougopen as usual from 7 a.m. till
as a physician and surgeon, nearly
All meetingswere postponed in las much desire to move theii
given a place by Major Bowes on these boys have their classes also have been added since the ordinandi
reached Holland with his car, on 6 p.m.
Hamilton except the Congregation- wagon factory to Holland and en
his program in New York.
helped this flood of votes almost was drafted and passed
the way to Miami Florida when he
al meeting of the First Reformed large the institution.
The receptionwas unusually fine unanimously.
In reality, more automobiles I
The Exchange Club of Holland church where Rev. John Roggen is
met with an accident. The car was
Sunday and Major Bowes gave the
• • a
We
can truly say that the pro- paaa a given point per minute
partially wrecked and the doctor sent in a communicationthanking pastor. It is understood that tty?re
two Holland boys a flattering sendMiss Stella Hopkins has organgram of the local artists was in a the street than enter into
was taken to town dripping with City Engineer Jake Zuidema,his is but one change in the church
off, stating that these artists came
ized a school for dancing in thi$
class by itself and while they are the service stations at any til
staff
and
faithful
workmen
for
takwater after working for several
official family because of a vacancy.
from the beautifulcity of Holland,
city.
Her
classes
meet
every
not professionals,their offerings per hour, but cars are made sqg
hours trying to extricatehis car. ing such wonderful care of the pubAll by-ways leading into HamMichigan, the Tulip Capitol of the
Thursday
and
Saturday.
Note:
Mrs.
surely
were not amateurish, but noiseless nowadays that, aside]
At Warm Friend Tavern he ask- lic highways during these pro- iton from the trunk-lineshave been
Nation.
Orrie Brusse
Stella Hopkins Clark is still living
the
interpretations
of real artist* from the honking of horns tea
ed for a new outfit and Dick Boter, longed storms. The communicationblocked and it is impossible to
Donald Kramer is 17 years old who know their music.
As he returned from war 18 yrs ago
"loud” people, they are scarcely
who happened to be there, took was accepted and filed with thanks. move anything. All rural schools in Holland. Her daughter,Mrs.
Ebba
Clark Barbino, conducted and it was promptlysent to Mr. and is n junior in Holland High
In a news interview with Gary audible when on the street.
him to his clothing store and sold
have been closed until they are
school. Gary De Haan is 27 years
• • •
Some of the aldermen also safl
De Haan who with his partner,
classes for some time after hef
him a welcome change of wearing
The Exchange Club communica- accessible again through open high- mother had taught. It can truly Brusse who had returned from the old, is a student at Hope College, Donald, is on his way to Duluth, that as a fire hazsard a sei ‘
war more than a year before. In and has appearedat social funcapparel. The doctor is now on his tion brought the Mayor on his feet. ways. Mails have been delayed for
station is about as safe
way to the sunny south where "The He said, “It’s about time that the at least three days. There is no be said that the old Hopkins fam- other words, the mail carrier hand- tions as a pianistof unusual abil- Minn., the honored city last Sunily pioneersof this community ed Mr. Brusse on Jan. 15, 1921, ity. The expression has often been day which requested that the boys place, first, because more can
Moon Shines Over Miami.”
shortage
of
fuel
in
Hamilton,
howMayor and common council recogmade old staid Holland “danc« with the "greetingsof the season” heard, "Gary can make the piano start out from there, Mr. De Haan being taken, second, because
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Keegstra of nize the good work of Mr. Zuidema ever.
said. "It is an interestingexper- gasoline is now underground,
Muskegon, who left Tuesday on and his aids.” Alderman Huyser,
This is the extent of the news minded” and believe us your editor and the gift for 1918. Note
talk,” and he surely does have a
ience. There were 1200 contestants further,the records show that
witnessed
some
very
high
class
a vacation trip to Florida, ended supportedby alderman Steffens, from our neighboring "dorp." The
Orrie was so anxious to fight Ger- few sidelineperformanceson the
a gasoline station has burnad
their journey near Holland by asked that the council take a risinj rest of the happenings are frozen "Grand Balls” in those days. Tht mans at that time that he enlisted piano that are unique, aside from and of course there had to be an
daughter was later wed^ to tht] ^^he^analian'armrlong ‘t^f ore his classical interpretationson the eliminationcontest which took the Ottawa or Allegan counties tfcH
riding back to this city beside a vote of thanks as an expressiono: in or covered over.
far, that anybody knows o‘
greater part of the week.
noted orchestra leader, Mr. oar- the
4U
QfafAc entered
nntn*»<w4the
Ko war.
war instrument.
corpse in a hearse.
United States
the good work of the City Engineer
that percentage teems to be
bino, whose musical organization In one engagement young Brusse
"There
are
at
least
32
judges
on
The Keegstra car became snow- and his men. Modest Jake was BARBER, TOO MUCH FOR A
Donald has been an expert marAnyway, those are the
held sway at the "Big Pavilion”at had a horse shot from under him. imbaphone player almost from the staff.By far the largestpart of
bound and they were rescued by an right there, and was his face red!
BANDIT WHEN HELD UP
menu advanced and there la a
Saugatuck
for
so
many
years.
the
contestants,
are
eliminated
in
undertakergoing to Holland in It wasn’t the result of a blizzard
childhood and the class that entered
IN HIS RIVER AVE. SHOP
• • •
deal of truth in the allegat
his hearse.
inU) the offering of Sunday night the first contest. We started our
either.
The common council went oa
The
Standard
Oil Co. is getting
Fish tugs failed again to reach
An old time wagon train consistin New York City, was immediate- particularprogram in a small stuHarvey C. Maris, 68-year-oldbarready to build a modem service
dio. We graduated to a second stu- cord as favoring having the
the nets in Lake Michigan Monday.
ly evident. The applause was sponThe Board of Public Works re- ber here, frustratedthe attempt of ing of some 50 teams entered the
dio somewhat larger, then to a brought up before the ordii
The Harry H. and the Naomikong quested that some of their rooms a youthful bandit to rob him in his city bringing stave bolts to this stationon the northwest comer of taneous and prolonged.
Central
ave. and Ninth st. Several
third
studio, even larger and committee, the Mayor and the «
t out of the channel, which has be painted and decorated. Aider- shop Wednesday afternoon, when city on Wednesday. This new "old
The selections, three in number,
representatives
of
the
company
through
this graduation we knew mon council taking the position
be°en kept open by the cutter Es- man Drinkwater, chairman of the he gave battle and caused the rob- time” train was as a protestto the
were not only difficult but made exwere present at the council meet- ceptional music. These selections that we were still in the running. we must live up to the Uw.
canaba, but were forced to return building committee said, “I wish ber to flee.
railroads at the time and proved
If this law brings hardship
ing. The company endeavoredto
to harbor. A change in the wind to request that it be done as it can
were: “Sleep"— Theme Song of The big moment came when we ia unjust it should be changed
Maris was alone in his shop when rather successful. Note: When Holhad produced much open water in be done very cheaply. You know at about 3 p.m. a youth described land and vicinity was still well get permission to build at the cor- Waring’s Pennsylvanians; "Invent- were direectedto come to the larg- cordingly,if found to be really
the harbor at Grand Haven.
I grabbed off that P.W.A. paint as about 21, entered and said, fringed with woods these round ner of River ave. and 10th st. a ion No. 8," Bach; "The Flight of est studio N.B.C. has. That was fair.
Jake Hobeke and Harry Plagge- under the stairs before someone "Stick em up— this is a holdup.” bolts, about the length of a barrel year ago but was denied because The Bumble Bee,” Rimsky — Kor- Sunday night.
Another requestfor an oil
of too much traffic, and they did sakoff.
"It was packed to the doors with
mars, well-known road contractors, else in another city got it, and we
Maris, thinking the boy was a stave, were drawn to the city by
was made bv the Vandenberg
not
press
the
matter
further,
acdid a great deal in helping to get can use that."
A host of friends played a part more than 2,000 people, many of Oil Co., which would bring sei
customer said, "Quit your kidding." farmers and bolt contractors. There
» » •
cording to the News files. Now a
out trucks and automobiles stalled
When ordered into a back room were often as many as 150 wagons request is being made for the Cen- in the vote getting for the two them celebrites.One of those pres- to the Warm Friend Tavern
(Continued on Page 4)
The state boiler inspector in- by the boy, Maris hesitated and or more often bob sleighs in the tral ave.-Ninth st. site and it was Holland lads which Sunday night ent last Sunday was Mary Garden, its motoring guests. This too,
figured at 7,523 and this number world known opera singer.
spected the city hall boilers and the youth slugged him. The nature city in one day. This was in realruled out because of the City)
left to a committee to report at the will be augmented considerably
"Major Bowes is a most pleas- sion being nearly 250 feet ai
HOLLAND HAS GOOD
said they were in good shape and of the injures indicate that the ity a winter job and several feed
next
meeting.
The
Standard
also
had
when Major Bowes makes his an- ing man to meet. You cannot help but still within the 300 ft. limit i
FATALITY RECORD would need no reconditioningfor youth used some type of "brass stables were available at livery
bams, flour mills, etc., where the "wash drawing"showing the kind nouncement next Sunday. However, but regard him highly, he is so where the service stationwould
knuckles" it was reported.
The board of police and fire com- some time yet.
of building to be erected and the the vote was so flattering that the considerate of everyone, and es• • •
Seizing a jack-knife from the horses were fed and stalled.I beplaced.
missioners is seeking the co-operstructure was imposing. The next boys were immediatelyplaced in peciallyof those who fall by the
lieve the charge was 15c per head.
counter,
the
barber
began
a
hand
Some of the aldermen felt this'
ation of motorists in keeping HolWinter taxes collected by Treasissue
of
the
News
shows
that
the
unit No. 3 and started out with wayside.
be rather unjust since the build
land’s traffic fatalities down. This urer Steggerda since the last coun- to hand struggle. In the scuffle the The bolts were Irawn to the stave
committee
had
to take the matter that group yesterday.
"I wish to take this opportunity, is not being occupied.However,
city has had only one fatalityin cil meeting, amount to $16,658. glass door to the entrance of the factories.One was owned by Joe
up further with a committee apThe votes were instrumental in as does Donald, to thank the city of cording to the ordinance, the
eight years.
More than 85% of the taxes have shop was broken, cutting Maris Fixter on the site of the Scott-Lug- pointed by the First Reformed securing the contract,it was said,
Holland,,its civic bodies and our tance is required more because
ers Lumber Co. plant and the other,
been paid and the city is in fine hands.
The youth fled when he realized Van Putten’s Butter Tub factory church congregation where there and they will become a part of the fellow students in school and col- fire hazzard.
TOWN HAS NOTHING
financial shape.
• • •
the fact that he was being beaten. near the site of the Donnelly and was objection, it appears In a still traveling troupe and appear in lege for their kind telegrams and
City Attorney Parsons ruled
AND NOTHING’S WRONG
later file copy the council proceed- eastern cities.
votes. Many of these came from these matters, as he has done
Holland’s bonded indebtedness He was pursued for over a mile Kelley Glass Co. Holland in those ings show that the committee on
William M. Connelly of the other cities in this vicinity, and
Mayor Walter W. Hocking of was cut down more than $35,000 by Maris and Bert Hadden, 300 W. days was a center for the making streets and cross walks favored Chamber of Commerce immediate- while we cannot answer all these fore, strictly following the 01
ance. He also feels tnat if
Denton, Neb. a village of slightly again and over that amount was 11th St. who lead the chase, and of barrels, butter tubs and butter and granted the permit and the ly shipped a fine pair of wooden
personally,we wish to say, how- permits are to be allowed, the
more than 100 population,wrote to ordered paid, falling due February was last seen on W. 13th St. Police plates.
committee's
report
was
sanctioned
shoes
to Major Bowes with the us- ever, that we arc deeply grateful
•
•
•
dinance should be changed
1. In spite of the difficult times were called immediately.
the state fire marshal at Lincoln:
by a majority of the aldermen. ual burnt-in embellishments, to- for these wonderful expressions. so as to coincidewith permits
Maris, who received severe facial TWENTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
"Dear Sir: You wrote for infor- Holland has been paying its debts
Note: There is no doubt but that gether with a welcome, saying that Holland surely is loyal to those that kind. A violation of the law
• • •
mation about the fire departmenta. regularly and the bonded city debt injuries, including a badly cut lip
one instance brings laxity in
Of every millionpeople 800 are 15 years ago the permit was grant- the latch-stringis always hanging who try.”
Here it is: We have no department, is very small according to the as- and a buized left eye, returned to
the business section where he re- blind — and the other 999,200 can- ed for the stationis there. Attorother. In this he is absolutely
no chief, no waterworks, and very sessed valuation of our city.
rect.
ceived mdical attention and was not see their own faults. Note: Not ney Fred T. Miles (now judge), it
little water. Nobody sick, nobody
• • •
appears,
brought
in
a
petition
conDR. G. W. WINTER ILL
Anyway, the oil station pel
taken to his home where he was bad, we would say, for 25 years
Mrs. Leonard Visser, 239 W;
dead, no undertaker necessary,noTony Dozema was given a pertaining 341 names. The petitioners,
ago.
12th St. is recoveringfrom a brok- are now in the lap of the ordin
body on relief, nobody without a mit to remodel hie store and put confined today.
Dr.
G.
W.
Winter
able
Holland
he says, did not object to the
committee, so to speak, and
Mr. Maris has been a barber for
job, nobody hungry."
in three gasolinepumps, the entire 30 years, opearating in Elkhart,
building of a stationbut the main surgeon has been ill at his home en collar bone, a result of an acci- outcome of any further
Former
U.
S.
Senator,
"Billy"
cost being $6,300. Tony is the City Ind. and Dei
protest was that because of its since Monday. He is being minister- dent last Sunday when a city water will largelydepend upon the*
anver, Colo., before
HOLLAND-ST. PETERSBURG
Inspector, but also conducts a large coming to Holland 25 years ago Mason, is to come to Holland on pres
resence it would disturb services ed to by Dr. W. C. Kools and Dr. service truck, driven by Ted Wy- «s that the ordinance comi
COLONY ENJOYING SO. LAND food emporium on "the hill." The
o the
McKinley Day and speak on
ause of the noises that such a Winter’s son Dr. John Winter.
bees
He resides at 376 Washingtonblvd.
ma, struck the rear of the car driv- sees fit to make and whether tl
subject "The Personality
laiity of
of Wm. station would bring. Whether one,
The Chamber of Commerce of store will be moved back to accom- He is the father of two sons, McKinle
en by Arthur Visser. Mrs. Visser new law will be passed by the
inlev."
The
birthday
of
the
odate the service that is to be giv- Woodrow at home with his parlater two and now three stations
or and common council as a wl
St. Petersburg, Florida in an exFrank Essenburg,president of
tyred
president
this
year
falls
mart.
en to automobiles.
on those corners have been a dis- the EssenburgBuilding and Lum a passenger in the car was the only
ents, and the Rev. Marvin Maris,
tensive writeup about the beautidue on Sunday, January 28, but the turbing factor in church meetings
• • •
pastor of E. Boxford, Mass, church,
ber Co. attended the annual con- person to receive injury.The Vis- MRS. OTTE RETURNS
ful warm climate and the activities
The matter of snow mountains and a daughter, Mrs. A. VerSteeg, lecture staged by the McKinley should be apparent by now it would vention of the Michigan Retail ser car was slightly damaged.
TO AMERICA
of this winter resort also mentions
club will be held the Thursday be- seem. Of course the motor car has
the names of the Holland colony near gasoline stations came under Grand Rapids.
Lumber Dealer’s association held
fore
to
avoid
making
it a Sunday
Mrs. F. P. Otte in a letter to
been so improved in the last decade in Detroit.
basking in the sunshine there while discussionat the councillast eveWm. C. Vandenberg who has
affair. Abe Stephan and Frank that they run practically noiseless.
News from Utrecht, Nether
us poor mortals are to look over ning, Alderman BuKman, chair- ESCANABA HELD BY ICE
been ill at Holland hospital for 4
FLOE OFF GRAND HAVEN Congleton can be given the credit The mayor at that time was E. P. The funeral of James De Jonge weeks and has been at his home on writes that she is coming
8 foot snow heaps which is “un- man of the street committeefeelfor securing the able Chicago Stephan and the aldermen were
America after living in the N
of Zelland which was to be held W. 13th St. for more than a fortusual in Florida.Anyway here are ing that the matter should be pointThe coast guard cutter Escanaba, speaker for this occasion. He will Peter Prins, Jack Blue, Frank Wednesday,will be held this Fri- night is slowly improvingaccord- lands the greater part of a
usual in Forida anyway here are ed out to the common council at
be heard at Price’s Rink at 16tb Brieve, Herman Vanden Brink, day afternoon.
She went with her dau
the Holland sunshine folks accord- least. Mr. Bultman pointedout that called to Muskegon to help free
ing to his physician.
Mrs. Walter DeVelder, whose
Nick Kammeraad, Jerry Laepple,
ing to John Lodwick the special with the high heaps, little chil- iceblocked vessels in the harbor and River street.
band receiveda scholarshipin
dren who pass on their way to there, was having a difficult time
* • •
Wm. Lawrence, A1 Brinkman,
Chamber correspondent.
Utrecht College.Mr. DeV
Among the recent arrivalsfrom school cannot see danger ahead clearingthis harbor itself Wednes- If you are superstitiousabout Charles Dykstra, Paul Vander
ia „ . large
er is a graduate of Hope and
Holland who are enjoying their vis- and walk right into the trafficlane. day night It steamed away from the number 13 on your new 25c Liest, Ben Wiersma, Peter Dam- LOCal
<0
DC
IfltO Hotels BrunswickSeminary.
its dock at 4:30 and at 9:30 was but piece you had better give us your
stra. The vote in favor of the perit in the Sunshine City are: Form- Drivers of cars would also not see
Mrs. Otte was the wife of
er mayor and Mrs. Earnest C. the child and he was fearful that a short distancebeyond the break- quarters for on each one are 18 mit was not unanimous. There was
late missionary and her father
water.
stars, 13 letters in the scroll in the no ordinance on the statute book
Brooks, Marjorie and Louis Brooks, before the winter was over some
o
the first presidentof Hope Co
eagle’s beak, 18 leaves on the olive at that time but was passed later
State St.; Dr. and Mrs. A. J. Brow- frightful accident might occur.
The family made Van Vleek
“CAPPY
RICKS"
STARTS WITH branch, 18 arrow heads and because of objections to oil staAlderman
Huizer
wished
to
know
er, West 18th St.; Rev. and Mrs.
their home.
MATINEE SAT. AFTERNOON 13 lettersin the words "quarter tions near large places of meeting.
Thomas G. R. Brownlow, West 10th whether the rule that a property
Mrs. Otte has already a
dollar." Now it’s not safe to keep Noise and fire hazards were the
St, Mr. Brownlow is pastor of the owner must remove brush and ruband is living at Nestanic,New
Sipp Houtman who manages the them so Just bring them in to the paramount reasons for the ordinM. E. church; Mrs. W. A. Butler, bish from the curb in the summer
sey.
West 18th St; Mr. and Mrs. R. W. could not apply tq the snow in the Virginia Park Community Players News office and get credit on your ance, but noise at a service sta&. ---------*j;
who
are
staging
"Gappy
Ricks"
at
winter.
Your
newspaper
corresponsubscriptionfor the full amount. tion is less than the noise of a
Everett and R. W. Everett Jr., Colthe
Virginia
Park
Community
Hall
dent
reported
that
in
front
of
his
Pres.,
Dean
to Attend
Note: We see the "subs" are flock- passing car today, and the fire
lege Ave.; Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.
French, West 11th St., Mr. French home on 15th St. there were also for 3 nights, February 12, 18, 14, ing in saying— "Here is two bits" nazzard theory seems to be exAlumni Group Meetii
is of the Holland Evening Sentinel; high banks but that none of this has jiis cast well in hand and the —also 18 letters, by the way.
ploded for the reason that as long
V • •
as service stationswere in vogue,
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Harrington, snow was from his own property play is going to be finished and
President Wynand Wichers
Van Raalte Ave.; Mrs. Henry Klaaa- but was left there by the at and artistically done.
The livery barn conducted for a your Editor does not remember a
Besides the nights mentioned,
en, R.F.D. Holland; Mr. and Mrs. side walk plows on city property.
Dean of Men John B. Nykerk
number
of years by Mrs. L. A. fire in any one of them, either in
*•;?
John Voeelzang and William Vogel- Mayor Bosch explainedthat regard- there is to be a matinee Saturday Stratton and son Fred, at the cor- Ottawa or Allegan County, so
leave this week-end for New Yl
zang, Washington Sq.; Mr. and less of who was responsiblefor the afternoon when a great many of ner of Central and Seventh streets, that’s a heavy percenUge against
state where they will be
the
young
folk,
out
of
«
school,
will
Mrs. Walter C. Walsh, East Ninth snow or who was to take at away,
has been sold to Hub and John that argument. ^ # guests at three meetings of
St; Mr. and Mrs. Thomas White, the snow heaps had to be cut down attend.
Boone. Note: The bam was built
River Ave.; Mrs. Etta Whitman, so that there would be visibilityfor
chapters of that state.
Robert Knowles, of Holland,
by Ed Harrington who waa also a
the
children
who
passed
between
and
was
West 14th St and Herbert E. and
Their itineraryincludes
pleasure steamer captain and he knows by this time that ice must
Hope
Co
them.
A
child’*
life
ia
worth
more
Miss Lulu Harrington,Virginia
belonged to the pioneer family tree be safe before venturing on it since
ing
the annual sessionof the:
years
ago
and
it
met
with
tremendthan the price of carting away a
Park
Tulip
I'P Time comes shortly before
of Harringtons here. The bam waa he broke through three times in The Company tells Wm. M. Con1
York
City alumni chapter
Grand Haven visitors includeMr. little snow. Alderman Prina, Al- ous
ps leave here for their
used for a livery until the motor two days. The first time he went nelly, that the North and South the ships
The east is as follows:
and Mrs. Cornelias Baker, Mr. and derman Kalkman, Alderman A1
Bay
iy si
summer
cruise head- the Albany chapter, which
through
up
to his waist, the sec- American at their docks in Kollen Georgian ~
car
put
horse
driving
out
of
comAlden P. (Gappy) Ricks, George
Mrs. E. L. Belm, Mr. and Mrs. Van Lente and others spoke on the
mission. The stables were burned ond time he found himself in 15 Park will be turned into veritable quarters and it falls nicely in the at Schenectady, Feb. 18,
Gerrit L Doornbos. Miss Margar- matter. All wanted snow removed DeVries; Florence Ricks, Mrs.
plans for more hotel accomodations
and for a short time the site was foot of water and wchausted he hotels.
Rochester chapter, Feb.
Fred
Steketee;
Ellen
Murray,
Flor
to
avoid
danger
to
pedestrains.
The
et Doornbos,Mr. H. F. Harbeck,
The cabin berths will be sleeping when thousands crowd Holland durconverted into a "baby" golf made shore by breaking the ice as
ence
Ten
Have;
Captain
Mat
Peaswhole
matter
was
finally
left
to
Scholten,
Mr. and Mrs. H. Jonker, Mrs. A.
quarters.
The
spacious
cabin
and
ing
the
annual
Tulip
Festival.
Hendrick Noble; Skinner, course. A nationalcraze one year he swam. The next day he again
l
Justema, Miss Esther Dean Ny- the city engineer who haa so ably ley,
It will be rather a lark for some ueyoorn
tried
frozen
Black
Lake
and
this decks of the boat will be lounging
and
dead
the
next
Fred
Stratton
*
land. Mrs. Martha and Peter Van taken care of snow problems be- Lloyd Van Lenta; Cecil Pericles,
time with a fish shanty. Suddenly places and meals will be served of the inland folks to find accomofore. Undoubtedly he will scalp the Bernard Henry Nevenael ; Edward was killed a few years ago diving
Weelden.
in Goshom Lake, Allegan county. his shanty went to the bottom and from the galleys, the same as when dations on a boat surrounded by
Singleton.
James
Beider;
Aunt
•syille are Mr. and
Knowles had a "dose call” from these beautifulships are on their water, even though H be tied to
Duitism and M
northern cruises in the summer. dock.
following after.
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The Head-liners At The Lincoln Banquet Saturday

$n:
A

at

Armory at Holland to a fall house.
Sunday at 1:3d— Sunday School.
Hear him.
Sunda at 2:30— Music and MessWednesday 7:30— Mr. Genheim- age. Mr. Chris Reidsma speaker.
er and Miss Nowack. Miss Nowack
Sunday at 6:30— Young People s
is a graduate of Wheaton College.
She has labored in China since
Sunday at 7:30— Evangelistic
1928.
Service. Half hour song service.
Thursday 7:36— Mr. Gih and Mr. Special music. George Trotter will
Raetx. Slides will be shown of work speak.
in China under direction of Mr.
Tuesday 7:30— Prayer meeting.
Raetz.
Wednesday 7:30 — Fellowship
Friday 7:30— Mr. Genheimerand Club.
Thursday :30— Orchestra pracMiss Nowack will each speak.

Grand Rapids, Michigan

:

FEBRUARY

.936

3 4 5 6 7

,
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9 0

7

II 12 13 l4 15
; .6 17 (g 19 10 21 22
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*

ILLAND CITY

Sunday
Gih.

Sunday 7:30— Speakers: Rev.
Bunting and Rev. Raetz. Pray much
for this great Missionary Confer-

NEWS

ence.

Note: On Wednesday 2:30, the
China Prayer Band will meet and
one of the above missionarieswill

Holland, Michigan
Hotiaml.

Maitk
Office

Midi., under Ue u,•
art

M.

speak.

1871.

• - -

Message by Rev.

10:00 —

- 2020

CITY MISSION
51-53 E. 8th St.

tice.

Friday 7:30— Young People’s
hour. Everybody welcome. Sunday
school lesson.
’O —

CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
Services in Warm Friend Tavern
10:30 a.m.— Sunday services.
11:45 a.m.— Sunday school.
8:00 p.m.— Wednesday evening
testimonialmeeting.
'‘Spirit"will be the subjectof the
lesson-sermon in all Christian Sci-

e

George Trotter,Supt
e n c
churches and societies
Saturday nighb-Praiseand Tes- throughout the world on Sunday,
timony.
February9.

OH

•

on

Gov. Frank

Mr-THC

I).

Fitzgerald.

,v EWORLD WAS

Glenn Frank.

^
'

TURN
4GIN'

ETC>

WE

t

"There ii no ereoia misfortune than
wot to be able to bear misfortune
#

JANUARY
If-Greit P*ri» flood* do
$200,000,000damage.1910.

30- King Charles

of

England

31— U. S. sequesters all fold.
Dollar peered at value ot

4^

1

I

his head. 1649.

loses

59c. 1934.
1

^FEBRUARY
1— First

(mi

automobileliability

1— Mender founds the city ol
Buenos Airea, 1535.
3— ElizabethBlackwellbe-

i

gi&n

E

comes world’s first woman
physician, 1821.

~

4— Pint meetingof the Confederate Congressheld at
Montgomery. 1861.

Skiing
Unless

we

in

Michigan

misread the

Vandenberg RepresentativeCarl

fcorrying on an all-year industry,

ing of the Pilgrim Fathers and the iologist.

period of continental days when
the 13 colonieswere made the beginning of a free country. His American principlesare deeply imbedded in the very foundation if
this nation which has brought progress such as the world has never

tickets.

Despite the fact that the banquet is to be held in the large
Hvic Auditorium which has more
seating capacity than was ever available for a Lincoln Banquet be-

fore, the ticket committee is at its seen.
wits end and finds it entirely imCol. Roosevelt has been one of
possible to supply those begging the leadersin the oppositionto the
for tickets. All they can offer is present administration.As son of
the 2F)00 seats in the balcony and the famous "Teddy” he has long
we understand that these are near- been one of the ranking figures in
ly all gone and will he at a prem- the Republican party.

ium long before 6:30

this week
Anyway, he is going to be the
Saturday night when the banquet headlinerat Saturday night’s banbegins.
quet in the Civic Auditorium in
The Lincoln Banquet will be es- Grand Rapids.
pecially interestingsince the big
Senator Vandenberg,mentioned
headliner is to be Col. Theodore as a candidate for the Republican

master for he shines in parliamentary procedure and he bubbles over
with wit and humor which is such
is considered one of the loading a pleasingattribute, sandwiched in
liberals, which means there prob- a strong speaking program.
ably will be a strong liberal strain
Well, the banquet won’t be all
speeches since the largest orchesP"
Governor Frank D. Fitzgerald,tra in Grand Rapids will be found
naturally will be a pro
rominent fig- in the back ground, playing conure at the banquet.
banquet, He
lie undoubted- tinuously while the spread is in
ly will £ive a resume or rather an progress. Male choruses will also
accounting of his stewardship as be on hand, giving a repertoireof
governorof the state. Mr. Fitz- appropriate music.
gerald has been more closelyconThe large Civic Auditorium will
nected with state affairscovering be beautifully decoratedwith a
a period of a quarter of a century large pictureof Abraham Lincoln,
than has any other governor before the great emancipator, occupying
or since. Frank was really a “Noah" the spotlight during the entire
candidate for his political ark was evening.
the only one to survive in the
The intense enthusiasm and the
Rooseveltianflood of votes in 1932, great demand for tickets surely

Frank

is considered one of the
leading figures of the day and also

OLTMANS PLANS TO MARK
CHAIRMAN NAMED
WOMAN’S CLUB TO HEAR
GOLDEN JUBILEE IN 1936
FOR CONVENTION NOTED LECTURER & AUTHOR

Approve Cost

as well as spring, summer

For Letters

The regular meeting of the
Rev. Albert Oilmans, veteran
At a social and business meeting
missionary in the orient, this year of the regular lip reading class Woman's Literary club which was
and health. Why? Winter
will mark the fiftieth anniversary which was held Tuesday night in to be held Tuesday was postponed
t, particularly skiing.
of his ordination as foreign mis- the local high school, committee because of weather conditions.At
[ Fifteen years ago to the average Supervisors Also Pass Resolution at a session of the Reformed Mich- chairman for the state convention a meeting of the board of direcsionary to Japan, which took place
That All Unemployed Be
of the Hard of Hearing league to tors in the club house, the preof this region, “ski" was n
igan classis Aug. 12, 1886, the year
Eligible for WPA
sident, Mrs. J. D. French announcRing of “sky."
of his graduation from New Bruns- be held in the city May 15-16 were
ed the appointmentof the follow[ {. Ten years ago skiing was known
The board of supervisors,meet- wick, N. J., Theological seminary. named. Joseph C. Rhea, president ing nominating committe: Mrs. J.
Mr. Oilmans was born in The of the local league, is general C. Rhea, Mrs. Frank Lievense,Mrs.
as an exhibitionof jumping ing in special session approved the
Netherlands and ocated at Grand chairman of the convention. Pro- Wynand Wichers, Mrs. Jay Den
the roof of the sky to the necessary amount to send registered letters, with descriptions of prop- Rapids before entering Hope col- gram committeechairman is Paul Herder and Mrs. George Albers.
of the world by a few acroerty to be sold at the May tax sales, lege, graduating in 1883. He was
Nominations will be made on TuesG. Behnke of (irand Rapids, presiic and daredevilNorwegians.
to owners who are in arrears on honored with the doctor of divinity
day. Feb. 18. A meeting of the Fine
degree by his alma mater in 1902. dent of the Michiganleague. Miss Arts department of the club will be
Five years ago it was beginning taxes.
Mr. and Mrs. Oilmans sailed for Sylvia Huxtable of Zeeland,instruc- held next Tuesday at 1:30 p.m.
The matter was discussed in the
be recognizedas a form of downJapan in the fall of 1886 and were tor in lip reading,will have charge
morning
session
and
turned
over
Next week the club will comaliding which the less athletic
to the finance committee for invest- connected with missionary work in of a lip reading contest. Other com- memorate the anniversary of the
i might indulge in if wealth and
igation as to the probable cost. that country* until he retired at 70. mittee chairman are: entertainment club house and the annual guest
i permittedthem to visit CanThe committeerecommended that Mrs. Oilmans died about five years Mrs. G. A. Vos; banquet, Mrs. Hen day and birthdayparty will be
ago.
the Adirondacks or the Alps. hoard follow the instructions of
ry Naberhuis; publicity, Louis Van celebrated.The speaker is to be
Mr. Oilmans upon his retirement Hiartesveldt; decorations,Miss Hel- Eugene C. Van Wyk, lecturerand
.I^y i, i, .c*ptod a. » down- 1
„* as missionary accepted the position
ene Tappan. Classes are held in author whose address will be the
and cross-countrysport which | tions may be copied and the let- as secretary for Japan of the Amer- room 104, Holland High school, “Romance of the Caribbean and the
person of moderate means, not ters sent. It is estimated that the ican Mission to Lepers and at 81 four nights of the week. Classes Spanish Main." Mr. Van Wyk is
tentenarian or a cripple, can Postage will cost about $2,000 as still serves in that capacityafter an meet at 7 p.m. Mondays, Tuesday, reputed to be a fine speaker, and
there are over 10,000 descriptionsalmost uninterrupted residence in Thursday and Fridays.There are no will illustrate his talk with stereon any snow-sprinkled ter- now up for sale.
Japan for 50 years.
tuition charges, and new students opticon slides. He represents the
withln an hour’s drive of his
While in this country Mr. Oil- may join the classes at any time, Swedish-American line of New
A cut in the labor necessary for
the job was seen in the fact that mans occupied the positionof act- it was announced.
home.
York city.
rolling hills around Detroit many of the propertieswould be ing secretaryfor the western discut
from
the
rolls
due
to
the
10trict
of
the
Reformed
board
of
marked with the tracks of
skiers and snow trains for year payment plan on delinquenciesforeign missions from 1907 to 1910.
tie, although promoted so [on property for 1932 and prior He was vice president of general
y that their existence is al- years, which was instituted by the synod of the Reformed Church in
a secret, are crowded to the state last year. No estimate of America in 1903 and 1908 and was
presidentof that body in 1922.
and sold out three weeks the clerical cost was made.
A resolution was passed request- Five of six children went abroad.
i advance.
This “king of winter sports" is ing that all unemployed persons in Harvey, the oldest son, died in
ing the country as gold did need of support, not listed on the Japan after a connectionof several
FERA prior to Nov. 1, 1935, be years with the United States diployears ago.
| Trie Adirondacksand the Alps eligible for WPA work, regardless matic service. Two daughters, Eve
far away. The majority of of the time when it became neces- lyn and Janet, were commissioned
THE
-westernerswho wish to ski sary to seek WPA work. The reso- missionariesto Japan in 1914. EveOV/EQ
fU necessarilyski in Michigan, lution will be sent to the state ad- lyn was forced through illness to
return to this country a few years
ir territory, while not ideal for ministrationof WPA.
A 1,ITTLE
It was pointed out that much of ago and now is engaged in missport, is good enough.
Michigan summer resorts which the clerical help necessary to send- sionary work among the Japanese
Ip themselves also as winter re- ing out the tax notices might be on the Pacific coast. A son, Theoand offer suitableaccommo- paid for under the federal WPA dore, was commissioneda medical
for skiers will presentlybe and thus cut the cost to the county missionary to China in 1930 and
another son, Paul, enlisted as misag as profitable a business in considerably.
Refunding Ottawa county Covert sionary under the Presbyterian
wary as they do in July.
road bonds to the amount of $233- board to Japan in 1931.
500, recommended by the Ottawa
FARMER
County Road commission, was apSOIL
proved,and the refunding of $129,- GRAND RAPIDS EMPLOYEES
000 in Coverts, passed last June,
YOU SAID IT.
Since the Supreme Court meas- was rescinded, as the amount is inHONOR MANAGER
fall, will see our playgrounds
ig with seekers after pleas-

On Tax Sales

^

^

E. Mapee.

Roosevelt, son of the late President presidental nomination,will be but the flood has subsided,the ark mean something. All apathy, as is
Theodore(Teddy) Roosevelt. The toastmaster and therefore will not is resting on Ararat and Repub- so often the case, has been dissispeaker at the banquet is closely be expected to present an address. licans see a rainbow in the political,pated and would indicate that thinking people have been thoroughly
related to the present President He and Col. Roosevelt will return sky.
and while their names are similar immediatelyto New York where
CongressmanCaM E. Mapes will aroused and want to come back to
their thoughts and ideas on polit- both are scheduled as speakers at also be one of the speakers and he the old sound principles upon which
ical nuestionsare diametricallyop- the Lincoln day banquet in that has n record of twenty-four years this nation was founded and get
city Feb. 12.
posed.
of service— ’honestly and conscient- away from the unnatural, the unThe son of “Teddy" was cradled
Another well-known speaker and iously served. Even Democratic op- certain. and the nearly uncanny
pent up way of living of today.
in the atmosphere of the Declara- a national figure will be Dr. Glenn position does not deny that.
Thinking people,when they know
tion of Independence, the Constitu- Frank, president of the University
Senator Arthur H. Vanden Berg
tion of the United States, the com- of Wisconsin and an eminent Soc- will prove to be an excellenttoast- that this nation is still the richest

The stage is set for one of the
reatest Lincoln Banquets held in
5Michigan for a long time. Representationsfrom Republican ranks
from practically every city in Mich.
is predicted.
The fact is that all table seats
at the banquet have been sold, in
Grand Rapids alone there were (500
who applied for tickets and could
not be supplied.f>0 tickets were
sent to Holland and the number is
not nearly enough. Grand Haven
and Zeeland are also clamoring for

signs,

vacation resorts will soon

r,

Senator Arthur H.

Theodore Roosevelt,Jr.

on earth— its resourceshave scarcely been tapped, that it has been
blessed with the finest tool shop
on this globe and with 20'/c of its
tillable soil only under cultivation
in a haphazzard way and then producing an over abundance, wonder
to find a land “flowing with milk
and honey" and yet streaked with
poverty.
Anyway, American citizensare
thoroughly aroused if the interest
in the Lincoln Banquet at Grand
Rapids is any indication.
Those from Holland having tickets to go to Grand Rapids are the
following:
Vaudie Vandenberg, Mr. and

Him!

HOW ABOUT
BRINGING
WIFE
FOP

BRIDGE ?

ABE LINCOLN
Next Wednesday, February 12.

n

YOURS

IS

COLD AS

A

BARN

We

true of nearly all the staple
whereby a more accurate account
ppa grown on American farms, may be kept. The committee inpart, of course, this was due to cludes Maynard Mohr, Zeeland
introductionof new varieties township; Peter Damitra, Holland
Mads and in part to scien- and Richard L. Cook of this city.
methods taught the farmers
A special committee, appointed
trough research work done in the recently, including Charles E.
friodtural colleges.
Misner, Albert Hyma and Henry
But whatever may be th$ explan- Slaughter,to investigatethe beneJon, it remains true that Amer- fits which will accrue to the county
Baa farms year by year have be- through the Social Securitiesact,
" i better and have on the aver- reported.It is expected that reraiaed more foodstuffs per ductionin the costs of widows' penaave when drouth or some sions, hospitalizations
and wefare
prevented.
will result The committee reI average production per acre
~ .k* continued to serve
teat in the United States from
ier. This was granted,
1900 was but a fraction
-o! bushels. The average proIMMANUEL
CHURCH
from 1926 to 1932 was 14.7
Services in the Armory
gains

IP

per acre. Similar
made in the production

Invites

You

AND

IF

C. J.

all

Americans in

true

pay-

STATE BANK

R
R
R
R

Holland, Michigan
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MODEL DRUG STORE
35 West 8th

You

Zeeland
Tarvestad. Pastor

Sunday 10:00— Rev. E. Lewis
and Rev. C. Bunting will speak. Mr.
Lewis has been laboring in Africa,
the Ethiopean section, and has just
recently returned from Addis Ababa, the scene of conflictin the
Italy-Ethiopean war. Mr. Bunting
spent thirty-seven years in China
and will bring us news concerning
the communistic activities and the
power of the Gospel.
Sunday 7:30 — Messages by Rev.
Genheimer of the South African
Gen. Mission,and Mr. Raetz of the
China Boat Mission.
Monday 7:30— Rev. A. Gih, native Chinese Evangelist will speak
and also Mr. Raetz.
Tuesday 7:30 — Mr. Bunting and
Mr. Lewis. Slides will be shown of
the work in Ethiopea. Mr. Lewis
recently showed these slides in the

Street

get the best at

The Model—

Cod Liver Oil

Antiseptic

Regular 50c Size

not the best?

59c

J

pint

CLOSHAVE

FRUITS
DAIRY
PRODUCTS

MEATS

50c bottles 51

a

^

What

a

shave— try

^

Cream

iar

Quart
it!

Sanka

43c

Minute Tapioca

3 Life Buoy
Yi lb.

Soap

4 Tall

6c

Carnation Milk

25c

Dionne Quints have

19c

used 2500 cans

Brown Label

HOUSEHOLD

to

\

date

4 (or 89c

Black Salada Tea 31c

H

Yl lb. Bakers
lb.

Green Label
Japan Tea

29c

Chocolate

2

Wheat Krispies

19c

15c

3

Tomato Juice

25c

2 Large

10c

Rinso

39c

3 Light

House Cleanser

• #

!

«

Ice
25c

C

Wexfords1 Quality

[Brushless]

2

VEGETABLES

„

no higher prices.

Pcpsodent

1 Sateoa

IN

Holland

Olafsens

Why

1

NEEDS ETC.

1

Molasses

10c

1

Good Broom

39c

Rinso 196

2 Small

ciations in the past five years in
this section.

Members of the party first attended a dinner, after which varied
entertainment was presented. A
prize contest, music and vaudeville
comprised the program.— Grand
Rapids Herald.
The Holland Kroger Stores, four
in number, are also honoringthe
manager of this division, Mr. Griffin, who has come to Holland often
during his five years at the head
of the Kroger organizationin this
vicinity.

The local managers are putting
on a “Chief Executive Sale," vicing with one another on the volume
of the business done during and
over the week-end. Manager Henry

2

^

.

..

Mortons Salt

2 lb.
Manhattan Coal's high

in heat-units, low in ashes,

practically sootless!It will keep the house

Jar Peanut Butter

you want it with little attention — and at low cost
over the season. U you think you have “a hard-toheaT house, let MANHATTAN prove that you haven'll
Get coal wise — and phone us now (or

496

V

V- *

•

A

•

Cans Spaghetti

25c

1

Gold Medal Sweetened
Condensed Milk

Large Quaker Oats

19c

1

Food of Wheat

15c

[Delicious for

25c

Puddings,

Candies, Frostings, etc.

ualityService Stores

uick

LI

Van Aisburg Goal Go.

mT

3

1

MANHATTAN

,

17c

warm as

The "Glad-to-Heat-You"CO

-

Holland will be

9th-16th except Saturday.

Kroll of the Eighth St. deluxe store
other crops during the
Rev;J.’Lantin*, "peaks at 10:00 has turned the place into a winter
a*gtstM»d U. S. PaUal OUic*
century.
a.m. The Light and The Broken resort with a Florida smack. The
will question that con- Pitchers.”
palm effect, flying flamingoes, an
A
of all national resources
7:30 p.m. “New Wine and Old azure sky and plenty of citi
but there are no sto- Bottles"
fruit and tropical nuts, set off the
' prove that American
Frectfeeffy S007USS aid frlae-free—
loves e« fteesewtri ead
11:<10 a.m. Sunday School.
thousands of bargains given during
by Government
3:00 p.m. Jail Service
this executive sale at all Kroger
cfcoafos bllli. lee. 4sft » obont WASHEDJAonhaUajifor raaget.
not teased on by GovP-m. Young People’sservice Stores in Holland and vicinity.Sure1, are in danger of
2:30 p.m. Children’shour
ly the inside of the emporium, with Premium Third Vein Pocohantaa. AU Sizes. Briquets, Royal Range,
farms through negits southern atmosphere, contrasts
Semi-Egg,Hard Coal, Coke, Domestic Btoker. Wood and Kindling. I
decidelywith the wintry blasts on
ln*Th.“nrdfeVe,'SrPr,yer
0 ----the outside.
-Mrs. Eugene
Rev. Daniel Zwier, pastor of
Anyway, the store managers
waft in
Maple Avenue Christian Reformed this vicinity are doing their beat
Mr. an<f
church since 1920, this year will to make the anniversary of mutual
1 hospital,. mark the twenty-fifthanniversary benefit to their district and to their
of his ordination.
Phone 2679
Columbia Are.
customer.

m
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“Honest

is the

CHURCH

CANNED
GOODS

mg the fanner guardiansin cost to the county in 1934 was $4,- ids branch. The first week of FebWashington that every crop sold ‘905.9.3 and the cost in 1935 was ruary also marks his 17th anniverj n the market takes just so much $3,558.10. Savings in December sary with the Kroger company.
of the soil that never is
‘8 inc]udcdin the new fiscal
Mr. Griffin is active in community
years were $/o0 ami $500 in Janu- affairs, being a member of the Roary.
tary club, Associationof Commerce,
‘Now, the fact is easy to ostabA classifiedledger has been addfrom statisticsof the Dcpart- ed to the county clerk’s office in Peninsularclub and Knights of the
Round Table.
of Agriculture,that Amerwhich accounts of the afflicted Mr. Griffin is a native of western
[farmers, even when not regiadults are subdivided to cover exF from Washington, have so penditures of various items each Michigan, a native of Scottville. He
is widely known in western Michi' their business as continmonth and a card index has been
to produce better crops, installed in the probate court gan because of his business asso-

as

Lincoln,

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

closed for the day.

Henkle, A. C. Keppel, O. S. Cross,
Wm. C. Blanchard, Mr. and Mrs.
Ed Brower, Dan Ten Cate, John
Arendshorst, Alex Van Zanten and
John Galien.

TUAT HOUSE
OF

known

legal holiday, all

KNOWS THE

[ ired the AAA by the Constitution cluded in the new set-up. By the
Executives and key men of the
refunding plan the county will save
i uid lopped off parts lapping over,
about $10,000 in reduced interest Grand Rapids branch of the Kroger
nidden anxiety has taken hold of charges.
Grocery and Baking company tenHBdaldom lest the farmer without The hospitalizationcommittee,
dered a complimentary dinner and
restraining paternal hand of appointed some time ago, reported
considerable saving made in the party to L. O. Griffin,branch manalent on him should mine
cost of adult indigentsdue to the ger, at the Pantlind hotel university
nit his soil and find himself with- cooperation of the physicians of
lounge Monday evening.
means of support.
the county, the probate court, supIt was Mr. Griffin’sfifth anniver•The opinion seems to prevail erintendents of the poor and the
supervisors. They reported the sary as manager of the Grand Rav-

Abraham

Birthday of

Mrs. Chas. McBride, Mr. and Mrs.
Jay Den Herder, M. J. Cook, Dale
Cook, Wm. Lawrence,Mayor Nicodemus Bosch, Nelson Miles, Ben
Mulder, Henry Prins, Andrew
Klomparens, Ted Baker, Bill Berg,
E. P. Stephan, Judge Fred T. Miles,
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. C. Vandenberg,
Jr., Marshal Allen, Mr. and Mrs.
Bernie Arendshorst, Mr. and Mrs.
Wm. Arendshorst,Vernon Ten
Cate, Mr. and Mrs. Elbern Parsons, Harry Plaggemars,Dr. and
Mrs. J. G. Huizinga,Mr. S. L.

7^

His Best Friend Told

*
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R
R
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Satisfactory Service

^

WASHINGTON MARKET
Phone

9733

H. W. Dornboe

WESTING A WARNER
325 Lincoln Avenno Phono 2806
J.

21

E

A H. DeJONGH

Tenth
J.

St

Phon.
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CPL
PEOPLE’S

W*
Deliver

MARKET

* H.

P.

KLEIS

154 E. Eighth 8L Phone 4784

CENTRAL PARK GROCERY
Jacob

DePree

Phone 5512

Phone 9494 408 Columbia Ave, Phone 9916

HULST A SON

577 College Ave. Phone 3306

QUALITY NEVER
DISAPPOINTS

STEFFENS BROTHERS
288 W. 14th

SL

Phone 3329

N
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THE HOLLAND CITT NEWS
LOCAL NEWS

railroada intend to struggle along
for some time yet We sdre hope
they will climb out of their dif-

Down in Webflter, Mass., recently a bank cashier returning from
lunch found a red squirrelcalmly
chewing up a $20 bill in the cashier’s cage. The animal undoubtedly
reached the interior of the building through an unused phimney.

WEEK’S NEWS
THE NEWS

In The

ficulties.

John Sas, Jr., E. 18th St. is recovering from an operation recent-

CURRENT EVENTS PHOTOGRAPHED FOR

ly in Holland hospital.

Frank Snuttjer of Doon, Iowa,
prospective graduate of Western
Henry Posthumus of Pine Creek Theological seminary in May, is
spent Tuesdav and Wednesday at the first of a class of seven to
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ditmar, accept a call upon graduation. He
will preach at Lennox, S. D.
93 W. 19th St.

ENGLAND'S,

The Skull club held their annual
Mrs. Minnie Windemuller,93,
meeting and the following officers died Sunday at the home of her
were elected. Harold Steal was daughter, Mrs. Charles H. Shanelected president,Rube Geerlings, non, 128 E. 22nd st. Surviving are
treasurer,and Jerry Junker, secre- a son, Fred of Drenthe, and two
tary.
daughters, Mrs. N. H. Brown of
Tho Evangelistic convention Grand Rapids and Mrs. Shannon
scheduled this week in the Gib- of Holland; 30 grandchildren and
son Union church by the Rev. D. 34 great-grandchildren. Funeral
A. Manker has been postponed be- sendees were held Wednesday at
cause of weather and road condi- 1:30 p. m. at the Shannon home
tions.
and at 2 p. m. at the Langeland
The Auxiliary of Eagles will hold funeral home West 16th st The
a regular meeting this Friday eve- Rev. N. J. Monsma, pastor of the
ning at 8 o’clock in the hall.
Ninth Street Christian Reformed
Because of weather conditions, church officiated and burial was in
tho meeting of the Past Noble Fairlawn cemetery.
Grand club that was to be held this
Mrs. W. H. Pond, 76, native of
week at the home of Mrs. Ben Norwalk,Ohio, and for 30 years
James, 27 W. 18th St., has been a resident of Saugatuck, died Satpostponed until Friday, Feb. 14.
urday in Chicago. Her husband
A meeting of the Junior class of died six years ago. Surviving are
the Christian High school was held two sons, George H. and Edwin of
Tuesday afternoonand choosing Chicago; two sisters, Mrs. A. D.
class rings was discussed.S. Stun GoodrichEast 9th st. of Holland
was in charge and William Stiel- and Mrs. Stephen Newnham of
stra presided.
Saugatuck, and two grandchildren.
Miss Betty Vandenberg left Funeral services were held in
Tuesday for Florida where she will Chicago Monday with burial at 10
remain the rest of the winter.
a. m. Tuesday in Riverside cemeCity Clerk Oscar Peterson re- tery in Saugatuck.
leased a completehistory of tax
Word has been received here

NEW MINISTER
OF

Anthony Eden,
young diplomat,
yet one of
Great Britain'a
veteran representatives on numer-

ous

~

•

% mmm**

*

Miss Jennie But wu guevt of
honor at an informal tea in the
home of Mrs. John Bast Monday.
Miss Bast will sail Feb. 18 from
New York for Bahrien, Arabia, to
assume her duties as chief of
nurses st the hospital of the
Bahrien Oil company.
Mrs. Edith Martin
Martii
snd Mrs.

the home, which is unusual, and
became alarmed and investigated.
His body when found wu frozen
stiff. Death is believed to have
occurred Saturday night from a
heart attack or a stroke. He lived

alone, operating a chicken farm.
Surviving are five brothers and two
sisters.Dick of Grand Rapids; Peter
Charles Sheffer were here recently of Zeeland: Chris and John of Kalto attend the Quilt club meeting st amazoo: Leonard of Beaverdam;
r
the home of Mrs. Maurice Martin. Mrs. Henry Ponstein and Mrs.
Charles
Vander
Veen
of
HudsonMaurice Elliott of Joliet visited
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. F. vllle. Funeral services were held
Wednesday at 2 n. m. at the Lan- FOR SALE: Nice Table Lamp,
Elliotts, recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Hughes Hutchin- ge) and funeral home in Zeeland, Baker Used Furniture,7th St
son announce the birth of a son, with the Rev. Richard J. VandenClark Lewis, at the Community berg. pastor o/ Second Reformed FOR SALE-One 1936 model Weetchurch, snd the Rev. C. Tarvestad
inghouse electricwasher. Save
hospital.
rs. Carrie Bassett and daugh- of the Bible Witness hall, offlciat- 810.00.-Mcyer Music Hooee,
ter, Mrs. Clare Arnold, attended the ing. Burial was in Zeeland cemefuneral of Guy Arnold in Allegan tery. Coroner Gilbert VandeWater FOR SALE: February Sale of Lace
Holland determined that De U panels, 46 inches wide, extra
Mrs. Arthur Pahle was chairman Jongh had died of a heart attack special59c each, one group 42 inof the program at the Woman’s shout 16 hours before the frozen ches wide, fancy weave, 79c each.

ZOM.

Friday.

o

I

-

Indications for a bigger year in
postal receipts are very good, as refinished. Only $79.00.—Meyer Muthe hatchery and baby chick orders sic House.
are greater this year than Tor the
Herman Kromendyke, 65, 422 last three years. In the last year FOR SALE — Young Jersey cow,
Rich St. died Tuesday night at Zee- one clerk has been added to the due to freshen; also good septfstor.
land hospital. Survivingare the local force and two rural routes Jacob Slotman, Dunningville,Mich.
widow, two daughters,Mrs. A. have been consolidated, leaving Phone Hamilton 9F21.
Ringewold of Holland and Mrs. Ark* three out of Zeeland.
De Geus of Zeeland, six grandchil- The Zeeland Farmers’ Union are FOR SALE— 68 acre clay farm
with a seven room house and two
dren, and a sister,Mrs. John Zuvcrholding their meeting this Thurs- large barns, located acrou from
ink of Grand Rapids. Funeral serday in the Zeeland town hall at East SaugatuckChurch.
vices will be held Friday at 2:30
Vriesland. David Leep, a member FOR SALE or RENT-40 acre fruit
p.m. at Langeland Funeral home.
The Rev. J. Van Peursem will of- of the Farmera’ Union advisory and poultry farm, aaren room
board, is discussing cooperative house, complete bath and electricficiate and burial will be in Zeebuying of fertilizers by club mem- ity, large hen-house and barn, also
land cemetery.
Funeral services for Cornelius bers. An instruction period follow- concrete block garage. Ruasell A.
ed the discussion. The meeting Kiaasen Insurance and Real Estate,
De Jongh, 53 which were to be held
.'1
Wednesday (see news elsewhere) startedat 1 :30 p. m. this afternoon 8 East 8th Street, Holland.
GEORGE ABBOTT, pro- were postponed because of weathr and most of the time was devoted
ducer of ona of Brosdway’a conditionsand will be held Friday to things of interest to farmers.
John Knoll, 45, died at the Zee- BARGAINS IN
LUMB1
most successful plays this at 1 p.m. at Langeland Funeral
Hemlock 2x4a, 2xli, “ShJSp,
season, looks approvingly home. The Rev. J. Van Peursem snd land hospital Saturday after a
on a tableau depicting— the Rev. R. J. Vanden Berg will short illness. Knoll operated a Sheathing $27. Before you buy get
large bulb farm a half mile south our prices on Barn Boarda and Barn
Spanish style— the title of officiate.Burial will be in Zeeland
.
'
of the city, where he also made his
cemetery.
hit play. “Boy Meats Girl.*'
6tc7
Cornelia Roosenraad, 79-year-old home. He was a member of the 200 gles.— Bolhuis U>r'
The setting, staged at a veteran of 22 years of supervisors’Karsten post of American Legion
Sherry party for artlsta battlea, ia the oldest representativeand the post will attend the serv- ATTENTION— Stock owners.
service given on dead on
and writersIn New York, at the meeting of the State Asso- ices in a body. Surviving are the
id CO
has approvalalso of Jsmss ciation of Supervisors in Lansing widow, a daughter,Harriet; his Wy^^^^^Notlf^uaprom
Montgomery Flagg, noted this week. Rosenraad has been an mother, Mrs. Jennie Knoll of Hoi ly. Phono 9746, collect HC
I
Ottawa county delegate to the land; a sister,Mrs. Charles Brouwer LAND RENDERING
Illustrator.
state meeting for three years. Last of Holland; six brothers, Walter of
year, aa chairmanof the Ottawa Muskegon, Peter of West Olive.
VELVET AFTERNOON delegation, he was complimentedDick, Andrew and Charles Knoll of QUICK CASH-Loans 626 to
Autoe — Livestock
HAT — Anne Shirley has by the countv board for spending Holland and William Wagoner of
Holland Loan Aa
selscted ona of the sea- such a small amount of money Holland. Funeral aervices were
Ollies Sport Shoo.
son’s smartest ensembles, while attending the state gather- held at 1:30 Tuesday at the home
black velvet and lace. A ing. He never has receivedpay for and at 2 p. m. at First Christian
WANTED ii^a
chic little nat la velvet his time spent as a delegate,but Reformed church, Rev. John Van
Perasem officiating.Burial took
LOUIS
]
trimmed with a slim black his exnenseshave been nsid. as
place in the Zeeland cemetery.
Wants to Bay all Kind* of Scrag
quill, and a velvet frock thev hav*» been for the other delegates. The veteran's22 years of
The contractfor the construction Material,Old Iron, Radiators,
cut in the tailored mode Is
service is divided between Zeeland of Zeeland’s light and power dis- Batteries and other Junk. I
fastened with cut crystal
township and Zeeland city. The tributionsystem will be February market price; abo food and sugar
buttons and the tailored | first two vears as a sunervisorwere 15, according to instructionsre- hsfs.
collar and cuffs are of with Zeeland township, while Zee- ceived by City Superintendent Ger- 196 East 6th 8t
,

ZEELAND NEWS

which

fourteen persons were killed

when the bus
crashed through
the gate on an
opendrawbridge
at Hopewell. Va. o
None of the oc-

ing to $49,893, a total of $40,310
major operation in Mayo Brothers
or 81 per cent was collected. Col- hospital in Rochester last summer
lection of the $59,497 special assesshas not recovered from the operament taxes levy amountingto $40,- tion and will return to that institu357 or 70 per cent. Eighty-seven tion shortly for another operation.
per cent of the levy of $199,761or Mrs. Geerlings, formerly Louisa
$173,787 of city taxes were collect- Schaap, is well known in the city.
ed. A similar percentage of school
At a joint meeting of the Mistaxes, or $125,998 of a total of
sion Band and the League for Ser$144,835,was collected.
Due to weather conditions,the ice of Sixth Reformed church held
funeral services for Mrs. Arend Tuesday evening, Mrs. Dirk Dykwere to be held Thursday,have stra, missionary to Arabia who is
been postponed until Saturday due on furlough here, addressed the
to weather conditions.Rites will group on the people of Arabia abe held at 1:30 p.m. in the home mong whom she and her husband
and at 2 p.m. in the Overisel Re- work. Preceding the talk, a miscellaneous program was presented.
formed church.
Dates of the 1936 Allegan county
The Rev. William Wolvius, local
fair have been set for Sept. 22-26.
retired minister has received word

J. Bast of Fonnville.

—

BUS TRAGEDY
— Raising the

bus in

international,

Rev. and Mrs. Henry But of neighbors Sunday morning lying in
Grand Rapids announce tho birth his yard with a snow shovel in his
of a son, Robert Lee. Rev. Mr. hand. Folks next door uw no
Bast is the son of Mr. and Mrs. M.
smoke coming from the chimney of

conferences,who^
succeeded Sir,
Samuel Hosre, recently resigned as
body was found and conaideredan Mass Fumlture.^^^^^H^HHlI
club meeting recently.
Minister of For*
Officers electedby Lewis School inquest unnecessary.
FOR SALE, Odd lot of
aign Affairs.
associationat a meeting held reThe business transacted by the blankets,large else, si
cently in the home of Mrs. Barbara Zeeland postoffice for 1985 is more oricea, $1.19 and $2.19 each.-]
Truax, are as follows: President, than 30 per cent in excess of that Furniture Co.
Fred King; vice president,Verne of the year previous. The gain in
Keuter; secretary-treasurer,Mrs. money value waa $6,741.37,Poat- FOR SALE-Used Ivers and Pond
T. L. Gooding.
maater William Wentzel reports.

CITY UNDER SINGLE ROOF-MerchandiseMart.
Chicago,world’s largest building, and "city" of more than
15,000 permanent' "residents."During January this 24story town will play host to 12,000 American retailers in
first previews of 1936 merchandise.

collections in the city during 1935
from the Rev. and Mrs. John Geerup to and includingFeb. 1. Of the
lings of South Dakota statingthat
total levy of county taxes amountMrs. Geerlings who underwent a

cupants of the

j

bus escaped.

NEW

Shim'

.....

*

__

Monday that his

brother Dr. D.
Wolvius, 73, died January 21 in
Amsterdam, The Netherlands. The
Rev. J. Englesman of Holland is a
brother-in-lawof the deceased.
Tony Dozeman, 649 Michigan
Ave. has asked permission to remodel his store building into a
gasoline service station at the estimate cost of $6,300. The estimate
includes the cost of moving the
store structurea few feet south on
the lot located at the intersection
of 27th St. and Michigan Ave.
Local police found a car abandoned on North River Ave. and it
has been identified as belonging to
Mortan Bigren, 8884 Indiana St..
Detroit.It had not been reported
stolen to the Detroitpolice department.

FOREIGN

AFFAIRS—

PanThnc

WORKS.

WEST OLIVE
Mrs. Frank Peck and daughter,
Ethel June, were in Grand Haven

—

recently.

Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Northwere guests of their brother,

quist

Frederick Northquist,Sunday.

„r

Mrs. Hattie McKinleyis confined
her home with illness.Mrs. Anna
Galligheris caring for her.
to

Joe Werner spent several days in
Grand Haven due to weather con-

SPEAKER BRYNS CONFERS—

Speaker of the
House, Joseph W. Bryns, at left, confers with
House Parliamentarian about the opening of
Congress.

ditions.

Despite the weather conditions
school here has not been closed.

PADNOB

Phono INI
land was still a village. When Zee- rit P. Rooks from the PWA deland was incorporatedas a city in partment in Detroit The bids have
1907 Roosenraad represented the to be in the Detroit office by Feb.
UNUSUAL PROGRAM TO
The committee in charge urges I HOPE STUDENTS WIN
of the school.
municipality on the hoard until 12. pie city council at a special
DR. J. G. HUIZENGA
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Harry
BE GIVEN IN ZEELAND The Children’s Division of the Leaders of children to ‘‘Come for
SCHOLARSHIPKEYS 1916 when a friend wished to run meeting Saturday appointed of Great A Raison ga, Gr. __
Driesenga of E. Fifth St. a son on
Council, Conferenceand Inspectfor the office and the incumbent board of public works. This new
Ottawa County Council of Relig- ion for the task of 1936’’ and withFeb. 4; to Mr. and Mrs. Vande
Committee prepares afternoon,
Hope Blue Key honorary society turned bis support to him. His board will be in control of the
P^tia «ateNBlIr BuikNag
ious
Education,
of which Mrs. Ed- out doubt many will attend.
Wege of E. 17th St. a son.
evening program; Also Dinner.
has awarded keys to 13 students, friend won the office and held It municipally owned water, electric
Holland. Michigan
The lecture scheduledfor Dr. The church Sunday school has ith Walvoord is president, is spon- Miss lone Catton. state presi- based on scholarshipand service to until 1925 when illnees forced him light and sewer systems. The mem
Houre— 16 to
8 to 4:16
Albertus Pieters at Labor Hall Fri- for many years played an impor- soring a program for Leaders of
the institution.They include: Stuart to retire and Roosenraadwas an- bers of the board have been select Phono: Office 8661: Residence 111
day has been postponed until a lat- tant part in the affairs of the chur- children in Ottawa county. The dent of this department of Sunday school work will also be pres- D. Gross of Cadillac. Henry Klein- notated to fill the vacancy. In 1928 ed on a staggered term basis, the
er date, due to weather conditions. ch; Hoyever this is true espec- program is to be held in the First
heksel, Lester Van Tatenhoveand
first new member to be selected in
America'sclass 1 railroads in ially in the past score of years, Reformed church of Zeeland on ent at the meeting, appearingon James DeWeerd of Holland, John he was elected to the post and his
continued in office since. He has May of 1937. The persona chosen FOR SALE:— Blankets— Odd
Friday,
February
21
beginning
at the program severaltimes. George
1935 put 312 new locomotives, and
Double— part wool— 72
id becomes increasingly so as
Schuiling,president of the Ottawa H. Piet and George D. Heeringa of held virtually all the positionspos- to be on the original board are
1,099,892 freight cars and 25,745 time goes on. This can be said 1:30 p.m. and continuing throughreduced to $2.89.— Masa
County
Ciuncil of Religious Ed- Grand Rapids.
sible on the various board commit- Mayor David Vereeke, Aid. Peter
out
the
afternoon
and
evening.
At
passengercars into service. — Ex- of the school at large, but more
Store.
oucation will also be on the eventees. Roosenraad had to quit school Brill, City Clerk Jamea VanVolkenchange. It would seem that the directlyof the children’sdivision 6:30 p.m. a World Fellowship DinNOORDELOOS
ing’s
program
extending
greetings
berg,
John
Ozlnga
and
A.
Van
at
the
age
of
11
and
went
to
work
ner will be served. Guests who
TAXPAYERS OF PARK
on a farm. At the age of 16 he Koevering.
plan to attend the dinner are to to the gathering.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Woodeyke startedas apprenticein a local furinform Mrs. Wilham Hieftje of
The program as it is to be renHilmer Dickman, preaident of the
TOWNSHIP ATTENTIOI
of East Saugatuck visited with niture shop. Later he developed Zeeland Teachers’ club, and Louis
Zeeland by February 19.
dered follows below:
their parents Mr. and Mrs. Gill his own business, which he conductRoberts, district president of the
Time for paying of taxes
1:30 Worship ........................................................
Rev. H. P. Meengs, Ph. I).
Vogel Thursdayafternoon.
ed until 1918. After the close of Michigan Educational association, been extended by the Tot
Getting acquainted with our programsand leaders
There were no services held in the war he conducted various types were in Muskegon Saturday to at- Board of Park Township unU«r
Flag Salutes — Led by Robert Scheerhorn
the local church Sunday. January of business along legal lines. He tend a meeting for the purpose of February1, 1936 without penalty.
Bible Truths on Graded World Friendship in
26 on account of the storm and was given the opportunity to take discussing problems of interestto Remember! Feb. 1st is posltlv*’ ‘
the Church School ...............................................
Miss lone Catton
blocked roads. The roads being the state bar examination but re- teachers’ clubs and M. E. A. mem- the last day. I will be at the P«
Sources and Uses of World Friendship
blocked on Sunday, February 2, fected the offer. In addition to his bers. They report a very instruc- pie’s State Bank to collect ta:
Pictures ...............
J .......................................................
Mrs. H. D. Strabbing the services were held in the church
duties as supervisor he has been tive gathering.
on January 10, 14, 16. 21, 28.
Offertory
basement with a few families re- mayor and has held appointive
and 80. At home the balance of tho
Prayer ................................................................................
Mrs. H. Bowman
presented. The regular consistory positions on various city boards. He FOR SALE: RepossessedSpeed days.
Singing World Friendship Songs through Story,
meeting was held on Wednesday
Queen washer like new.-Meyers
was a member of the school board
Dick Nieuwsma
Scripture,Discussion and Pictures .............. Miss lone Catton
temoon at 1:30 o’clock.
and has been a member of the citv Music House, Holland. Michigan.
treasurer. St
Dramatization in buildingPeace and Brotherhood
....... Mrs. R. Gunn
Mrs. Maggie Bartels of North cemetery board for 30 years.— G
Building World Friendshipthrough the use
Holland was taken in an ambul- R. Press.
of
of our hands ....... ..................................................
Miss lone Catton
ance to the hospitallast week.
The free shorthand course which
6:30— World Fellowship Dinner
Mr. and Mrs. John Westrate are is being offeredat the local high
Somethingfor everybody to have a part in. Bright sayings by children.
ared with some ........ in charge of Mrs. Brunson the parents of a little baby girl. school for the second semester
They have named her Marilyn Fay, seems to be quite an attractionto
Special Music .......... ...................
Western TheologicalSeminary Quartet
Mrs. Westrate and daughter are at students. The course is open to
7:16 — Organ Music ................
.........................................
Miss Ruth Hieftje
7:30 —
...................
...............
Rev. J. Van Peursem the home of her parents Mr. and iuniors and seniors who have had
instruction in typewritingwith
"*
ininaryQuartet
Mrs. George Brower.
Western TheologicalSeminary
Holland, Mich.
Greetings by Mr. George Schuiling ........... President Ottawa County
Miss Evelyn tKapenga is em- passing marks and it is also open
— conUnuousperformance DAILY starting240—
Council of Religious Education
ployed in the office of the Grand- to post-graduatea. To date, 10
price change 5:80—
high school students and six post
Offertory
view hatchery at Zeeland.
Evaporated
graduates
have
enrolled.
The
class
Prayer .......................
. ......................................
— .............Mrs. J. Bruggers
Mr. Lewis Mannes of Zeeland
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 7
Sunshine Brand
cans
Music ...................
.......... ...... ...... . .............................
Seminary Quartet driver for the Gulf Oil Co. had to will meet each school day Monday
Jamea
Cagney and Pat O’Brien
Address—Peace on Earth— Beginning
call up the Romeyn Wrecker to pull till Friday, five days each week,
with Children
..................
......................
-.. Rev. B. Mulder, D.D.
his oil truck out, which had slipped from 11:15 to 12 o’clocktill the
Candle Lighting Service ....................................................
Miss lone Catton
into the ditch. The driver -was close of school next June. Miss
Benediction ........ ...............................................
Rev. R. J. Vanden Berg blinded by the snow storm. The Leola Jablonski, the commercial
teacher,will teach the subject
truck was not damaged.
SATURDAY. FEBRUARY 8
70—80 size
Zeeland’s brown and gold clad
Mrs. Albert Kapenga and chilBette Davis and Franchot Tone
dren are at present staying at the court warriors managed to pile up
home of her brotherMr. John Boeve a 38-1 1 victory over Grandville in
in
lbs.
of New Gronigen. Their home burn- a tussle on the Zeeland court last
ed to the ground in the severe snow night, with the maroon and white
quintet trailing Zeeland the entire
storm a week ago Sunday.
Mrs. Fred Koetsier entertained contest.
MONDAY TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY.FEBRUARY 10-12
READY FOR A TURN AROUND
In his message of thanks to the
with a birthday party in honor of
Errol Flynn and Olivia de Havilland
DECK
her daughter Beatrice Mae Satur- nation for its co-operationand sunin
day afternoon.Games were played port in the fight to combat the
•PHIS itraugelyassortedtrio are
and dainty refreshments were ser- menace of infantile paralysis, PresOolden Bantam
* all ready for a turn around deck.
ved by the hostess. Prizes were ident Roosevelt last night nersonwon by Sally Riemersma, Julia ally expressed his appreciationfor
NIGHT — Remain
OUR
Mill Ana Serafln, waitress on the
||
j|
cans
GLESTS to see Dick Powell and Gloria Stuart in
Lemmen and Sylinda Raak. Those the work being done bv Paul De
Santa Lada, la shown perched preGood Quality
“GOLD DIGGERS OF
present were Sally and Berdette Kruif. secretaryof the commission
Riemersma,Sylinda and Arloa for infantile paralysisresearch. Mr.
cariously on a turtle with a three*
THURSDAY-FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 13-14
Raak, Julia Lemmen and the guest De Kruif, a native of Zeeland, now
months-old wildcat In her hands—
MargaretSullavan and Jamea Stewart
of honor Beatrice Mae Koetaier has a home at Castle Park where
Gold Medal
two pasaengera who became her
who also presented each guest with he has written books which have
in
a book.
particular friends on the voyage up
brought him fame throughout the
The local school has been closed nation and beyond.
from South America.
ta,>
since Monday and the North HolAttorney Jerret N. Clark of ZeeThe turtle, one of the ugliest,
land school pupils had a two day land, Frank Scholtenof Snring
L?evacation.It opened its doors again Lake and John Wlchers of Zeeland,
most hard-boiled-looking animals In
able, Pea
Cans1
on Wednesday morning.
recently attended a conference of
jthe world, belongs to a family living
Richard and Lawrence Lemmen Rural Rehabilitation and Farm
Thia theatre closed for remodeling and redecorating.
on the Galapagos Islands which can
spent Wednesday at the home of Debt Adiustment committees at
their
eir grandmotherin Holland.
Grand Rapids. Representatives
trace its ancestry back to deluvlan
from the regionaloffice of the Retimes— land turtles which achievea
settlementadministrationdiscussed
Mild
FENNVILLE
weight of 500 pounds and live to a
conditions under which a farmer,
Wisconsin
lb.
ripe old age of 300 years. This par»
H. E. Hawley entertained burdened with excessive debt and
unable to borrow money elsewhere,
a aroup at
at luncheon Saturday.
Registration
Electlcularly tough-lookingnative son
Miss Lorraine Walter was surl may obtain a loan from the Rural
eame
north
to
go
dvilised
in
the
Pure
tion to be Held
Mar. 2, 1936 1
lb.
prised Saturday night by 24 friends Rehabilitationdivision.The manBronx Zoo, New York.
ner in which farm debt adiustment
on her birthday anniversary.
Ambrosia
can
Notice it hereby given that I, ibe'undersigned City)
Mrs. Helene McTaggart has gone should benefit the creditoras well
The ocelot la a tropical edition of
Brand
as the distressedfarm debtor wa«
to Detroit and Pontiac.
will
receive lor Registrationat any time during regularf
the wildcat, or tiger ca* and when
Mrs. George Mechem has re- emphasized. The Federal Land
hours
jthe name of any legal] voter in the tCity" ol!
toll grown is only 8 feet long. He
turned from Battle Creek and ia at bank sent C. L. Rose to discuss its
hand made lace.
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SAY

20,000

EXTRA!

Family

GOOD

FOODS

Food

AT

Buyers

EXTRA

_

..

Holland

LOW

and

PRICES

Western

Worship
* -•••'-

Michigan

Holland Theatre

1

_

_

..

.....

..

....

Ceiling Zero

PRUNES

RAISINS

4

A

3

-k BEAN
y

^

Sprouts

Captain Blood

Crea^tylel

FLOUR

SOU PS

Dangerous

sr

__

3

U

1935’’

We Love
COLONIAL THEATRE
Next Time

A
0

MACARONI

,

CHEESEl

Notice for Primary
on Monday,

cocoa!

PEACHES
SALADATEff

T

Hr

la aa agile tree climber and preya

mainly on birds. Although much
more beautifuland more innocent
ialpqk upon than the moaster tur*

label
j

¥

tie,

the ocelol is at hdirt, and often

In action, a little savage.

C.

THOMAS STORES

He may be

tamed and pampered to the point
where he Is seemingly quite civillied yet one sniff of a fowl, his favorite food, la always a signal for

a chicken-houseraid.

32 West 8th Street

B—
^

yiMJ. AIM

mmm

m
JErcy-

the home of her sister, Mrs. Leon
Shepard. Mr. and Mrs. Mechem will
leave soon for Florida.
Johnnie Taylor, who has been
siting his brother, Roy Taylor,
since the Christmasholidays,has

policiesand position as an inde
pendent loaning agency. The men
named above constitutethe Farm
Debt Adjustment committee for

Ottawa county. They give their
time to aid worthy farmers whoso
to his home near Big debt load is excessive.The coat to
tlw farmers is nothing. Those
Lloyd Bolles is ill in the wishing further Information should
Community hospitalat Douglas.
see any of the above committee
A farewell party was
members or the County Rural Re'

by Gidley PTA for

habilitation supervisor,

Healy, who has
r position In Ba
lima Gooding will

Lowing at Grand Haven.

r

vacancy in the Gidley

Roy

H.

NOT ALREADY JREGISTERED.
those electors

who

uThia

alao?i

have changed their reaidence^ai

theiriRegistrationtransferred

from one

voting^pi

another voting precinct within the City.
kiz.'

Applicationfor Registrationmust be made personi

applicant-Saturday, Feb. 15,

1936, is |he

ing!regiatrations
for said election.

On

the last day of Registration,vh.

office will

remain open until 8 P. M.

|

‘

;

THE HOLLAND CITT NEWS
LOCAL NEWS

----- Prospedtlveoffibe
____
_______
holders
HAMILTON
b« held Thursday evening at fifteen Morris Huyeer and Mr. George
have until Feb. 17 to file with the
Overisel died Sunday at Cooper*to eight
Bosch.
clerk in anticipationof the March
vilte.She was born in Overisel and
2 primary election. Charles DulLast week was a week of snow attended high school at Allegan.
Mrs. A. J. Ter Keunt, who reMr. and Mrs. Henry Roelofs visyes, constable incumbent,is the
sides one mile north of town, pass- ited Mr. and Mrs. Herman Volkers
Her husband died last spring. Surwill speak on ^Happiness in
• • •
only other to hsve filed. At a couned away at the home of her chil- Sunday night.
,viving are two sons. Rev. Henry
!ome” at an open meeting
dren. Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Veldhuis
The Riterink brothersof Overisel blocked. Several plows were kept D. Ter Keurst of Holland and ArSeaguls,which usually haunt cil meeting held Wednesday night,
_jy evening in Griswold audit was voted to retain the same
of Coopersville Sunday night af have accomodatedthe young peothur J. Ter Keurst, professor of
the shores of Lake Michigan and
iom, Allegan.
teiSc.10 k<eP th* r°*d °pen for
poll houses as in previous years.
ter an illnessof several weeks. pie’s Society with music with
......a
_
follow in the wake of steamers for
psychologyin Chicago Christian
Mr*. Mary Thompson, clothing fodd to be thrown out, have been
Peter De Feyter,58 died Thui
Several school children of ElmFuneral services will be held this saxophone and a piano key accordmrscollege;
one daughter, Mrs. Charles
pedalistfrom MSG. will conduct forced inland through the past few day noon at the home of Mr. and
wood
school
were
absent
on
acweek Saturday afternoon at 1:30 iop.
• training school for leaders of the
Here s hoping we have more con- o’clock at her home north of town
weeks of continuous storms that Mrs. E. F. Bams, 49 W. 10th St.
Mr. and Mrs. George Klingen- count of the storm we were having. D. Velthuis of Coopersville;four
*‘legan county clothingproject on
Surviving are throe sisters, Mrs. venient weather on our meeting and at 2 o’clock at the OveriselReBants on the farm of John grandsons; one brother,Levi Krophave closed the natural food supberg visited their parents,Mr. and
_b. 13 and 14 in Griswold auditorMyrtle Witt, Mrs. Jake Harris and
formed church. Rev. H. W. Pyle Mrs. Gerrit Klinwnberg at their Funckus, located a mile west of •chot of Fremont;and two sisters,
ply to them by the formation of
“Wrt*
n«*t
Wednesday
the
12th.
ium, Allegan.
Mrs. C. F. Barnes, all of Holland, Cook and Riemersma are the enter- will officiate.
Mm. William Schutmaat of Hamthe extensive ice fields
home in Overisel Sunday night.
nig‘ ‘
and three brothers, Jacob of HolMr. and Mrs. John Vander Hill,
Seventy-fivephysicians of Van
W hen the birds come in shore land, Gilbert and George, of Mus- tainment team.
A group of young people gather- 6 a.m.! it was reom^There^Two ilton and Mrs. John Lubbers ot
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Markus of HolH), Allegan and Ottawa counOverisel. Funeral services were
very far it is a sure thing that ice kegon. Funeral .serviceswill) be
ed
at the home of Mr. George Bosch horses, two pigs, 850 chickens, farm held at 1:30 p.m. Thursday at the
__ will be guests of Allegan counFLASH— Division No. 3 of the land visited Mrs. Eva Zalsma Sunconditions are bad in the lake. held Monday at 2 p.m. at the Dyk-nd
•
in East SaugatuckWednesday evety heath department for dinner and
homeland at 2:00 p.m. in the OverAuxiliary was scheduled to con- day.
Some of them are noticed in the
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Bush of ning. Games were played and a
program Feb. 13 in Griswold aud- yards here picking up whatever stra Funeral home. The Rev. J. vene at the Home of Mrs. Wm.
Vandebeek will officiate and burial Brouwer on next Tueaday evening; East Saugatuck moved in the two-course lunch was served. Those
itorium. Dr. R. S. Dixen of Detroit
food there is.
-j
____ a. #
will be in Pilgrim Home cemetery. This meeting has been changed to Schutmaat apartments last week
will apeak.
Continued snowstorms with represent were: Mias Lyna Noor, overturned lantern. The farm was
A beautifulmale cardinal and a
Wednesday.
formerly
owned
by
Gerrit
Brink.
sultingbad roads have necessitated
meet in the afternoon of the same
Miss Hilda Bakker. Miss Haxei
Many meetings were postponed female were reported to have been
day, Feb. 11th.
Student Snuttjer of the Semin- Volkers,Miss Gertrude Bosch, Miss Loss, estimated at $5,000 is par- the postponementof many meetin Holland and vicinity,schools seen yesterday. These birds re•
•
•
tially covered by insurance,
Sc^8 in the^local churches. High
ary preached at the American Re Katherina Bosch. Miss Henrietta
were partially closed, both in the main north all winter as well as
o
*1 and College students have
A grave error of ommissionhas formed church Sunday.
Bosch, Miss Edith Bosch, Wallace
Chriatian High and the public
the blue jays. Their brilliant
OVERISEL
also been snowbound during the
been called to our attention, nameLubbers, Gordon Timmerman, Don•cbools but with better weather
The
Hamilton
Republicans,
who
l plumage in the sunlight of yesterpast week. And, to cap the enmax,
ly, that no official authority has have received severe wallopings at ald Vanden Ploeg, Julius Tucker,
returning, lessons have been reMrs. Arend J. Ter Keurst, 70, of the groundhogsaw his shadow!
day made an effective sight
been given to don the long red the last several elections, are show•umed.
against the white snowbanks.
wooliee.
you mayJ *IV/
now
do ing definite signs of new strength
t However,
-- W ui/
Bird lovers urge that food be
so, and if you have frozen to death, _nd are encouraged by the disthrown out during the winter as
it’s too late anyway.
satisfactionand dissensiohamong
there is little that the birds can
(Continued from Page One)
the Democrats. Organizations has
get in severe winters of this kind
As a reminder to the few:— been affectedand a large delegaand many will die unless protected. on the highways.Even a tractor Are we to anticipate a report from
tion, headed by George Schutmaat
Here is another reminder to "feed was brought
rht into play. The capable the House Committee at the next
is planning to attend the Repubthe birds.” The call is nation-wide, road men are well acquainted with meeting?
lican Banouet at Allegan next
every club is fostering this, the highways and are able to handle
v V V
week Tuesday evening. Everybody
newspapers are filledwith kind re- difficultsituations.
A movement is on foot to organ- seems to be convinced that we need
quests and the radio is broadcast- A meeting of the Ottawa county ize a group of the boys who are
w<
anothr new deal. An election year
ing the great need to preserve bird committee in charge of the Naagainst the habit of Knitting by has always bee none of best years
lifo
Riv/le
•'
life. ‘Ton.1
"Feed
the
Birds.
tional
Rural
Health
conservation
Cut Rate
the ladies.The blur of the clikcontest at the Warm Friend Tav- king needles is annoying to say for the common folks. This is the
eessessss&ssse&gessssesa
one year when the politicians are
ern
in
Holland,
was
to
be
called
20 West 8th
Holland
;h' _ of the monotony of looking
nothing
COUNTRY CLUB
anxious to hear about their needs
The
dates of funerals were also off because of the weather. Dr. at the same piece of goods being
Harold
Jacob Haan
and give them assurance that they
postponed. The funeral of Mrs. Ralph Ten Have, county health dragged out every time you sit
are going to be taken care of.| Well
Arend J. Ter Keurst, mother of doctor, said. A number of dem- down.
we only wish that the other years
onstrations
for
farmers,
arranged
Rev.
Henry
J.
Ter
Keurst
of
Hol• w
Old Fashioned
were more like this one. Anyway
land. has been changed from Thur- by the Ottawa county agricultural
Editors note: A very
verv good idea. whoever wins out and whatever is
can*
agent,
have
been
postponed.
sday to Saturday at Overisel.
1
can*
Sensing a peculiar tickle we looked
Weight of snow on the mill to see and found our own sweater said and done, it is going to be
Funeral services for Harm J.
mighty
interestingto listen in.
Slag Harlem which were scheduled raom roof at the Peter Van Zylen being unraveledfrom our frame
Several farmers of this vicinity
for tomorrow afternoon have been lumber yard, Grand Haven, caused and going into a shawl.
are planning to attend Farmers
PI!,,S
can I VC
cans
12 cans
c
postponed until Monday at 1:30 p. the roof to cave. A greenhouse roof
• • •
week at East Lansing this week.
caved in under weight of snow
$1.12
m. at the home of Mrs. S. Eilan_
12 can. $223
Un-necessary advice;— Make apiulast week and owners of other plicationfor your AdjustedCom- Andrew Lehman, manager of the
or, sister of the deceised. The Rev.
local
Farm
Bureau,
will
speak
on
_
H. Maassen, pastor of the North greenhouses have been kept busy pensation early.
"The Use of Trucks,’ on Wednesremovingsnow.
Holland Reforemd church will ofThe lowest barometer reading We’ll be seeing you on the 12th. day morning. The local organization
Chocolate Covered
ficate and burial will be in North
is one of the largest and most sucHolland cemetery.The delay is in some time, 28.45 was reported
» • •
by the lookout at the coast guard
American Legion Auxiliary Div- cessful of its kind in the states.
caused by blocked roads.
(4 »o. I co- 29c)
station at Grand Haven Tuesday. ision No. 3 meets at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. George Schutmaat
C. J. McLean a veteran of seven
The road to the station was blockCOUHTRY CLUB
visited relatives at Coopersville
and a half years experience as a ed with snow and roads in outlying Mrs. Wm. Brouwer, 52 E. 14th St., Sunday.
COUNTRY CLUR SLICED
Tuesday
afternoon, Febraury 11th.
member
of
the
board
of
public
Special 1
lb.
"L’
parts of the city had filled in by This meeting was previouslyschedFlorence Volhers of East SaugaNo 1 can f Jc
works filed his petition for reelec- noon. Snow plowing in Grand Hauled for Tuesday evening.
tuck spent several days at the home
can.
12 can. $1.89
tion with the city clerk Oscar Petcan.
12
can. $1.05
ven was handicapped
idicappec by damage to
of Geneva Etterbeek.
one of the plows.
Division No. 3 consists of the
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lampen
COUNTRY CLUB
The Rev. G. Snell, 33, pastor of following: Mrs. A. Aussicker, J.
were in Grand Rapids on business
Rich halves or slice*
the Presbyterian church in Alle- Barkema, T. Bos, G. D. Bos, Wm.
last week Thursday.
No. 2^2
gan, was killed in a four-car smash Brouwer, E. Bedell, V. Brailey,H.
in rich heavy syrup
cans
The annual business meeting of
up 10 miles south of Grand Rapids Cook, O. De Lin, A. Dogger, Wm.
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in which at Hoek, B. James. B. Jacobs, H. J. the First Reformed church was
can*
33c)
held Monday evening. After it had
least six persons were injured. Karsten, Joe Kramer, G. KeD
The pile-upof cars is said to have John Mills, F. Mepplink, H. PelIN been twice postponedon account
EATMORE BRAND
occurred when one of the driv- grin, H. Poppen, E. Post, A. E. of weather and road conditions. Alers stopped because of poor visi- Ramsland, J. Riemersma, A. Rut- though another storm was coming
bility.
on a good many folks were present.
Slnctrity
gers, E. Slooter, Sr., E. Spaulding,
Sheriff Ben Rozema and staff L. G. Stalkamp, L. Strowenjans The treasurersGeorge Brower and
Justin
Schievink
gave
the
financial
were keeping the road closed to C. Tiesenga, B. Ter Haar, M. J.
traffic. M-21 to Grand Rapids was
F$r~3 mi mar .
Van Kalken, A. E. Van Lente, F. report, showing that total contributions amounted to $5352.00 of
reported impassable by local police Van Ry, Wm. Wagner.
which $3363. were for congregawho are being deluged with calls
o
I
i4^-u>. mcr
tional and $1989.00 for benevolent
concerning the conditionof roads.

AMERICAN LEGION

HARSH WEATHER IS
DRIVING SEAGULLS
Mn. Lydia Ann Lynde, child
and training apecialist from
INLAND, IS REPORT

sru

gram

Storm Brings
About Strange
Incidents

Here

|

-

m ••••••••••••

February

KROGER STORES

Yonker’s

T

Food Festival

DRUG STORE

Drugs

FIATURINC CANNED GOODS AND COUNTRY CLUB PRODUCTS

St.

Yonker

V

TOMATO
JUICE
6
2

—

AXILLA

DROPS

O

lb.

•••••••••#••

BUEHLER

BROS..

OR GREEN BEANS

PEAS

SIFTED
6

2

29c

PEACHES DEAD OR ALIVE?

JlT’l

FOR SATURDAY ONLY
Link Sausage med. size

Hamburger
Pure Lard

beef

all

open

Roasts

Boiling Beef

lb. 15c

kettle rendered lb.

Beef Roasts best

Pork

lb. 18c

cuts

15c

lb. 15c

Ce""rsbi<j.culs

yonng, tender ribs

Bacon Squares

15 i9c
lb. 11c
lb. 19c

Pig Liver

lb. I21/2C

Pi| Hearts ......... lb. 12c

Smoked Picnics
Short Spare

____ lb. 19c

Fat Pork
Ribs

lb.

16c

Roasts ...... lb. 12c

Pork Chops

---- lb. I6c

.

____ lb. 9c

Yearling Lamb Legs..

Mutton

Pork Steak ..... -...lb. 22c

..... ...lb. 24c

SirloinSteak
Swiss Steak.

-..-Ib 18c

-

.

..lb.

.

Metwor&t

20c

-lb. 21c

George Ter Haar, 195 E. 17th St.
suffered a leg injury when his
It is doubtful if the Michigan
truck carrying mail from this city
peach trees have sufferedvital into Grand Haven, collidedhead-on
jury in this long bad spell of
with a truck driven by Dean Gigweather
unless it be in the northli° of Terre Haute, Ind., at noon
Tuesday on US-31, four miles ern part of this peninsula; but
north of the city. A greyhound while sympathetic with peachbus, the driver’s vision apparently growers in Illinois and adjoining
obscured by the blinding blizzard regions it is to our advantage to
rammed into the two vehicles. know that their crop is conceded
to be ruined..How Georgia may
None was injured in the boa.
Road conditions have made it have fared is not yet stated.—Allimpossibleto deliver coal to rural egan Gazette.

Local college an<Y high

school

students enjoyed two days of vacation between semesters, returning

work Monday.
residentsand complaints received
Mrs. Arthur Wiersma of Zeeland.
here by Miss Deborah Venekla- MAPES CHAIRMAN AT
Mrs. Gerrit Van Dyk and children
sen. county ERA administratrix,
of Holland, Marie Van Hatenhove
LINCOLN
RECEPTION
indicatethat the situation is beof Lowell, Marie Wiersma Kate
coming acute. There is sufficient
Hulst of Graafschap,Josephine
A reception will be held in the Kempkers were entertained at the
coal, but impassable roads have prevented delivery. Rural mail de- Pantlind hotel ballroom,Grand Ra- home of Mrs. Wm. Ten Brink last
liverieswere suspended Wednesday pids, from 4 to 6 o’clock Saturday week Wednesday.
Postmaster Louis Vanderburg,re- afternoon, preceding Itihe annual
Rev. and Mrs. J. A. Roggen atLincoln banouet, Mrs. Roy M. Watported.
tended the meeting of the ministers
kins,
president
of
the
Women’s
Rural schools throughout the
social circle at the Trinity Recounty in general, affecting near- Lincoln Republican club, announced formed church of Holland Monly 5,000 students,are closed, G. G. Tuesday.
da vaftemoon.
Cong. Carl E. Mapes will be
Groenewoud, county school comThe weather bureau of Allegar
missioner,reported. The Ventura chairman,assisted by the presi- Reports thait during this wijrtet
school in Park township and Jeske dents and members of the Repub- four feet of snow on the level. har
school in Port Sheldon have been lican clubs of Kent county. Col. fallen. Those of us who have beer
closed for two weeks.
Theodore Roosevelt, Jr., and Gov. forced to keep our driveways clea1
Edward Sager, 26, Bradley, died Frank D. Fitzgerald,speakers on however, are convincedthat th'
in Crispe Memorialhospital in Al- the banquet program, will be pres- weather man is reporting short
legan Tuesday of injuries received
o
by several feet and have the snow
when he was struck by an automo- ROUSE FERRY HOTEL
banks to back us un. We havr
bile driven by Henry C. Barnes of
GUESTS
DURING
FIRE
J0??1*1 out » foot of snow prac
Jackson. Sager, a milk truck drivticallv every morning for the las
er, was struck as he attempted to
Guests at the Ferry hotel, were month and feel that thirty fee*
warn about snow-drifts.
nearer right. At this moment
roused from their beds early WedCars driven by Ben Baldus, 212
nesday
morning
when
fire threat- we are not so much concerned aW. Ninth St. and Harold Mokma,
ened the building. The blaze, which bout this report as about the
Montello Park, were involved in a
started in the Haven restaurant ground hog’s warning that this is
minor accident.
to continue for six more week.
Two lads, nine and ten years next door, was confined to that Harry Lampen and a force of
building, however, after firemen
old, were hurt in two traffic achad battled five hours in sub-zero men and boys are busy feeding
cidents in Holland last evening.
pheasants, quail and birds. They
The boys, Tom Lindsay,10, E. temperature*. Damage to the rest- are being helped by the Holland orTenth St. and Stanley Gleis, 91 aurant was estimated at $1,500.

FLOUR

1

it

Costs

E. 17th St., both suffered fractured
leg and bruises almost similar and
in differentsections 0 fthe city.

To Have Instant

HOT WATER
-k

ALWAYS?
all

the hot water you need for clean-

ing, dishwashing, bathing, shaving and

the laundry. . .hot water gushing forth
any instantat the tap's turn?

The modern

Self-Action Gas Water

Heater can be installed in a few hours,
with a few simple adjustments.The tank
is solidly insulated(like a thermos bottle!) to economize on heat. A thermostat automaticallycontrols water temper-

ature; requires no attention whatever.
As for the operating cost— it depends on
the number in the family, size of the
tank, and quantityof water used. In actual practiceft amounts to only a few

&

HOME FURNACE CO.
BOASTS GOOD YEAR

Young Lindsay was struck by a
An increase of 61 per cent in
car driven by Ralph Speet, 620
Michigan Ave., when he sprang sales for 1935 as compared with
from a pile of snow along Central 1934 was reported at the annual
Ave. between Ninth and Tenth Sts. meeting of the Home Furnace Co.,
The Kleis bay also received frac- held in the company offices here
tures when he darted from a snow Monday night
Reports on operations made by
pile along W. 17th St. near his
home into the path of the car C. E. Becker, general manager,
driven by Maurice Vander Haar, also showed that despite expenses

ganization.
Well, we picked the weekly
ter out of the “snow heap.”

. .less than you
pay each month for cigarettes,maga-

ctnta per day per person.

zines or candy!

Mr. and Mrs. John Tucker, Jr.,

and family of Fennville visited the
familV Sunday afternoon.
_ The Rev. Sidney P. Meirsma of
East Saugatuck will preach next
Sunday in Harderwyk church and
a student will take the place of
incidentalto the firm’s expansion Her. Sidney P. Meirsma of East
of this city.
Saugatuck.
Rural carriers venturedout to program,the company operated at
Miss Grace Datema visited the
make deliveriestoday, Postmaster a profit.
Daniel Ten Cate was elected
Naugatuck Catechism last
Louis J. Vanderburg stated,
president and other officers were week Wednesday evening.
o
The Congregational meeting wilt
named as follow*: Vice president,
TRY COUNTING TO A
John W. DeVries; secretary-treasBILLION
urer, James DeYoung; other memFOR SALE — 80 acres heavy loam
bers of the board of directors, J.
soil. Building good. Moderate
That the New Deal has so accus- H. Huizenga^E.P. Stephan, M. C. house. Light and water. Would
Ai
tomed us to talk in terms of bil- Westrate, William Arendshorst.
take moderate house in Holland
lions we have lost proper concep- Henry Luidens, Otto Kramer and In on it. Terms reasonable.—Mrs
Becker.
tion of the vastness of such sums,
Besski Johnson, R. R. 3, Allegan
is the opinion of a writer to the
Mich).
As a result of last Monday’s play
Boston Transcript.
In order to bring us down to the Knicks and Praters are tied
earth, it is urged we consider the for the lead with three victories
task of counting up to a billion.
and one defeat apiece.
Suppose, he says, a young man is
set to work on his twenty-first In the first game the Frosh "B”
birthday, counting and stacking sil- team had little difficulty in tripping
ver dollars. If he counts at the the Emersonians35-8. Rusticus for
rate of 90 per minute, works 10
the Frosh and Faber for the Emhoura per day, 300 days per year
Cot Rate Drug Store
(laying °ff Sundays and holidays), ersonians were high men with 7
he will be almost 83 years old and 4 points respectively.
Holland
when he finishes his first' billion!
The Praters and Independents enSounds preposterous,but here is gaged in a rough and tumble affair
66c Italian Balm ............ . 34c
with the Praters on the long end of
14 ox. Ovaltine ........
47c
a 26-17 count. Papegaay and DouGal
Cod
Liver Oil ________ $1.59
per year; 1 ma were outatandingfor their
JS.Aqoa Vdva ------28c
billiondollar* divided by $16,200,000 teams.
Toilet Tissue (ICO0 Sh.) 3 8c
equals 61.72; 21 years plus 61.72
In the final game the Knicks
15c Lux
li
years equals 82.72 years.
trampled the Addisons 38-10 with
£9C
And now comes the Townsend
65c
39c
Plan, based on transactionscalcul- Van Ark leading the way with 14
8
Of.
Benedict’s
Solution
..59e
counters.
“Iron
Man”
Rusticus
led
ated at 1 trillion, 200 million dolMaster Tooth Brushes .... 9c
lars!
the Addisons with six points.
can count the dust

Peck’s

ctjuuio

Dr#p

in or Coll 1138 and we’ll give you an accurate estimate

•f laotallation and operating cost for your home. You’ll always

Flakes

_

kM64
[

Iota ef hot

water. YouTl always want it on

Up.

Settle

the natter oace and far all time, today!

let-

o
EAST SAUGATUCK

f

First of all, what is it worth to you to

have

o

_v
BiSoDol

NUT OLEO
2 - 23c

85c

FLOUR

75c

5

»ack I

lb

5

wck 23C

lb

CLUB2
BUTTER
iar.

PINEAPPLE
12

COUNTRY CLUR BREAKFAST

FOOD

eon |

No. 1

oao. 89c

oan. $1.77

FANCY PEAS
can.

QUAKER

No. S

27c

oan.

79c

IS

^

2

85c

COUNTRY CLUR FANCY GOLDEN

29c

oan.

25c

1

0c

<1

ft-

1 \r

bottle

v

•

WESCO

BREAD

ib.

ioai

2

6c

LAYING MASH

33c

10% DAIRY FEED

SALAD

.

OTHER

f

^

• loo-ib. .ack

$1.25

69c

RED

'

•«*

S’

100-lb. sack

Sweet

5c

juicy - 252-288

Rixa

SEEDLESS -Full

'=

fruit

lbs.

dox. |

11(1709 911019 whiti

h9adt

POTATOES 3
POTATOES a*™*! a
' YEARLING LAMB

LAMB ^

SHOULDER

^

£

9c

SWEET

lo« ik

15c

of Arisoaa sunahine

FULL OF JUICE
.nnj

FLOWER

w* oi

$2.05

19c

dox.

Grapefruit 4

Golden yellow

LEG O'

HU

CALIFORNIA NAVELS

BANANAS
LEMONS

l£5r 85c

WESCO CHICK

STARTING
AID GROWING MARK

ORANGES

^

$1.89

SALT

tw

SHELLS

Head Lettuce

*1.55

100-lb. Back

39c

SALT

BLOCK

DRESSING
r 29c

LARGE HEADS

— -

SCRATCH FEED

Country Club

Chops

*°J

can. 11.17

1

RED

RICH.
large

PRESERVES

BEANS
59c IS
a

can* $1.45

COUNTRY CLUR

7c

1

for 17c

Country Club

2

BANTAM
CORN
8
73c

m p*

I
CATSUP

6 oan.

eon. $1.69

IS

25c

COUNTRY CLUR FANCY

WAX

COUNTRY CLUR FANCY

can.

pb0i

OATS - SMALL PEGS. I

eon. $1.57

GREEN BEANS

2

SWEETMEATS OF THE WHEAT

COUNTRY CLUR

COUNTRY CLUR

39c

29c

ACPPLEY

COUNTRY CLUR GRATED

8

^ch

CAKE

PANCAKE FLOUR

6

Food

Angel

9C

COUNTRY CLUR

6

EGG

LIGHT. FLUFFY 13

PASTRY FLOUR

|

What Do You Think

89c

COUNTRY CLUR

to

-

-

$1.00

2*^ ^Sc

KING'S FLAKE

purposes. I/ouis Pol was elected
deacon to fill the vacancy caused
by the resignation of G. F. Fokkert. It was also decided to purchase new hymn books for the regular services.The committee appointed consists of Henry Nyenhuis, John Elzenga, Ben Ranheus,
Mrs. John Brink, Jr., and Mrs.
Earle Tellman.

85c

"“J

(2

FLOUR

i

12

6

COUNTRY CLUB

A

PINEAPPLE

85c

PEACHES

In,.

LARGE
Mo.

TOMATOES

good Qu«.irY corn

PEAS

25c

98c

'-I,',?
$2.23 APRICOTS

gl.12

10c

PEANUTS

™

3

49c

»

1

5 C

10c
1

9c

i4c

Breast
ROAST - 12y2c
tec

ge

ofV^who

POSTPONE CONCERT

o

FINED FOR ASSAULT
Leo Robar, 42, Martin township,

an Gas &

Elect. Co.

Allegan county, pleaded guilty
Wednesday to assault and battery
upon Elmer Cuteher, Hooper beer
garden proprietor. Rohnr must

8-DAY SPECIAL!

Choice Chuck Resit

Fresh Chocolate Covered

Because of the inclement
Snow Memorial

weather, the

eoneert, scheduled for tomorrow evening, has been postponed.

No new date has been an-

Peanuts
pound

15c per

COUNTRY

Ib.

15c
JBWH.

am

Sliced Bacon

Pan Fiih S Ibi. 19c
I

*

**•.

19c

Valentine Candy
lb. Box 25c

Shortening
CARTON

2

27c

SMALL SHAMELESS

Smoked Picnics * 19c

(Heart Shaped)

»

N
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Number 6
DEER ARE OFTEN SEEN
ALLEGAN COUNT*

Another

OUTSTANDING

MEAT
At All A

A number

SALE!

Windmills And
Wooden Shoes

An

Inspiration to

At Least 767

American Youth

Steel Traps

Are

of persons have seen
State]
so many as two or three deer at a
time in the woods west of the city
of Allegan, or when they strayed
TOTAL JAIL SENTENCE PEI
DUTCH NOVELTY BUS- ,
outside, but sight of seventeen at
IOD FOR GAME VIOLATORS «
INESS
HAS
HAD
A
a time is startling. That’s the numDAYS; THIRTY -SIX GUNS CO!
WONDERFUL
GROWTH
ber a man near Fennvillesaw this
FISCATED
week feeding on old com shocks.
Chester Van Tongeren, better
Those are by no means the whole known to his many friends
Arrests for violation! of
number now ranging there. Prob- “Chet” has for the past eight years
state conservationlaws totalled
ably there are several times as devoted himself to the making of
during the month of December,
many. Ex-Sheriff Teed’s contribu- dutch novelties.Undoubtedlythis
proximately 200. Most of the
tion of the beginning of the herd novel departure had its inception
rests were for infractionsof
has proved a great success. They beginningwith the tulip festival
hunting and trapping lawa. Ai
will not be hunted until their num- in this city.
tor violations of fishing lawa
bers make them a nuisanceor
Folk generally,who contact in
far in the minority.
threaten their sufficient food sup- Holland during these festivals
Fines assessed In justice
ply. As to the latter, the seen deer which have now grown to tremendduring the month totalled
appear to be in fine flesh and ous proportions are eager to purand total coats. SI 394.95.
health.
chase tnese dutch novelties,and
were suspended, however, in
strange to say, these are very apcases. The total of jail sent
his
>»»»»»»>»»»»»»»»»»»»»»»pealing to the American people as
imposed came to 956 days,
WERE AWWUV
a whole.
respondents were paroled
PUPILS EXAMINED TO
The Dutch Novelty Co. has gradplaced on probation,charges
PREVENT MUMPS
ually been broadening its scope unto°
dismissed or sentences susi
til the sale of its product has beDaily inspectionsof students at
in seven cases, four cases were
HONEST A9E'
Ferry school, Grand Haven, are be- come nation-wide and just now
during prosecution and one CMij
That* rnr
ing conductedby Miss Florence there is a great demand in tile
was transferredto circuit court,
southernand western resort reIHEV (AlltP
Dykhuis, city nurse there, as part
Confiscationsordered by
gions, while in the summer time
ol an effort to prevent a threatened
courts during the month cor
the northernresortersare heavy
SORE
WAS,
epidemic of mumps there. About
of the following:Steel traps, 7<
purchasers of wooden shoes, dutch
15 students are ill at present,Miss
shotguns, 36, including 13
dolls, windmills, spinning wheels,
Dykhuis reports. Cases are being
general
barrel shotguns, 15 dout
ornamentationsfor desks and a
isolatedin the homes. Miss Dykshotguns and eight repeat
great many things that remind one
huis was a former Holland resirifles, 17; illegal commercial
of the Netherlands and especially
dent.
2,277 pounds; illegal veniaon,
the provinces where these reprowhole bucks and 140 pounds of
ductions in dress and industry are
ison in portions; pheasants,
C. E. Rallies Are Held an everyday scene in everyday life
raccoon pelts, eight; skunk
along the dikes and canals in the
13; weasel pelts, four; mink
The Intermediate and Junior C. countryside.
one; black squirrels, three;
Anyway, the Dutch Novelty Co.
E. societiesof Holland held sepridge, two; rabbits, 19;
arate rallies Sunday afternoon. has taken over the old Holland
seven; flashlights, two.
Kraft
Shops,
85
River
Ave.,
which
Miss Beth Marcus, president of
Arrests for violations of
Intermediate union, presided at the will give the concern at least 50.game and hunting laws during
Intermediate rally in Trinity Re- 000 feet of floor space.
cember were made on the follow
Mr. Van Tongeren is already reformed church. A program was
charges: Shooting or possession
modeling the plant throughout and
presented and after the devotional
pheasants,21; hunting small
a
transfer is to be made shortly
period the group split into four
HOLLAND FURNACE
|
without a license, 16; illegal
for soon the peak of manufactursections for conferencegroups.
session of venison, 16;
ing of these novelty articleswill
TO PAY
WHY S() FEW RABBITS?
TO HOLD MEMORIAL SERVICES
Miss Luella Nykerk was in charge
gun in game area without a
be here. As high as 126 employees
of the prayer meeting group; Miss
FOR THE LATE PETER F.
mit, 14; killing or possession
have received gainful employment
Dividends on the seven per cent Corap,Bi„t come, from a|| the
Mildred Herman, missionary; Miss
I doe or fawn deer, seven; h
at one time and undoubtedly this
KOOPMAN
preferred.stack of the Holl.nd
^ {h , wh
u rabbit, deer during closed season, seviifl
Beatrice Boot, look out, and Miss
number will be augmented when
nace co. have been declared, ac- (they really are hares) were
Muriel De Witt, recreational.Fol- better facilities for manufacturing
illegal use of ferrets, six; miseM
A memorial servicein honor of cording to announcement Friday scant supply during the open hunt- laneous hunting violations,
lowing the conferences the group are available.
by
Wiliam
A.
Tahaney,
secretary.
the
late
Peter
F.
Koopman
will
be
listened to James Nettinga, who
inc season hut it’s littlemore than carrying loaded gun in automolfl
Besides making novelties, large
.
spoke on the subject "Youth’s Place consignments of wooden shoes for held at Labor hall on Sunday The dividends become payable
five; hunting deer without a licen
or
before
April
1,
1936
end
ere
in the Church." The Fourth society practicalpurposes are also made. afternoon,February 9, at 3 o'clock.
ply has been decreasing the past buying or selling deer and
e
period
from
Jan.
1,
1933
to
A representativeof each of the
was awarded the attendancebanner There is a great demand for woodew years pprobably because hunt- tlons of waterfowl regulations, t
March 31, 1936. The total pay- few
for having the largest percentage en shoes on the farm in muck various organizationsof which Mr.
ing of them
i as well as other game each; snaring rabbits, htmi
ment per share is $22.75. At a
of active members present.
lands, around the bams and in Koopman was a member will speak pecial meeting of stockholders has greatly increased.No epidemic game refuge, making false
The Junior Endeavor met in
manufacturing establish- briefly. All relatives and frienas of held Thursday,refinancing plans, disease has been found among ments to secure deer hunter'll
First Reformed church and John ments where the nature of the the deceased are invited to attend
in which a new $5.00 convertible them. It is so in fishing also but cense, and headlighting deer,
Den Ouden, student at local sem- work makes sloppy floors.Your the services.
•preferredstock without par val- the state is spending lots of each.
inary, spoke on “Following Christ." editor remembers when many of
ue totaling 32.000 shares will be money, and wisely, to keep up the
Violationsof the state tra
Mrs. Theodore Bott is presidentof the vat-house men at the Cappon
fish supply. As to rabbits,there
ssued were approved.
laws for which arrests were
the Junior council. A program was Bertsch Leather Co. years ago,
have come into eastern Michigan a
o
during the month are as f<
presented and the attendance ban- wore wooden shoes because of the Harrington P.-T.A. Meets
lot of Canadian hares, doubtless
Trapping without name or
THEY WERE FINE APPLES [driven
ner was awarded jointly to the damp nature of the work. When
across rivers on ice, and
tags on traps, 46; tra.
At
a
meeting
of
the
Harrington
they
left
for
home
the
shoes
resocietiesof Fourth and First
they are greatly multiplying.
This is not the time of year when Doubtless they will soon cover the muskrat houses or dens, 86:
church, both having 100 per cent of mained behind and they would don school P.-T. A. held Friday evening
their regular shoes. It was not in the school in Virginia Park, Fred gifts of fine fruits come to the state. Beside them our "rabbits” ping muskrats without a
their members present.
Miles, Jr., spoke on the life of editor. So he was much surprised are rather tinv things. The hares 31; trapping or possession
only a saving but a convenience.
The new plant is on U.S.-31, Lincoln. Mr. Miles said: “Few last week when CongressmanHoff- weigh from eight to eleven pounds muskrats in closed season,14;
CONSTRUCT CAMPS IN
ing or nossession of raccoons
ALLEGAN COUNTY River Ave. and 6th St. and we are people realize the importanceof man sent him a bushel of Northern each.
closed season, five; trapping
glad to say that it has become one the period of Abraham Lincoln's Spy apples that were perfect in
possessionof beaver in closea
Bids for the construction of a of Holland’ssubstantial, diversified life spent in New Salem, 111. It every respect,of large size, high
son. four; dealing in furs
industries. Holland has really b#eh was here that the Great Emanci- color and as hard as rocks. They
camp, which will house 250 men
dealer's license, three;
blessedwith manufacturing of dif- pator had his first business experi- came from the Hoffman farm near ARREST FOR
and be the headquarters for the
ecus fur violations, nine.
ferent types. It has made indus- ence, fell in love and successfullyConstantine. Mr. Hoffman has
VIOLATIONS INCREASE Ten arrestswere made for
crew that will work through the
trial conditionsfar better than had campaigned for the Illinois legis- somebody there who well knows
area near Swan creek, Allegan the shops and factories been largemercial fishing licenses and 18 £
lature— all of which occurred while how to grow fine apples in the
county, have been called for. Plans
More arrests and convictions infractions of the sport
ly of one type. Mr. Connelly of the he was still in his twenties,”the large orchard. We have seen many
and specifications for the camp are
were obtained by Conservation laws. Arrests for violations of
local Chamber aided materially in speaker said. Mr. Miles was intro- bushels of them and they were the
in federalland resettlementoffices.
Officers in Michigan during 1935 fishing laws are as follows:
the transfer.
duced by C. Onthank, who presided finest of apples in all ways. — AlleThis camp will have 14 buildings Anyway, here’s hoping that the
than in any year since 1930, ac- rowing or loaning fishing 11
at the meeting.
gan Gazette.
and although the locationhas not Dutch Novelty may make ‘‘houten
cording to a report recently com- two; possessionof spear on i:
been definitelydecided to date it klompen” and “windmolens” in
pleted by Conservation authorities
during closed season,nine;
GREAT WORK, JUDGE
HOLLAND PASTOR HOLDS in Lansing.The number of fire- lake
probably will be placed on the ever increasing numbers.
legal use of setlines, two.
REVIVAL
creek near M89. The estimated cost
arms confiscated as a result of vioOne arrest was made during
(Allegan Gazette)
lations of the conservation laws cember for burning without a
of the camp is not known, but it HOLLAND GOSPEL MESSENRev. Charles F. Fields, pastor of was the highest since 1928.
has been reported that a sum of
mit. The total number of
GERS PUT IN BIG DAY
$30,000 will be spent for camp
AT MUSKEGON Irving J. Tucker, on his way the Open Bible Baptist church of The report shows that conserva- made during the year is 4,045.
home
Tuesday
evening
from
Holland,will be the speaker at spe- tion law violatorspaid a total of victions were obtained in 8,
constructionin the 35,000 acres of
Adrian, assumed a new role and be- cial meetings in Second Baptist $29,490 in fines and a total of $21,land under option to the governMuskegon Chronicle
came a one-man fire department- church in Grand Rapids February 841.52 in costs and receivedan agment for retirement.
Born in
gregate of 11,203 days in jail senServicesSunday in the Reformed just another chapter in his record 3 to 16.
of
versatility.
It
was
7:45
and
he
tences.
Principal
confiscations
durchurches of Muskegon were devotBIDS FOR ZEELAND
He Lives to Be 1(
ing the year consisted of: ShotCHICKEN POSTOFFICE ed to sermons and talks conducted was near the village of Tipton. He GOOD WORK — SAVE THE
by missionaries,many of whom saw a flame on the roof of a farm
TREKS - PLANT MORE guns, 399; rifles, 299; traps, 1,340; Alvin B. Schell of Hillsdale,
PostmasterWilliam Wentzel of have spent the greater parts of house. He did not stop to knock on
automobiles,nine; illegal fish, 17,- was bom in an ox-drawn
Zeeland has made announcement their lives in far countries, carry- the front door, rather he shouted
Michigan led the nation in plant- 360 pounds; gillnets, 63; trap-nets, mired in the mud within
that bids will be received for the ing the gospel, literallyto the four the orders a la Henry Maentz. He ing forest trees last year. From 12; muskrat pelts illegally taken, mile of the log cabin that wa*_
constructionof the “chick”shipping comers of the earth.
third place in 1934, the state 400; beaver pelts, 30; raccoon pelts, be the family'snew home in
annex of the Zeeland postoffice. Dr. Edward D. Dimnent, former
County, Ind., observed his 1(
jumped to the top in 1935 with a 28.
These bids must be in the hands of president of Hope college, now
A record of arrests and convic- birthday Saturday.
planting of 112,000,000nine seedthe postmaster not later than Sat- professorof economics there and a
His father was Phillip J.
ling trees. Of this total 104,000,- tions nince 1929 follows:
urday, Feb. 15. Plans are partially member of the board of foreign
Convic- who had homesteadedsix
000 plantingswent in nationalformade about the constructionof this missions of the Reformed church,
of timberland in Indiana.
tions
Arrests
ests and the remainder in state Year
addition which will be located at spoke at the Covenant Reformed
Schell attributes his long life
1935
4,045
3,990
forests and on private lands.
the northwest corner of the post- church at both the morning and
good health to abstemious 1_
1934
3,561
.........3,624
office building. It will be separate evening services.
a philosophical
temperamentand
1933
2,936
2,870
Miss Ruth Mulder was honored
from the main building. It was forreligion.He uses neither
1932
2,821
2,763
Dr. Abertus Pieters,Bible proat
a
miscellaneousshower Friday
gotten in the first plans but un- fessor at Western Theologicalsemnor alcoholic beverages.
1931
3,422
3,384
evening given by Mrs. John Lamdoubtedly will be rememberedwhen inary and formerly a missionary to
He planted and maintained hi
1930
4,326
4,260
pen and Miss Dorothv Lampen.
the “peeps” begin to “peep.”
own garden last summer. His
Japan for 30 years, accepted the
1929
3,714
3,672
Prizes
were
won
by
Miss
Alma
o
ing is good and, although he
pulpit in the Eastlawn church at
Kuyers, Miss Angie Postma, Miss
PLUMBERS MUST GET
spectacles,he can see withot
10 a.m. and at the Fellowship ReBertha
Vander
Bie, Miss Julia CHILI) CARE AND
them.
LICENSES BY MARCH 1
formed church at 7 p.m. Miss NelTRAINING MEETING During his active life, he w|
Overbeek and Miss Francis WydOR TAKE EXAMS LATER lie Zwemer, of Holland, a missiongraaf. Those present were Francis
ary in China for 40 years, spoke
There will be another Child Care miller,and plied his trade in
Wydgraaf, l/ouise and Tracy Mokstates. He tells of partici;^
E. J. Dowsett, director of the at the Forest Home church at 9:45
ma,
Lois and Helen Deur, Angie and TrainingMeeting because of the gold rush in the Dakota
state plumbing board, warned mas- a.m., with Mrs. Derk Dykstra, a
the
poor
attendance
at
the
last
Postma, Alma Kuyers, Julia OverHills, and of witnessing a
ter and journeymen plumbers today missionary in Arabia speaking at
beek, Dorothy Mulder, Bertha Van- meeting, due to the bad weather. ere in Iowa.
to obtain their 1936 licenses before the Moorland Reformed church at
Mrs.
Lydia
Ann
Lynde,
Specialist
der Bie, LillianLampen, Mrs. D.
Schell and his second wife, wl
March 1. Dowsett said all plumb- 9:30 and at the Fellowship ReDalman and Mrs. D. Faber of Zee- from Michigan State College will he married 49 years ago in
ers who have not obtaineo their formed Sunday school at 11:16.
conduct this meeting, Monday, Febland, Mrs. A. Cauwe, Mrs. G. Vannaw, live with his son at Hills
licenses by March 1 will be re- Rev. Derk Dykstra, who with Mrs.
der Bie, Mrs. J. Deur, Mrs. P. ruary 10 at 8:00 p.m. in the Grisquired to take a new examination Dykstra has spent 28 years in told the father to get a ladder, the
wold Auditorium, Allegan.
when applyingfor licenseslater. Arabia, deliveredan address at the mother to fill all her water pails, Brown, Mrs. H. Mulder, Mrs. R.
Dick Slagh, 298 W. 22nd st. 1
Ten Have, Mrs. M. Vander Vliet, The subjectfor discussionat this
In previous years, he explained, the Fifth Reformed church at 9 a.m., and the oldest child called for help.
last meeting is "Happinessin the ceived facial cuts when his
Misses Joan Zoerhof, Mae Lampen
board has set no definite deadline In the Unity Reformed church at It was a party line and the neighHome.” This topic should be of collided with a truck driven
and the honored guest.
for obtaining licenses.
interest to everyone. Mothers and Nate Wagoner of Grand Ra;
10 a.m., and at the First Reformed bors began to arrive while the
fathers should be particularly bene- the intersection of Central ave.j
church at Muskegon at 7 p.m.
judge boosted the father upon the
The Fourth Reformed church InThe News can add that all of roof. Judge says he never knew termediate C. E. society held a fited by this meeting in providing Eighth st. earlv Sunday mot
their children with a happy home. A boulevard light pole on wl
these gospel messengers are from neighbors to gather so fast. Each
meeting Sunday night and Miss
Holland or originallycame from had a pail. They had the fire out Dorothy Hamm led on the topic, Their attitudeof life will at some trafficsignal was attached
time or other reflect back to their struck and crashed throuf
this city.
in no time and then began the re“Youth’s Place in the Church.” home. Was it a happy one?
window of the F. W. Wc
joicing and gratitude. It took the
The Rev. Henry Van Dyke led the
Please do not forget the date, store. Peter Smith of Holland
OF A DRAIN CASE family and those neighbors an hour meeting of the senior society Sun- February
10, at 8:00 p.m. at the riding with Slagh but he was
to thank the judge for his part in
By Aim PAGI
day evening on the subject, "Basic Griswold Auditorium. I assure you
injured.The traffic light will
An opinion filed by Judge Miles the matter.
Principles
of
Our
Church."
PFBB weather situation throughout in the case of the township of
that it will be well worth your time to be replaced.
o
JLtho oouutry has not boon inch aa
in hearing Mrs. Lynde at her last
o
*
to euooerefeoithor tho production or Overisel vs. Township Treasurer JOHN B. PRUIM OF
Mrs. Lyle Loux, 31, of R. R. 4
SPRING LAKE DIES Northshore drive, died Saturday in meeting. This is an open meeting The car driven by E. P.
•hippinf of food. Thia moans hlghor Henry Lampen, Drain Commissionso come and bring your friends.
prieos for almost ororythinfin tho er Moyer, and the county of Alle97 W. 12th st. was overtui
the Universityhospital in Ann
o
perishable Use. Beet and pork aro a gan, ordered a decree in favor of
a collision with a car drii
John B. Pruim, well known form- Arbor. Surviving are the husband,
Uttlo eheepor sad lamb sflrhtly so. the plaintiff. Moyer, without notice
MOTHER
OF LOCAL DIVINE
Simon Meeusen,271 W. 12th d
er Spring Lake business man, died a son, Lyle, Jr., her mother, Mrs.
Voal eoatinues ocareo and high.
of intended assessment, had the in Hatton hospital at Grand Ha- Lena Williams of Owosso; father,
PASSES, FUNERAL SAT. at the intersectionof Pine
Broccoli, nous and tomatoosart tho
and 12th st. yesterday at 6. p.
heel Togotablovalues available with Tanis and Boerman drains in Over- ven where he had been removed Jay Williams of Howard City; four
the exeeptiea ef seek staples as isel cleaned and repaired and as- after a stroke Wednesday.Mr. sisters, Mrs. Daisy Burtton of
Mrs. Arend J. Terkeurst, 70 of Dodge was returningfrom'
parsaipe, turnip*, potatoes and kale.
sessed property owners in the same Pruim was 65 years old, bom Dec.
Owosso, Mrs. Zeona Griffin of Overisel, mother of Rev. H. D. Salle, 111. Both cars were
Macaroni aad pork and beans are ratio as the assessmentfor the
12, 1870, in Spring Lake and lived Rockford, Mrs. Agnes Lent of Terkeurst of Holland died Sunday
good standbys an cold days when aporiginal cost of the drains. The there all his life. For many years
Mr. and Mrs. William Holt
Howard City and Mrs. Maybell night in Coopersvilleat the home
petites ere reveeotts. They are easy
court found that the assessment as he was a hardware dealer and Wilcox of Howard City, and three of Charles D. Veldhuis, superin- W. 16th st., celebrated their
to prepare end Inexpensive to servo.
Hero are throe moaas at different made was beyond the jurisdiction funeral director,selling his busi- brothers,Richard Williams of tendent of the Coopersville high wedding anniversary Sunday.
bedget levels far Sunday dinners.
of the commissionerand stated ness a number of years ago to G. Owosso, Ralph Williams of Muske- school. Surviving are her childrenl Holt has been mechanical
that it should be put aside and a A. Ringold. Mr. Pruim was a son
Lew Cast Dinner
gon and Charles Williams of Owos- the Rev. H. D. Terkeurst, pastor tendent of The Evening S
reassessment of benefits made based of the late Enno J. Pruim, justice so. Funeral services were held of Trinity Reformed church here, since the paper was taken ovelfj
Braised Beef Heart with Potatoes
upon change In boundaries and of the peace and a veteran of the Tuesday at 2 p. m. at the Dykstra Mrs. C. D. Veldhuisof Coopers- Charles A. French, editor,
Bettered Spinach
ownership of the propertiesaffect- civil war. Mrs. Pruim died May funeral home. Dr. F. S. Goodrich, ville and Arthur J. Terkeurst,pro- couple has one son, Dr. Leroy
Breed aad Butter
Cherry
CustardSauce ed by statute. When papers were 18,
i
supply pastor for First Methodist fessor of psychologyin Chicago of Flint.
Tea or Coffee
Milk
filed in the case an injunctionwas
church, officiated and burial was in Christiancollege. She is also surgranted preventing the township TRAPS ILLEGAL AFTER JAN. 81 Pilgrim Home cemetery.
Medium Ceet Dinner
vived by a brother,Levi Koopscott
Mrs. G. J. Dear of Hojlaod
treasurerfrom collecting the taxes
SAYS NEW
Roadt
Apple Sauce
of Fremont,and two sisters, Mrs. confined to
Sweet
Broccoli
assesseduntil after a hearing could
Secretaryof State Orville E. William Schutmaat of Hamilton Arbor.
Broad aad Bettor
Michigan's legal trapping season Atwood announced Friday that and Mrs. John Lubbers of Ovensel.
be held. The hearing of the case
•
Pleating Island
comes to a close on Jan. 81, wind- the Jan. 31 deadline for automo- There are four grandsons. Funeral
took place January 18.
Arie Bronkhorst, 62 W.
Tea er
Milk
ing up with opossum, skunk and bile license pates will extend thro- services will be held Saturdayat underwent a major open
Very Special Dinner
The Holland Rifle club defeated badger. The mink, beaver and ugh the month of February. Alex 1:30 p. m. in the home in Overisel Holland hospital Saturday
Stuffed Celery
Company I second team of Grand muskrat season closed in early Van Zanten, manager df the office and at 2 p. m. in the OveriselRe- reported
Beast Beef Browned Potatoes Rapids for the second time within winter. Mink cannot be hunted
here reported Thursday night that formed church. Burial was in
Green Poes Tomato Salad
two months. Totals for the two either after the last day of Jan- of 10.000 licenses to be distribu- Overisel cemetery.
Broad aad Better
five-men teams in the second match uary. The state reports the heaviest ted through the office here only
The rites were postponedfrom
SpanishCream with Strawberries
were; Holland, 1,347; Company I, take of fur-bearing animals since 55 per cent or 5,500 plates had Thursday to Saturday because of Calif.,vjew ho1,170.
before 1929.
been sold.
severe snow storms.
of the winter.

Taken By

Popular Buys

m

P MARKETS

6?

fei

!

This Week!

mil

Carloads of Quality Beef, Young
Pig Pork, expertly Cured Smoked
Meats and the finest of Sea Foods
have been purchased1 to stock every
A AP Market to insure entire satisfaction in your meat buying at the

ms

lowest possible prices.

Si

Younf, Tondrr,
Grain Fad Beef

SirloinSwii*

Steaks

Round

2

Lean-Meaty

Boiling Beef

Short Riba

ill
pSIII
.mM &

it..

Hockleta

Smoked

Picnics

Sugar Cured
Choice Lean
Center Cuta

Pork Chops

;

Any

Mild Su"ar
Cured

Slab Bacan

Site

Piece

Open Kettle

Pure Lard

2

Rendered

Mb.

Armour’a

Pork Sausage

Cello
Roll

Star

Liver Bacon
Roast

a

a

!

Beef

|

a

T«
.

"r

"k

CO.

Whole or Half — from
Lean Young Piga

Pork Loin Koast

Sauerkraut Bu,,,
Spare Ribs u*°
M“,,

Beef

RING BOLOGNA
Ready for
the Pan
Chopped

2 for 15c Herring Fillets, 2 lbs. 29c

Smoked Herring
Smoked Boneless

lb. 19c Oysters, Solid Pack,pt

lb.

Bread

19c

Red

Grandmother’*

Campfire

IK loaf

6c

for

I9c

3

pkn.

2

•-©*.
pkga.

2

eana

M«km.iiow.

Wyandotte Cleanser

10c
15c
15c

Mop Handles

each

Iona Peaches

No. 214
can

15c

Peaches Del Monte

No. 2H
can

17c

Stuffed Olives

Sparkle
Lipton's

An

Tea

E"'or'

n”on

6
l9c

*-|b- pk*'

Flour

Keyko

s“»7fi*l<1

Mananoo

2

Easy Task Soap Chips

ClieeSe

Cream or Brick

Wheaties

pkfa.

25c

can

B,u*

Ub#1

21c

23c

5-lb. bag

19c

lb*.

23c

5-lb. box

29c

lb.

19c

pkf.

10c

lb.

pkf.

GrB7.ci

39c

qt

H

or

Salada Tea

29c

lb.

Rajah Syrup

10c

Pta.

H-Ib.
Pkf.

Bokar Coffee

Pancake

32c

tall

Pet or Carnation 1

ilk

4

cant

29c

tall

Whitehouse Milk

4

cana

25c

P&G Soap

6

larfo
bars

20c

bar*
for

41c

Pels Naptha Soap

10

Scot Tissue

4

rolla

25c

Waldorf Tissue

4

roll*

15c

larfo

Rolled Oats

2

Maxwell House Coffee

pkfa.

29c

!b.

26c

f

Excel Sodi Crackers

2-lb.
[

Ritz Crackers

Pkf.
Ib.

17c

pkf.

21c

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
Oranges

4

Grapefruit

S-Ik bat

35c

for

15c

Faaey Delidoos

Apples

Ask the Mgr. about

\ S I’

his “Daily Specials”

FOOD STOliFS

LISTEN TO KATE SMITH “COFFEE TIME"

TAX

WMAQ,
3% SALES

^

-

-

i

Cracker Jack

V

27c

lb.

Log Cabin Syrup

/

23c

Salmon Steak, Fancy

Herring

g

some

Freab

Ground Beef
Mackerel

for
on

Sli“d

Fillet of Pollock

,

Fur-

3

Clnb Sixe or

Frankfurts

Salt

DIVIDEND

3

*"d

Dried

®fgssyg&

7:30 P. M., Tuesday, Wednesday,Thursday

WE CASH WPA CHECKS

GAME

Ox Wagon

I

1

-

-

END

-

-

Postmaster Louis J. Vanderburg regular clerk. The appointment beappoint- came effective Saturday.

ment of Harold Van Dyke, 827 W.
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Morris and
18th st., who for the nast seven Miss Nella Zerrip left Sunday for
years was a substituteclerk at the Miami, Florida, where they will
local post office,to the positionof

'

spend three weeks.

-

--

-

m

Jelly -

Pork
Potatoes

Coffee

Monday announced the

-

^

/

1935.

j

LAW

I

1

THE HOLLAND CITT NEWS

LOCAL NEWS
Donald E. Me Coy of Holland
» one of 24 freshmen who are included on the freshman wrestling
squad at Michigan State college

Miss Georgia DeWeerd, 27, daughter of H. DeWeerd, 79 E. Ninth
St., and Miss Katherine Ardis of
Kalamazoo,26 were taken to St
Mary’s hospital in Grand Rapids
following a head-on collision with
the car driven by Howard Burgess,
22, of Byron Center on the Kalamazoo road, eight milee south od?
Grand Rapids at 6 p.m. Friday.The
two, both teachers in Kalamazoo
were on their way to Holland to
spend the week-end here. Miss
DeWeerd suffered a fractured rib,
broken arm and bruises about the
head anti Miss Ardis received bo-

CELEBRATES93RD
MAPES SELECTS CANDIBIRTHDAY ANNIVERSARY DATES FOR U.8. ACADEMIES

Arnold Datema, 178; J. ChamberWally
Dewaard, 176: Frank Smit, 174;
Lloyd Hall, 171; Gordon DeWaard,
164; Lloyd Cobb, 164; Ernest
lain, 177; RussellKleis, 176:

Bear, 168;

Ted Wyma,

160;

Rep. Carl Mapea has made apMrs. John Vander Hill, the former Adriana De Frell, celebrated pointments of principalsand alter-

Wesson

her 93rd birthday anniversary Sat- nates to the U.S. militaryand nav-

Leonard VandePloeg, 156; Ken- urday at her home on W. 10th al academies.
neth Tyaae, 166: Russell Mich- St. Mrs. John Vander Hill waa
Several boys have been appointmerhuizen, 156; Arthur DeWaard,
February9, 1936
born in the Netherlands and came ed, among them being John Her155: John Danielson, 154; Albert
this winter.
to this country shortly after her bert Kamps of Zeeland.
Kleis, Jr„ 154; C. J. Tubergen, 152;
Jesus Insists On Righteousness
All candidates were selected in
marriage to John 'Vander HiH.
Bom to Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Hill
Ben Zuverink, 149; James Spruit,
Luke 6:39-49
Mr.
Vander
Hill died about 80 the order in which they passed a
‘*f Holland, on Jan. 31, a son.
148; C. C. White, 145; Fred Van
years ago. Mrs. Vander Hill is recent competitiveexamination and
Miss Rose Brunselle is visiting
Slooten, 144; H. Heuvelhorst, 142;
Henry Geerlings
a charter member of Central Ave- all must pass entrance and physiner sister, Mrs. Bill Den Houter
San Althuis, 142; Alext Bamum,
nue ChristianReformed church and cal examinations before entrance to
in Ann Arbor.
138; H. De Vries, 120; Louis Vanuntil this winter when her health either academy.
I do not know that the Bible anyDick Schaftenerand Samuel dy bruises.
Ingen, 116 and Ray VanVoorst, 100,
r©
began to fail she* attended the
where gives us a definition of rightClack went to Fort Wayne, Ind.
The cars driven by Harry Ach- The local rifle club defeated Com- services regularly.A family din- HOLLAND STEWARDESS
eousness.And yet in another sense
on business.
terhof and Edward Zyke both of pany L-2nd team, 1373 to 1066 at ner party was held Friday night
GOES 275,000 MILES it is giving us on almost every
Mr. and Mrs. John H. Tiesenga Holland sideswiped each other the Grand Rapils armory last Fri- and Mrs. Vander Hill was also
page some conceptionof what
left Saturday for St. Petersburg Friday on US-31 near Grand Hahonored at a grocery shower givrighteousnessis.. Perfect righteousenry
Freye,
41
died
Tuesday
in
Florida.
Miss
Esther
Collins,
daughter
of
ven. The cars were damaged but
en bv her granddvildrenJ Those
Mercy hospital in Muskegon. Mr. attending the dinner party were; Pearl F. Collins of Holland,is mak- ness was never found in a man unThe Tulip City Triplets, compos- no one was hurt.
til Jesus came, and it has not been
ed of Jene A. Seaver, guitarist; Al
The car driven by W. Van Sloo- Freye was born and reared in East Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Vander Hill, ing a record for air travel as steBerkompas,saxophonist,won first ten of Holland was slightlydam- Overiseland had lived the past 15 Arie Vander Hill, Mr. and Mrs. wardess for the United Airlines. found in its fulness in any person
since his day. It can be said thereprise at an amateur contest in aged when it collided with a truck years in Muskegon. Funeral ser- James Vander Hill, Mr. and Mrs. In the past two years she has
fore that if we wish to see it in
vices
will
be
held
Saturday
at
1
Grand Rapids Tuesday.
covered
275,000
miles
on
an
averdriven by A. Van Arondank of
Henry Vander Hill, Mr. and Mrs.
concreteform we must look at him.
p.m. at Clark funeralhome in MusGeorge C. hi Vail, postmaster Indianapolis,Ind.
age
of
three
round
trips
weekly
John Vander Hill, Mr. and Mrs.
The lives of others have been markegon.
the
Rev.
James
Stegeman
of Fennville,attends the Presibetween
Chicago
and
Newark,
N.
Word ha.- been received here of
I. Overbeek, Mr. and Mrs. H. Van
red bv blemishes and faults and
of
Muskegon
officiating.
Burial
will
dent's ball at Allegan Thursday the death of Mrs. Fred Dyke of
Faasen, Miss Esther Vander Hill J. She recently made a round trip sins, but not his. If we take the
between Chicago and Los Angeles
evening, showing that it was non- Chicago who died Friday after a be in the East Overisel cemetery. and Miss Alice De Frell.
lesson we study today and think it
for a milage approximating 6,800.
partisan.
prolonged illness.Her husband, forthrough we shall get a very good
— Grand Rapids Press
Announcement was received at meily of Holland , is well known
conception of what righteousness
Zeeland
News
SOCIETY
Ganges the first of the week of a here ami has several brothers and
f.
is. The dictionary says it is upMOTOR LAW BOOK
little son bom to the Rev. and Mrs. sistersin the city, one of whom
rightness,rectitude, the quality of
Mrs.
M.
Schipper
of
Zeeland
is
LaVeme Finch of Ann Arbor. Rev. is Frank Dyke, local contractor.
READY FOR PUBLIC being righteous. It is more than
Mrs. George Heidema a recent visiting for several weeks here.
Finch was a former pastor of Funeral services will bo held Monjustice and duty and obedience.It
bride was honored at a shower WedJ. Nagelkirk of Zeeland spent
Ganges Methodist Parish churches. day in Chicago.
The 1936 edition of the state’s is wholesome, soundness, harmony
nesday afternoon at the George Wednesday in Holland.
More than 600 freight cars of
Roger Nienhuis, Ui-month-old Heidema home on R.R. 3. Guests John Knoll, 45 formerly of Hol- motor vehicle laws is now avail- with God.
tissue paper are required to wrap son of Mr. and Mrs. H. Nienhuis
were Mrs. J. Dubbeldeman, Mrs. land djied Friday afternon in Zed- able for free distributionfrom the
But why insist on righteousness?
the annual apple crop of the state has returned to his home in Holofficeof the Secretary of State at
A. Kapenga, Mrs. W. Hoogedorn,
Many persons do not. They are as
land after undergoinga delicate Mrs. A. Hoogedorn. Miss Jean and hospital. Surviving are the Unsing. Only 83 copies of this
of Washington.
far away from its principlesas
Matthew Katusic of Fennville operationto remove a peaunt from Rookus, Miss Theresa Heidema, widow, a daughter,Harriet; his book will be mailed out without they can get. They boast of happimother, Mrs. Jennie Knoll of HolBuffereda painfulaccidentwhen a his lung a few weeks ago in Ann Mrs. P. Van, Mrs. R. Veenhoven,
the necessity of a written request
ness and prosperityin unrighteousland; a sister, Mrs. Charles Browctyip of wood flew up and hit his Arbor hospital.
Mrs. C. Donze, Mrs. A. Van Naar- er of Holland; and six brothers, to the department, these advance ness. They claim that uprightness
Plans and specifications for the
copies going to the prosecuting ateye. He was taken to a hospital in
den, Mrs. H. Weyschede,Mrs. M.
is slavery, while freedom lies in doIter Knoll of Muskegon, Peter
torneys of the countiesof the state.
Grand Rapids where it is hoped to constructionof a camp which will Mouw and Mrs. J. Rusticus.
ing as one pleases. We cannot think
of
West
Olive, and Dick, Andrew
house 2'*0 men to he employed in
On request, however, a copy of this
save his eye.
The Holland assemblyof Rain- and Wagoner, all of Holland. Funof Jesus taking that attitude. He
the
area
near
Swjm
creek
in
Albook
will
be
mailed,
postage
paid,
At the annual social of the
.............. bow girls held an impressive inpleaded for righteousnesswith
eral services were held Tuesday
to anyone.
t«enth St. ChristianReformed
^'dy have been completed stallationservice Thursday even- at
great moral earnestness.He could
1:30 p.m. at the home and 2 p.
church held Thursday night. the'an<l arp in th<> federal land reset- ing in the Masonic Temple. Pro- m. at the First Christian Reform- For the first time, provisionsof not do otherwise. His nature is
two other related laws are includfinancialcondition of the churcji tlement offices. Bids for the con- ceeding the service a program was
righteousness.We believethat the
was reported by Tydo Warned, I t'tructionhave been called for.
presented. For the installation \\jlliam Kok officiated and burial |hicle legislation.The other laws niy true way to live is to be found
treasurer. Total expenditures for ; Gerrit Hop. 72 died Friday mor- Grand Installingofficers were Ila
in seeking harmony with his will.
was in Zeeland cemetery.
includedare the Financial Responthe year amounted to $19,913.80
J19.913.S0 n'n<f at h's home east of James- Harris and Vivian Decker; Grand
He stakes his name and power and
J. N. Clark of Zeeland, Frank
'own.
Surviving
are
the
widow,
sibility act, and the Public Carriwhich included purchase of propChaplain, Loraine Vrieling;Grand Scholten of Spring Lake and John
the honor of God on making the
act.
erty for a new parsonage at a cost five sons, John of Jamestown, Hen- Marshal, Norma De Maat Baker;
Wichers
world righteous.It is either that or
Wichers
of
Zeeland,
recently
ateland,
recently
o
of $2,000 and creation of a new ry and Arthur of Grand Rapids, and Grand Musician, Maxine Orr.
doom eternal.
tended a conference of Rural Reparsonage account amounting to and William and Edward at home; The names of the officers elect- habilitationand Farm Debt' Ad-! GRAND HAVEN OPPOSED TO
One of most common faults is
$8,527.68. Balance on hand Jan 1. three daughters, Mrs. R. Hoekse- ed to fill the stations for the enNE\y DEAL IN DIGEST POLL
justment committees at Grand Rathat of criticizing others. We see
1936, was $215.09, it was reported. ma of Dorr, Mrs. Andrew Brumsuing
term
are
Worthy
Adviser, nids. The men named above con-|
the least mistake in others,while
Seven were admited to the church mel of Jamestown and Miss Ther- Anna Botsis; Associate Adviser,
Of the 162 Grand Haven citizens we overlook the Wst serious fault
stitute the Farm Debt Adjustduring the year on confession,17 esa Hop at home: and two sisters, Adelaide Maatman; Charity, Rose
ment committeefor Ottawa coun- who voted in the recent Literary in our own lives. In that we are
infanta and one adult baptised, Mrs. A. Bos of Forest Grove and Marie Burrows; Hope, Althea Rafty. They give their time to aid Digest poll, 107, or 66%, did not neither honest or consistent.We
and seven adults and two children Mrs. Arthur Bowman of James- fenaud; Faith, Selma Cherven; Reworthy farmers whose debt load approve of the New Deal policies hang our own blunders,which are
died during the year. The church own. Funeral services were Moncorder, Lavaugn Victor; treasurer, is excessive. The cost to the far- and 55, or 34%, favored them ac- as large as beams, on our backs,
has a membershipof 263 families, day at 1 p.m. at the home and at Betty Leenhouts; chaplain.Vivian
cording to statistics received here while we carry the slightestmismers is nothing.
1:30
p.m.
at
the
Jamestown
Reof which 643 persons are comuntoday.
Tardiff; drill leader, June McCorMiss
Martha,
Postma
of
Grand
take of our neighbors on our
formed church. The Rev. N. Boer
ieants.
In a similarpoll held a year ago, breasts.How dare we do it? How
mick; Love, Clyde Pellham; Re- Rapids and William De Witt, son
Mrs. John De Footer, 76, of 41 of Grand Rapids and the Rev. B. ligion, Betty Clerk; Nature, Edna
of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit De Witt Grand Haven citizensvoted 59 to can we be hypocriticalenough to
E. Ninth St. died Thursday night. Lamer of Jamestown officiated. May Rosenthal; Immortality, Diof route 1, Zeeland were united 36 in favor of the administration approach others and suggest that
Burial
was
in
Forest
Grove
cemSurviving are her husband, a dauana Borchers; Fidelity,Anita Cher- in marriage Thursday evening at policies. The percentageof 38% they permit us to take the mote
ghter, Mrs. John Breen of Holland, etery.
ven; Patriotism,Virginia Ellison; the home of the groom’s parents opposing at that time indicatesa out of their eyes, while we conceal
Clvde
Weist,
54
of
Muskegon,
a aon. Chris De Footer of PlymService. Esther Borchers;Confi- with Rev. A. Jabaay officiating. gain of 28% of those opposed.
the plank that we carry about in our
outh, Mich., five grand children and knocked down a boulevard light
The vote in Grand Rapids this
dentialObserver, Elaine Erickson; The bride wore a gown of brown
one great-grandchild.One of the on the corner of Ninth St. and Outer Observer,Ruth Lindberg; crinkled crepe and carried a cor- year was 1099 favoring and 2741 own eye? The only thing we do is
to make ourselves ridiculous in the
grandchildren is Mrs. Nellie Breen River Ave. Thursday night at 6
musician, Eda Moody; choir direc- sage. She was attendedby her opposing compared with 1572 ap- mind of all right thinking people.
Smith who is a missionary among p.m. The driver said his car skid- tor. Maxine Orr.
sister. Miss Elizabeth Postma of proving and 1103 dis-approving a Our apparent zeal for the uprightthe Sudans in British West Afri- ded when he attemptedto turn
A regular meeting of the Ind- Grand Rapids, who wore dark blue vear ago. In the 1935-36 poll,
ca. The great-grandchildis Alyce at the intersection.Slight dam- ies Aid society of Fourth Refor- crepe and carried a corsage of Muskegon opposed the New Deal ness of our brother is pompous
Jean Smith, daughter of the mis- age resulted to the vehicle and the med church was held Thursday af- sweet peas. Marvin De Witt was policies by a vote of 499 to 258 in insincerity. The fact is that the
person who pursues such a course
sionary and her husband. Funer- driver, alone in the car was not
ternoon in the church parlors. A best man. Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Do contrast to a vote of 383 to 194 is trying to conceal his own shortal services were held Monday at injured
approving
in 1934. In Detroit the comings under the guise of superprogram
was
presented
and
the
Vries
of
Holland
were
master
and
Mr. and Mrs. George Schroten2 p.m. at the home. The Rev. L.
business meeting was conducted mistress of ceremonies. Immedi- vote this year was Yes, 8235, and ior holiness,but he does not deVeltkanip officiatedand burial was boer and son Roger Grant and Miss by Mrs. H. Van Dyke.
ately following the ceremony a No, 14,587. The previous poll re- ceive any one. The honest person
H.
Hietbrink
and
Ray
Van
Hemert
in Fairlawn cemetery.
Mrs. Harry Spyker, who cele- reception was held.
______ The
____ couple
__jpl corded 9,517, yes, and 4,396. no. will sweep before his own door,
Mias Marian Te Roller, student visited in Grand Rapids recently.
— Grand Haven Tribune before he attempts to show others
A meeting of farmers in Ottawa brated her birthday anniversary, will make their home with Mr. D.e
at Western State Teachers’ colentertained guests Thursday eve- Witt’s parents. Those present from
their faults.
lege Kalamazoo spent the week- and Allegan counties who are inThe Fast Oracle Club sponsored
ning. Those present were Misses Holland were Mr. and Mrs. Henry
end at the home of her parents, terested in electrifying their homes
The parable of the trees carries
an
old-fashioned
card
nartv
ThursDe Witt. Mr. and Mrs. Augustine
Mr. and Mrs. H. Te Roller. She will be held February7 at 2 p.m. Bertha, Ann, Janet and Mildred De Witt, Mr. and Mrs. G. De Witt, day evening in the Royal Neigh- its own point. It is one of the most
Vissers, Mrs. B. Mulder, Mrs. A.
in
the
Holland
Armory
at
which
had as her guest, Miss Virginia
De Jonge, Mrs. C. Vos, Mrs T. Miss Sena De Witt, Mr. and Mrs. bors hall. Pedro was played and familiar laws of nature. Only a
Moore, one of the leading soloists time Lynd A. Walkling of East
sound and healthy tree will yield
Vos,
Mrs. C. R. Ash. Mrs. G. Kui- George Speet. Mr. and Mrs. Ger- head prize was awarded to Mrs.
at the college. Miss Moore sang at Lansing will explain the federal
good fruit. One of the first evidenrit DeVries, Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Estelle Brown and second prize
per.
Mrs.
J.
Dykstra.
Mrs.
Ben
the morning service in the Method- project and assist in the organces that a tree is corrupt and deization. Mr. Falkenwaldsuggested Kragt, Mrs. William Hovenga, Van Den Berge, Mr. ami Mrs. John to Mrs. Keller of Zeeland. First cayed is to be seen in the quality of
ist church Sunday.
Mrs. L. Van Dyke and Davy Lee of Van Den Berge and William Van nrize for the men went to Henry
According to local WPA officials that if residents of this section of
fruit it produces.
Grand Rapids.
Den Berge.
Kleis and second to Joe Dore.
tnp fnur-<Nv work week, announ- the state want to obtain help they
Lives are like trees, and that is
The
XL
class
of
Sixth
Reformced by Harry J. Pierson state must organize at once and get apwhy they are not so very deceivchurch held a class meeting
WPA adminstrator, will not be- lications in before the money, ed
ing. Actions speak louder than
come effective for workers in Ot- which has been appropriated,is all Friday evening in the church basewords. Professions and teachings
ment.
A
miscellaneous program
alloted.
tawa county until the completion
are to be tested by the life. SomeNorman Plenn, 27 of Allegan was presented.
of the present pay-period.In teletimes wicked persons are very proMrs. W. H. Durfee, dean of wowas
sentenced
bv
Judge
Fred
T.
grams to the eight district WPA
men, and the dormitory girls en- CT. VALENTINE’S Day is one answer to the hostess’ prayer for an ficient in religiousplatitudes. A
district directors. Pierson ordered Miles to pay $500 fine and costs
tertained65 young men from the ^ excuse to give a party. Such a gay colorful day lends itself well tree is true to its nature, and so
that projectworkers scheduled for or serve three to five years in
will the individualbe in the long
70 hours each semi-monthy pay Southern Michigan prison after he campus at a "conversation" party to almost any kind of entertaining. But it is particularlyeffective run. A wicked person may do some
held in Voorhees hall Friday. Priwas
found
guilty
on
a
charge
of
perod be reduced to 64 hours. He
in a luncheon or dinner party where we can set a pretty table and things that are good, and a good
were presented to the best boy
explained. however, that this larceny.Plenn and his wife, Elsie, zes
<«< girl “conversationalist".
conversationalist”
8erve attractive holiday dishes. For the dining room we suggest fes- person will do some things that are
and
would not mean each worker will were arrestedlast July after thefts
Jacob V'ande Lune, who celebrat- toon‘nK white paper lace from the four corners of the room to the wicked, but each in ninety five cashave two days in additionto Sun- from parked cars were reported in
j his anniversary was surprisedcentral chandelierabove the table. It will be easy to cut the lace es out of a hundred will show of
day off each week, as some of the the resort section in Allegan Co.
what stuff he is made, and the real
projects may require as many as Mrs. Plenn was tried and found W ednesday evening by the pastor borders off white shelf paper to use for this purpose. Then from the
guilty in October term of circuit w'Jvp! of T*r<^ ^embers^ and^ thejr point of joining, hang a shower of littlered paper hearts strung on difference between the two men will
six days a week.
Bible church.
wi\p« of The Open d.ui.
-l—
tjjreacj Directlybelow this in the center of the table, place a low soon manifest itself.Soundness and
At a meeting of the board of court and given her choice of a wives
health of soul will show themselthe H. O. H. societvheld Friday fine or prison sentence. Her case Those present were Mr. and Mrs. cake plate with a gathered frill of the same lace paper arranged around ves, and so will unsoundnessand
nitrht, Bert Vander Poel was elec- has been appealed to the supreme George Minnema, Garret Smith, the edge. In the center of this, carefully set a delicate angel food cake
decay. The general principal
Mrs Myrtie Westphal of Battle
ted secretary of the H. O. H. so- court.
iced with a fluffy white frostingand sprinkledwith tiny red cinnamoif purity and sincerityof life as
William Dyken with a score of ( reek, who is visiting her neice,
cietv to fill the vacancy created
hearts. With this table as a beginning,you will want to serve specially necessary qualificationto leading
bv the death of Peter F. Koopman. 187 took individualscoring honors Mrs J. Vander Lune, Dr. and Mrs.
others into the right life is illus[ . F. Fields, Mr. and Mrs. Tom festive food, so we suggest these recipes to insure success:
at
the
weekly
shoot
of
the
Holland
James Veltman was named trustrated by the tree and its fruit.
tee in Mr. Vander Poel’s place. Rifle club. Don Prins was second Venhmzen, Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert
Valentine Luncheon Party
Our Lord was challenging his disC. Woldring is president of the with 183. Scores are: Bud Prins, Ja" Wyn?n. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Cream of Mushroom Soup irtady-to-senei
Heart Shaped Toast ciples to see the principleunder181; H. Prins. 180; John Kleis, 180; Middleboek and Mr. and Mrs. Chas
benefit society.

-

-

OK

THRIFT MARCHES
$22,652,489,000

-

io Savings Deposits in banks and trust companies

41,315,206
Savings Depositors in the United States

n-

$899,979,000
Gain

in Savings

Deposits in

1 year

I

NEWS

i

Four!

-

0

-

1,753,032
Gain in number of Savings Depositors in

We

invite you to open a Savings

join

this

army

of

1 year

Account— and

far-sighted thrifty Americans

PEOPLE’S STATE BANK
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN

.

Member

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation

1

-

-

.

A Valentine Luncheon Party

Km

n

«

Allen.

Mrs. Alice Du Mez of Central
rark entertainedsome of her relatives Tuesday at Dinner in cele-

lEMOIELlNC

SALE
Remodeling and Redecorating

Causing a

is

Muss

and Making an UnattractiveStore— But Business
Continues

Same as Ever

with

Such

Attractive

NOTICE TO PARK

Prices as These!

MODERN

TOWNSHIP VOTERS

NINE-PIECE

BEDROOM SUITES

DINING

ROOM

Bed, Dreaaer or Vanity and

Bench

$55

three pieces

SUITES
Walnut Veneer

Buffet, China,
Table, 5 Chairs, Host, 6-ft.
Extension Table. Chairs up-

FIVE-PIETE

Breakfast Sets
Drop-ktf Table and

holstered in rust
tapestry sale price

$79

PARLOR SUITE
Leonard Electric

A

beautiful suite which would
in any home. Two-pieceo
in a brown cover with seat
and back in a checkered
derreu uesign. Sale
fit

REFRIGERATOR
Apartvent

$85

Price only

......

$55

TWO PIECE

are now available at the clerk’s offlee. Candidates for office must file
petitions with clerk not later than
•>o clock p.m., February, 10, 1936.
Primary election,March 2, 1936.
beb. 11 is registration day for Pri-

Parlor Stiles

oruwn
Overed in a Rich Brown
color, Urge D»t«

Two-piece FriezetteSuite.
Chase of London J a r)A

$59

4J.ZU

enport, chair .......

Notice is hereby given that I will
receive nominating petitions for the
following Township Offices in HolTownshipup to and including
Friday, February 7th, 1936, for the
Primary Election, March 2nd. 1936.
Officers to be elected are: St
ervisor, Clerk, Treasurer, HigEway Commissioner, Justice of the

Peace, Overseer of Highways,
Member of Board of Review and
Constables.
4l Petition Blanks may be had from
the TownshipClerk’soffice.
Clerk of Holland Townshio

STOP GETTING UP NIGHTS

¥t

Make Thia 25c Teat
Use juniper oil, buchu

leaves,
etc., to flush out excess acids and

waste matter. Get rid of bladder

River

BROUWER

Avenue

-

Holland

Ripe Mission Olives

Molded Tomato and Chicken Salad* (in hurt-ahapedindividualmold!)
Hot

Shoe String Potatoes
Apple Butter

Biscuits
Cake or

Angel Pobu

Coffee

Valentine Custards*
Valentine Mints

(•( Indicates recipes liven

below

Molded Tomato and Chicken
Salad— Soak 114 tablespoons gelatin in ^4 cup Tomato Juice 5 minutes. Heat 1 cup of Tomato Juice
with 1 slice onion to boiling point,
then remove onion and pour hot
Juice over gelatin mixture. Add 1
teaspoon Pure Cider Vinegar, Va,
teaspoon salt, 2 teaspoons sugar,
teaspoons Worcestershire Sauce
and stir until dissolved, then add \
cup more Tomato Juice. Pour into
individualmolds, which have been
dipped in cold water, to *4 inch in
thickness, and chill until firm.
Place a thick layer of Chicken
Salad in mold, then fill with the

has been partiallycongealed but
no. so that it is firm. Chill and
serve in cups of crisp lettuce.
Garnish with Mayonnaise.
Chicken Salad-Soak 1 table-

---- *

cooked chicken,

%

cup

chopped celery, lA cup finely
chopped Preserved Sweet Pickle or
By JOSEPHINX GIBBON
Director, Helm Food ImUtuto
0 tablespoonsIndia Relish,hi, teaspoon salt and a dash of pepper.
Pour the cooled gelatin over this particles of lard coated with flour
mixture. Add 3 tablespoons May- are about the size of beans. Work
onnaise and mix thoroughly. Since % cup cold water into flour mixthe amount of liquid is so small, it ture with a fork until dough clings
i: not necessary to congeal before together. Roll to % inch in thickplacing over layer of Tomato Jelly, ness and cut out with large heart
though it may be partially con- cooky cutter. Place on cooky sheet
and press edges with tines of fork,
gealed, if desired.
Valentine Custards (mmkei 8)- which has been dipped in flour, to
ChUled Cuatard— Scald 2 cups milk. form fluted edge. Cover top of Vi
Combine % cup sugar, H cup flour of hearts with colored sugar (V4
and add to scaldedmilk. Cook over cup sugar blended with 2 or 8
hot water, stirring constantly,un- drops of red vegetable coloringto
til thick. Add several tablespoons color It a deep pink). Bake all tho
of this mixture to 2 slightly beaten hearts in a hot oven (475* F.) for
egg yolks, mix well, then pour 8 to 10 minutes or just until deliback slowly to custard and cook cately brown.
Filling— Spread a plain heart
for several minutes longer. Remove
from Are, then add 1 tablespoon with Currant Jelly and top with

.

-

—

—

—

----

The Old

Reliable Furniture Store

&

lying and running through the king-

--

For Coal, Wood, Coke, Kindling

GEIIEN & VANDEN BERG
28th St. and Lincoln Ave., Holland, Mich.

BRANCH OFFICE-SUPERIORCIGAR STORE-PHONE

9533

Holland City News $1 a "Year

DON’T APPLY

frictions

"S

AGAINST YOUR OWN NEIGHBORS
When

nations apply "sanctions”—that

off trade

is,

cut

with another nation— there may be

economic hardship on

all sides.

The same may be true

of

communities and

individuals.How few of us stop to think

when

we trade unnecessarily away from home, that

we

arc in a small

against our

way applying "sanctions"

own merchants and

It is a good thing to trade at

neighbors!

home when-

ever possible. It helps to keep local wealth
circulating for local

keep

this in

good. Let

us

mind and do our proper

part as citizensof this community.

Wc

shall all benefit as a result.

dom he came to

found. If they
missed that there was nothing of
importance left.
In the last analysis there are but
two classes of people,the evil and
the good — not totally evil nor perfectly good, but each class distinguished by its prevailingmoral principles and conduct The seat of
character is within. Holy thoughts
and purposesand pure emotions,
cherishedin the heart, are priceless
treasures, stored-upenergies, which
control the utterances of the lips
and the actionsof the life. Impure
desires and evil passions of the
heart send forth bitter streams of
iniquity. The heart tells the tale.
Out of the good man come good
words and deeds, because he carries
a treasury of goodness within him.
The very opposite is true of the
evil man. They must give forth what
they possess— nothing more, noth
ing less.
The last part of the lesson presents a pictureof a house built up
on the sloping bank of one of thi
ravines which abound in that countnr, on which there was considerable depth of surface soil and sand,
n oting upon a bed of native rock,
The wise man digs through the soil,
and starts his foundation on a solid
rock bed. In this manner Jesus
drew the distinction between a man
who hears the message of the gospel

finely

---ing
and backachf. ^
Get juniper oil.
buchu leaves,etc., fn little green
gr
of banaod. C
liter ana
T«uma. ChilL
v>uu*. thin
******ilicei
—
CfWW With
butter
and i1 leaajiww
teaspos* vanilla.
---- --v„« bladder
tablets
called Bukets, the
blad
Pastry— Sift together once 2 chilled custard. Cover with anothlaxative. In four days if not pleased
*
cups pastry flour (slftal
once be- er layer of
o plain pastry spread
fore measuring)with 1 teaspoonwith Jelly, -salt and 2 tablespoonssugar. Cut tart. (4 bananas wffl U assded to
cup lard into flour until the all) Fiscs a sugared hsart on tojb
t

CO.

Hearts

spoon gelatinin % cup cold water
election.
5 minutes, then add ’A cup boiling
Signed: Albert Kronemeyer,
water and stir until dissolved. Cool.
Park Township Clerk.
Combine 1 cup finely chopped cold

irritation that causes waking up,
frequent desire, scanty flow, burn-

JAS. A.

Celery

mary

JOHN EILANDER,

Velonr Suite

Olives

highway commissioner.Petitions remainingtomato mixture which

NOTICE

MODERN

$9.95

aiae, only

Primary nomination petitions for
township offices— supervisor;clerktreasurer; one justice, full termone member board of review, two
years; four constables;overseerand

four
fou

Chaira. Maple
finiah _____________

bration of her 67th birthday. Mrs.
Du Mez was presented with many
useful gifts. The evening was spent
in having a social time. Those who
honored Mrs. I)u Mez were Miss
Bertha Du Mez, Mr. and Mrs. HenrV Du Mez, Mrs. John Spyker, Rev.
an(J -7rs- J- Vander Meulen, Mr.
and Mrs, Abe Koeman and daughters Elsie and Esther and Mr. and
Mrs John Kronemeyer and daughter Viola.
Mrs. G. H. Schotenboer of R R 5
spent the week-endin Grand Rapids as the guest of her sister, Mrs.
John Hartger.

Spanish Queen

DIAL 4651

and

builds his life upon it,

HOLLAND CITY STATE BANK
Holland, Michigan

\

Member Federal Reserve System

HUNDREDS ENDORSE THEM — Want

Ads

and

the man who hears it but tosses it
to the wind, and builds upon the
shiftingsands of human wisdom.

CASH

and

CARRY

Central Hardware
Buy for Cash and Save Money!
Sherwin-Williams Paints
29 W. 16th

St

Phone 2114

TYLER VAN LANDECFND
Mill suppliM, electricpumps
plumbing and heating; tin and
sheet metal work.
49 W. 8th St, HOLLAND. MICH
Phone 8204

Ottawa Inmtment Corp.
Bank

Certificates

Stocks
v

J

Bonds

Phone 4234

Peoples Bank

Bldg, Holland,Mich

tvo mOtlon Vitatht. ir. Ixdnc
m from cout to coast.

|tv<o boy.

ud.

1

THE HOLLAND CUT NEWS
THIS ROBIN NOT HARBINGER OPOSSUMS ARE INCREASING and
OF SPRING
ant
IN MICHIGAN

Explraa February 8—9697
devour avidly, and it is pleasState, respectfullyshows that the list of lands
to see them about their feedState of Michigan,
inafter set forth and marked “Schedule A,” coni
tables.These wild birds do not
Tha Probata Court for the
harm crops. It would seem that
County of Ottawa.
Gua Buter, one of our reputable
a description of all lands in said County of Ottawa|
men snould like to see them At a aesalon of said Court, held
The continuedabundance of oposcitizens of Zeeland, reports that as
County of Ottawa,
about their premises. We are not
sums
in
the
vicinity
of
Dowagiac
the
Probate
Office
in
the
City
upon which taxes were assessed for the years inen«|
he was driving along the highway
arguing for the sportsmen. We ap- of Grand Haven in said County,
ss.
near Wayland,Monday, he saw the
peal
only
to self-interest of othen on the 15th day of January, A. D.
tioned therein, and which were returned as delinl
first robin for 1936 in this section
and the pleasure and humanity of 1936.
The Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa in
of Michigan.It was probably a
quent for non-payment of taxes, and which taxes]
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Water,
stray robin that was unable to mi- than 100 opossums so far this sea- all.— Allegan Gazette. ' „
Chancery.
Judge
of
Probate.
son.
In
one
night
Ibbotson
made
a
grate last fall, for it is hardly the
have not been paid; together with the total amount
In the Matter of the fistate of
season for the return of the earliest catch of thirteen opossums and
In the matter of the petition of John J. O’Hara,
Expires Feb. 22—15935
Eildert J. Nienhuis. Deceased
other
trappers
are
reporting
simiof such taxes, with interest computed thereon to the
birds. It often occurs that robins
Gerrit Van Gelderen having filSTATE OF MICHIGAN
remain in dense woods nearby and lar good catches.
Auditor
General
of
the
State
of
Michigan,
for
and
time fixed for sale, and collection fee and expenses*]
Opossums are most plentiful in THE PROBATE COURT FOR ed in said court his first and secwith pleasant weather come out for
ond annual accounts as Executor in behalf of said State, for the sale of certain lands
food. This one apparently is not a the southwestern part <k the state
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA
as provided by law, extended against each of said
of said estate, and his petition prayharbinger of spring for the ground- but their range extenQs as far
At a sessionof said Court, held ing for the allowance thereof.
for taxes assessed thereon.
north
as
Muskegon
and
Saginaw.
hog “hasn’t done his stuff" yet.
parcels of land.
It is Ordered, That the 18th dav
According to state game author- at the Probate Office in the City
—
o--On
reading
and
filing the petition of the Auditor
of
February,
A.
D.,
1936,
at
ten
o'of
Grand
Haven
in
said
Countv,
on
LID CLOSES ON TRAPPERS ities a preliminary study of the
Your petitioner further shows to the Court that
food habits of this nocturnal wan- on the 29th day of January, A. D. clock in the forenoon at said ProGeneral of the State of Michigan praying for a deSOON
bate Office, be and is hereby apderer revealed that the animal is 1936.
said lands were returned to the Auditor General
Present: Hon. Cora Van De Wa- pointed for examining and allow- cree in favor of the State of Michigan, against each
not so harmful as is generally beThe last of the open trapping lieved. Although opossumsare sup- ter. Judge of Probate.
ing eaid account;
under the provisions of Act 206 of the Public Acts
seasons in Michigan comes to a posed to prey heavily upon pheasIt is Further Ordered, That pubIn the Matter of the Estate of
parcel of land therein described, for the amounts
of 1893, as delinquent for non-payment of said taxesj
close Friday, Jan. 31, when legal
lic notice thereof be given by pub' Harm Johnson, Deceased.
ants and quail, both of these spetherein specified, claimed to be due for taxes, intertrapping for opposum, skunk and
John W. Johnson, having filed his lication of a copy of this order, for
cies were abundant in opossum terfor said years respectively,and that said taxes re-|
badger end for this winter.
three successiveweek* previous to
ritory this fall, a fact which fur- petition,praying that an instruest and charges on each such parcel of land, and
Legal hunting of mink also ther tends to bear out the findings
said dav of herring, in the Holland
main unpaid; except that lands included in said
comes to an end on this date of the state game men. The open ment filed in said Court be admitt- Citv News, a newspaper printed that such lands be sold for the amounts so claimed
throughoutthe state. Mink trap- trapping season on opossums, which ed to Probate as the last will and and circulated in said County.
“Schedule A” for taxes of 1890 or prior years werej
CORA VANDE WATER,
ping is permitted only during are on the protected list, closes testament of said deceased and
by the State of Michigan.
returned to the Auditor' General as delinquent for
Judge of Probate.
muskrat trapping seasons in the January 31.
that administration of said estate
It is ordered that said petition will be brought
A true copy.
respective areas which are now
be granted to Tony Noordewier or
said taxes under the provisions of the general tax j
closed.
Dolores WierengerJackson
on for hearing and decree at the February term of
some other suitableperson.
Dep.
Register
of
Probate
laws in force prior to the passage of Act 200 of the
Good News About
It is Ordered, That the
this Court, to be held at City of Grand Haven in the
Parasites
Expires
Feb.
15—12987
Public Acts of 1891, and which taxes remain unpaid.|
Saugatuck Airport 3rd day of March A.D. 1936
State of Michigan
County
of
Ottawa,
State
of
Michigan,
on
the
17th
Lick Peach Pest?
at ten A.M., at said Probate Office
The Probate Court for t
Your petitionerfurther shows that in all easel]
The following was received by is hereby appointed for hearing County of Ottawa.
day of February, A. D. 1936, at the opening of the
Enemy parasites appear to be this paper from the Michigan said petition.
where lands are included in “Schedule A” as afore*j
At a session of said Court, held
Court on that day, and that all persons interested
getting the best of one horticul- Works Progress Administration
It is Further Ordered. That pub- at the Probate Office in the dty of
January
22:
tural pest — the oriental peach
said for taxes of 1890 or of any prior year, said lan<h|
lie notice thereof be given bv pub- Grand Haven in said County, on
in such lands or any part thereof, desiring to conmoth. Stanley Johnson, superinten- After waiting three years the
the 22nd day of January A. D.,
Mcation
of
a
copy
of
this
order,
for
have not been sold for said taxes or have been heredent of the South Haven experi- village of Saugatuck in Allegan
test the lien claimed thereon by the State of Michth^ee successiveweeks previous to 1936.
ment station and Michigan’s lead- county will have an airport.
Present: Hon. CORA VAN DE
tofore sold for said delinquent taxes and the sale or
The new landing field is made *aid dav of hearing,in the Holland WATER, Judge of Probate.
ing authority on peach culture, reigan, for such taxes, interest and charges, or any
Citv News, a newspaper printed
possible
by
a
WPA
allotment
of
ported today that survey of the
sales so made have been set aside by a court of comIn the Matter of the Estate of
and circulated in said countv.
part thereof, shall appear in said Court, and file with
fruit belt showed fewer oriental $12,301, which will finance all
In the Matter of the Estate of
CORA
VAN
DE
WATER
petent jurisdiction, or have been cancelled as pro- j
peach moths in the state this year grading and the construction of
John B. Mulder, Deceased
Judge of Probate
the clerk thereof their objections thereto on or bethan in any season in the last three two runways. The work will be A true copv.
Jeannette Mulder having filed in
vided by law.
supervisedby the State Department
years.
said court her petition, praying for
fore the first day of the term of this Court above
Harriet Swart
of
Aeronautics
as
part
of
a
stateHe said plant breeders at the
license to sell the interest of said
Your petitionerfurther shows that in all easel
Dep. Register of Probate.
New Jersey experiment station, wide program fostered by the dementioned, and that in default thereof the same will
estate in certain real estate therein
where the moths have been trou- partment in conjunction with the
where lands are included in “Schedule A,” as afore*]
described,
be taken as confessed and a decree will be taken and
blesome in recent years, attribute WPA. The project will provide
Expires Feb. 22—15937
It is Ordered, That the 25th day
said, for the first instalment of taxes of 1932, or
the decrease in moth population employmentfor 50 men and is exof February A. D. 1936, at ten entered as prayed for in said petition.
it is
to the activity of enemy parasites. pected to get under way by the end
o’clock in the forenoon, at said
STATE
OF
MICHIGAN
of any prior year, said lands have not been sold for
Johnston, however, believespart of the month.
probate office, be and is hereby
further ordered that in pursuance of said decree
The growing importance of the
of the decrease can be attributedto
appointed
for
hearing
said
petition,
said taxes or have been heretofore sold for said
PROBATE COURT FOR
short peach crops in 1933 and 1934, Lake Michiganshore as a resort
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA and that all persons interestedin the lands described in said petition for which a
delinquent taxes and the sale, or sales, so made have
and thd absence of fruit to feed center makes the Saugatuck airAt a sessionof said Court, held said estate appear before said
decree of sale shall be made, will be sold for the
port of importanceto the entire
the larvae of the insect.
at the Probate Office in the City court, at said time and place, to
been set aside by court of competent jurisdiction by |
"Cracking down on an insect country.The village commission of Grand Haven in the said County, show cause why a license to sell
several taxes, interest and charges thereon as deafter nature has reduced its num- acquired land for an airport three on the 1st day of February, A.D. the interest of said estate in said
Legislative Action (See Act 126, P. A. of 1933, a^f
bers is good strategy,"federal en- years ago but was unable to secure 1936.
real estnte should not be granted:
termined by such decree, on the first Tuesday in
It
is
Further
Ordered,
That
pubtomologists from Washington,D. funds for necessary improvements.
amended by Act 11, Extra Session of 1934, al]
Present, Hon. CORA VAN DE
Vacationistsusing planes will find WATER, Judge of Probate.
thereafter,beginning at 10 o’clock a. m. on said day,
C., asserted today.
lic notice thereof be given by pubthe
field
ready
for
use
this
summer.
amended by Act 73, P. A. of 1935), or have been can^
“Any let-up in controlmeasures
In the Matter of *he Estate of lication of a copy of this order, for or on the day or days subsequent thereto as may be
three successiveweeks previous to
when adverse weather or natural
Dellah Harris Vail, Deceased
celled as provided by law.
enemies have cut down a crop pest 1935 FIRE LOSS IN COOPERSIt appe«ringto the court that said day of hearing, in the Holland
necessary to complete the sale of said lands and
City
News,
a
newspaper
printed
means future trouble for growers.
the time for presentationof claims
Your petitioner further shows and avers that
VILLE IS $2,281.50
An ebb in insect life is likely to
of each and every parcel thereof, at the office of the
against said estate should be lim- and circulatedin said County.
be followed by an upturn."
CORA VAN DE WATER.
the taxes, interest, collection fee and expenses as set j
ited, and that a time and place be
According to statistics compiled appointed to receive, examine and
County Treasurer, or at such convenient place as
Judge ef Probate.
forth in said “Schedule A,” are a valid lien on the]
ARE EUROPEAN HARES, LIKE bv Edward Bussis, Coopersvillefire adjust all claims and demands A true copy:
shall be selected by him at the county seat of the
the total loss in the village against said deceased by and beDolores WierengerJackson
ENGLISH SPARROWS, GET- chief,
several parcels of lands described in said schedi
of Coopersville during the year fore said court:
Dep. Register of Probate
County of Ottawa, State of Michigan; and that the
TING FOOTHOLD HERE?
1935 was $2,281.50.Six local runs
It is Ordered, That creditorsof
Your petitioner further shows that the said
Expires March 7
were made by the department dur- said deceased are required to presale then and there made will be a public sale, and
Proof that the European hare is
ing the year but the greater part sent their claims to said court at TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
taxes
on the said described lands have remained un*j
now present in southeasternMichTake notice that a Limited Part- each parcel described in the decree shall be sepaof the loss was sustainedin the fire said Probate Office on or before
igan has been received by State
nership has been formed and is
which damaged the Boss Carving the
paid for more than one year after they were
Conservation authoritiesfrom Ted
rately exposed for sale for the total taxes, interest
•doing business under the name of
Works last fall.
3rd Day of June, A. D. 1936,
(ioulait, consenation officer in St.
turned as delinquent; and the said taxes not ha^
Figuring on a basis of a popula- at ten o’clock in the forenoon,said Osborn ResearchFarm, located in
and charges, and the sale shall be made to the perClair county. Goulait sent to Lantion of 1,000, the loss for the year time and place being hereby ap- Park Township and elsewhere in
been paid, and the same being now due and remain*!
sing a specimen shot in his county
is $2.28 per capita. Only a few pointed for the examination and Ottawa County, Michigan, to transon paying the full amount charged against such
that weighed 11 pounds and one
years ago the loss for the entire adjustmentof all claims and de- sact the business “breed,hatch and
ing unpaid as above set forth, your petitionerpraj
ounce.
raise ‘chicks’ and poultry; buy,
parcel, and accepting a conveyance of the smallest
village was less than the per cap- mands against said deceased.
This is the first European hare
ita loss 4n 1935.
It is Furthered Ordered, That sell, and deal in poultry, poultry undivided fee simple interest therein; or, if no per- a decree in favor of the State of Michigan against
received by the Department of
Only one run has been made thus public notice thereof be given by supplies, medicines, feeds, farm
Consen-ation which has been shot
each parcel of said lands, for the payment of the
far in 1936 and no loss resulted. publicationof a copy of his order supplies and farm equipment; and
son will pay the taxes and charges and take a conwithin the boundaries of the state.
The fact that no alarms have been for three successive weeks prev- in general to carry on anv busiseveral amounts of taxes, interest, collection fee and;
It is believed that the hare may
turned in during the two severe ious to said day of hearing, in the ness in connection therewith and
veyance of less than the entire thereof, then the
have crossed over from Canada on
cold snaps, is a tribute to the prop- Holland City News, a newspaper incident thereto not forbidden by
expenses, as computed and extended in said schedule]
the ice this winter. It is possible
whole parcel shall be offered and sold. If any parerty owners and residents of the printedand circulated in said coun- the Laws of the State of Michhowever, that it might be the de
igan."
against the several parcels of land contained thei
village who are practicing“Safety ty.
scendant of others of the species First" methods in stoking their
The General Partner is Minnie cel of land cannot be sold for taxes, interest and
CORA
VAN
DE
WATER,
which previously had entered the furnaces and stoves. A large numRay Osborne, residing in Park
and in default of payment of the said several si
Judge of Probate.
state either by crossing the ice or
Township, Ottawa County, Mich- charges, such parcel shall he passed over for the
ber of people also have their chim- A true copy:
computed and extended against said lands, that ei
by secret introductionby persons neys and homes inspected periodiigan, The Special Partner is Jartime being, and shall, on the succeeding day, or beHARRIET SWART,
interestedin the species.
rett N. Clark, residing at Zeeland.
cally. All of these habits prevent
Register of Probate
of said parcels of land may be sold for the amount
Michigan. The amount contributed fore the close of the sale, be reoffered,and if, on
Normally, the European hare is a growing fire loss in the communto the Common Stock by Special
much larger than either the cotton- ity.— CoopersvilleObserver.
due thereon, as provided by law, to pay the liei
Expires Feb. 22—15836
such second offer, or during such sale, the same canPartner, Jarrett N. Clark is $500,tail rabbit or varying hare of Mich00. The Limited Partnership is to
aforesaid.
igan and is a prolific breeder. In
not be sold for the amount aforesaid, the County
STATE OF MICHIGAN
commence January 22, 1936 and
parts of Canada and the eastern PRESIDENT WRONG IN TWO
And your petitioner will ever pray, etc.
continue for a period terminating
United States it has become so
SPELLINGS
Treasurer^hallbid off the same in the name of the
PROBATE COURT FOR December 31, 1936.
numerous as to become a nuisance
Dated January 6,
i\
State.
Dated: January 23, 1936.
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA
and a menace to shrubs and hortiOsborne Research Farm
PresidentRooseveltmisspelled
cultural crops.
J.
By M. R. Osborne
Witness the Hon. Fred T. Miles, Circuit Judge,
At a session of said Court, held at
For the past several years nur- two words in the bonus veto mesGeneral
Partner
Auditor General of the State of Michii
serymen and farmers have feared sage he personally wrote to Con- the Probate Office in the City of
and the seal of said Circuit Court of Ottawa County
Holand, MichiganR. F. D.l
that the European hare might enter gress. A close examination of the Grand Haven in the said County,
for and in behalf of said State.
Michigan and become established message, written in the President’son the 1st day of February, A.D.
this 4th day of January, A. D. 1936.
Expires March 5
with possible serious consequence own hand, today revealed the Pres- 1136.
list
of
the
lands referred to as included in]
Present, Hon. Cora Vande Water, NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE
ident spelledcancellationwith one
Fred T. Miles,
to orchards and shrubbery.
Judge
of
Probate.
Once it becomes well established "L” and left the “E" off of “thereDefault having been made in the
Anna V an Horesen, Deputy Clerk. Circuit Judge “Schedule A” is on file in the office of the Count
In the Matter of the Estate of
in any part of the state, its spread fore” used as an adverb. The
conditions of a certain Mortgage
Anna Prins, Deceased.
Clerk and subject to public inspection.
to favorable areas will be only a Standard dictionaryspells cancella(Seal)
made by John Sybesma and Nina
It appearingto the court that
matter of time, game men believe. tion with two “L’s" but notes that
Sybesma his wife, to Alverna Nash,
The Returned Delinquent Rolls and the Suj
the time for presentationof claims
it sometimes is spelledwith one.
dated the 19th day of August 1925,
against said estate should be lim- and recorded in the office of the
plemental Returned Delinquent Rolls, together wit
ited, and that a time and place be
Register of Deeds for the County
appointed to receive, examine and
the delinquent taxes of 1933, are all filed in the]
of Ottawa and State of Michigan,
2,000
ALLEGAN
adjust all claims and demands on the 21st day of August 1925, in
County Treasurer’s office and contain the descrij
against said deceased by and before
Liber 140 of Mortgages on page
Two members of the Hope colTo the Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa in
said court:
264
on
which
Mortgage
there
is
lege class of 1886 this year will
tions which will be offered for sale. They are subj<
It is Ordered, That creditorsof
The state highway department
Chancery:
claimed to be due at the date of
mark the fiftieth anniversary of
and the Allegan county road com- said deceased are required to pre- this notice, for principal and into public inspection.
their graduation.They are: Dr.
sent their claims to said court at
The petition of John J. O’Hara, Auditor General
Peter Holleman of Chicago and mission are working steadily at said Probate Office on or before terest, the sum of Six Hundred
Rev. B. W. Lammers of James- Fennville to keep highways open. the 3rd day of June A.D. 1936, at Twelve ($612.00) Dollars: Taxes of the State of Michigan, for and in behalf of said
town, who recentlyretired from an Many roads are open and all of the ten o’clock in the forenoon, said paid $52.88; Insurance paid $5.25
and the further sum of Twentyactive service of more than 40
time and place being hereby apmain lines in all directions.
five Dollars, as Attorneys’ fees,
years in the Reformed ministry.
pointed for the examinationand
Expires March 5
making the whole amount claimed
the South line of said Section34,
Tabulation of alumni shows that
arian rights;(Same being parcel
Parcels One and Seven will
adjustmentof all claims and deMORTGAGE
SALE
to
be
due
at
the
date
of
this
notice,
fewer than 24 of the 120 graduates
Women’s club of Fennville will mands against said deceased.
No. 7 in said mortgage)
released upon the payment
running thence North along the
to-wit.
the
sum
of
Six
HunDefault having been made in the
of the 20 classes from 1866 to 1886 hold a winter party this year for
$362.90. Parcels Two and
Also begining at the South
It is Further Ordered, That pub- dred Ninety Five & 13/100 Dollar*,
North and South Quarter line,
are living, and that 76 of these
conditions of a certain mortgage
will be released upon the pay*,
Quarter
Corner
of
said
Section
members and husbands or friends. lic notice thereof be given bv pub- to which amount will be added at
seven hundred forty-three and
graduateschose the ministry for
ment of $362.90.
lication of a copy of this order for the time of sale all taxes and in- given by the Michigan Trust Comseven-tenths feet to the center
34, running thence North along
their profession. The first seven The next meeting will be held Feb. three successiveweeks previous to
Dated December 19, 1985.
pany
and
Frank
E.
Locke,
as
Exline of Lake St.; thence South
the North and South Quarter line
classes, numbering 36 graduates, 12 with a Lincoln program. The said day of hearing, in the Hol- surance that may be paid by the ecutors of the Will of Hugh BradLOUISE H. BRADSHAWJ
69 degrees 12 minutes West, thirsaid
Mortgagee
between
the
are extinct. Rev. Josias Meulen- chief speaker will t* Prof. Egbert land City News, a newspaper printone thousand four hundred twelMortgs
shaw, Deceased, to Louise H. Bradty-one feet along the center line
date
of
this notice and the time of
dyke, 86, of Rochester,N. Y.,
ed and circulatedin said county.
shaw,
dated
September
5, 1934, and
ve
and
four
tenths
feet
to
the
Winter of Hope college.
of
Lake
Street;
thence
South
said sale; and no proceedings at
DIEKEMA. CROSS & TEN CAT1
former pastor of the Reformed
A true copy:
• » •
parallel with the quarter line
center of Lake Street: thence
law having been instituted to re- recorded in the Office of the RegAttorneys for Mortgagee,
church at East Holland and memister of Deeds for Ottawa County,
Harriet Swart,
seven hundred thirty-threeand
cover the debt now remaining seSouth sixty-nine degrees twelve
ber of the class of 1873, who this
Two plate glass windows valued
Business Address:
Register of Probate.
Michigan,
on
the
24th
day
of
Janfive-hundredthsfeet; thence East
cured by said Mortgage,or any
minutes West, sixty-four and
year will mark the sixtieth anni- at a little less than $100 were
Holland, Michigan.
HARRIET SWART,
uary, 1935, in Liber 165 of Morttwenty-nine feet to the place of
part
thereof,
whereby
the
power
five-tenths feet along the center
versary of his ordination into the broken when the brakes on a car
Register of Probate.
gages, page 321, and the said Mortbeginning;
(Same
beimr
parcel
of sale contained in said Mortgage
of Lake Street to the point of
ministry,is the oldest living alum- driven by Donald Bersley of Allegagee having elected, because of
has become operative;
No. l in said mortgage)
beginning; from said place of
nus.
gan locked and the car hit the
the default in the payment of inNow Therefore, Notice is HereAlso beginning at a point six
beginning running South 69 deExpires February 8
Hope’s total number of graduates mullion of the show window to the
terest,
to
declare
the
entire
amby Given that by virtue of the powhundred sixty-eight and sevengrees 12 minutes West, fourteen
is nearing the 2,000 mark. The 70 left of the east entrance of the D.
ount
of
principal
and
interest
due,
STATE OF MICHIGAN •
er of sale contained in said Morttenths feet North and twentyand five-tenthsfeet along the
classes from 1866 to 1936 range in E. Burgess store. Bersley reported
on which Mortgage there is claimgage and in pursuance of the statnine feet West of the South one
center of Lake Street; thence
size from one single member in the accident to Sheriff Miller of THE PROBATE COURT FOR
ed to be now due for principaland
ute in such case made and provided,
quarter Corner of Section 34,
North parallel with the Quarter
1872 to 101 in 1934, the largest on Allegan county and repairs were
THE COUNTY OF OTTAWA the
interest the sum of Seven Hundred
said mortgage will be foreclosed
Town 5 North, Range 16 West,
line two hundred and sixty-seven
record.
made Tuesday. The car was not
Dollars and eighty cents and an
At a sessionof said Court, held by a sale of the premises therein
running thence North parallel and two-tenthsfeet; thence North
Hope has sent nearlv 500 min- damaged.
attorney fee of Twenty Five Dolat the Probate Office in the City of described or so much thereof as
with the North and South Quar69 degrees 12 minutes East, four• • •
isters into home fields and 100
lars, and no suit or proceedings
Grand Haven in said County, on the may be necessary, at public aucter line, seven hundred thirtyteen and five-tenths feet; thence
missionariesinto foreign lands.
having
been
instituted
to
recover
People generally have remarked 16th day of January, A. IX 1936. tion, to the highest bidder, at the
three and five hundredths feet to
south parallelwith Quarter line
The class of 1879 numbered the
the
moneys
secured
by
said
mortabout our good fortune during the
Present: Hon. Cora Vande Wa- North front door of the Court
two hundred sixty-sevenand twothe Center of Lake St. thence
first foreign students in Kumaje
gage
or any part thereof:
THSUtiAHCE -REAL ESTATf
House in the City of Grand Haven,
South 69 degrees and 12 minutes
tenths feet to the place of beginKimura and Motoitero Oghimi of six days’ storm of last week when ter, Judge of Probate.
and County of Ottawa, Michigan, NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN West, thirty-onefeet along the
ning, together with all riparian
Japan. Both entered the ministry. we were so much more fortunate In the Matter of the Estate
of
that being the place for holdingthe that by virtue of the power of sale
center line of Lake St., thence
Corner 8tn and College
rights. (Same being parcel No.8
The first two women graduates than were the people just across
Circuit Court in and for said Coun- contained in said mortgage purLake
Michigan. Our thermometersErnest H. Sulkers,deceased
South parallel with the quarHolland, Mich.
in said mortgage.)
were enrolledin the class of 1882.
suant
to
the
statute
in
such
case
scarcely touched zero, while in ChiOrder for Publication ty, on Mon. the 16th day of March
ter line seven hundred twentyArend Visscher was the lone memThe GRAND RAPIDS TRUST 1936, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon made and provided, said mortgage two and four-tenthsfeet; thence
cago and along the western coast
ber of the class of 1872, the small14 or more degrees below were COMPANY, 4 Michigan corpora- of said day, and said premises will will be foreclosed by sale of the
East twenty-ninefeet to the
est on record.
marked and the storm was much tion. of Grand Rapias, Michigan, be sold to pay the amount so as premises therein described at puplace of beginning; (Same being
Four graduates served their alma
lic
auction
to
the
highest
bidder
having
filed
in
said
Court
its
Final
aforesaid
then
due
on
said
Mortparcel No. 2 in said mortgage)
mater as president: Dr. Gerrit J. rougher. One of the pleasures of Account as Trustee under the Four•t
the
north
front
door
of
the
Court
gage together with six per cent inlife in this corner of Michiganis
Also beginning at the South
Kollen,Dr. Arne Vennema, Dr. Edterest. legal costs, Attorneys’ fees House in the City of Grand Haven,
Quarter Corner of said Section
ward D. Dimnent and Dr. Wynand that this sort of thing oftdh hapand also any taxes and insurance that being the place where the Cir- 34, running thence North along
pens.— Allegan Gazette.
Wichers, incumbent.
that said Mortgageedoes not pay on cuit Court for the County of Ot•
the North and South Quarter
all matters therein prayed for.
or prior to the date of said sale; tawa is held, on Friday, the 13th
line one thousandfour hundred
How many farmers put out seeds
IT IS ORDERED. That the 18th which said premises are described day of March, 1936, at 3 o’clock in
twelve and four-tenth*feet to the
of any sort for the wild birds? We day of February, A. D, 1999, at
in said Mortgage as follows,to- the afternoon, Eastern Standard
center of Lake Street; thence The aorrow of losing a loved one
have heard of but few of them. A ten o’clock in the forenoon, at said
RO&NW
Time, which premises to be sold
wit:
South sixty-ninedegrees 12 minbriaga with it an obligationto exlarge number should do so. The Probate
ap. A . Office be .and is hereby
.
.
Lot Nine (9) in RiversideAd- are described in said mortgage as
utes West fifty feet along the
deep snow imperilstheir lives. pointed for examining and allowing dition * the city of Holland ac- follows,to-wit:
center of Lake Street to the point preaa your grateful remembrance
Pheasants and quail are wholly •aid . account and hearing said cordinjf to
recorded plat
All those certain pieces or paruf beginning; from said place of of happy hours shared together
seed-eaters,so the deep snow pre- petkion.
thereof, on record in the office cels of land situateand being in
beginning running South 69 de- with the departed. You can fulIt is Further Ordered, That pubvents them from finding enough
the Township of Park, County grees 12 minutes West, fourteen
of the Registerof Deeds for
fill this sacred daty In no more fitfood. These birds do not perish lic notice thereof be given by pubof Ottawa and State of Michigan,
said Ottawa County Michigan,
and five-tenthsfeet along the
ting manner than by the erection
from cold but only from starvation.lication of a copy of this order, for
described as follows,co-wit:
being in the Township of Holcenter of Lake St; thence North
The grouse will take care of them- three successiveweeks previons to
All that part of the Southof • suitable monument Consult
Attorneys-at
land, County of Ottawa and
nnf, m
me Holtioiin the
selves under such circumstances by said day of hearinf,
west Quarter of Section ThirState of Michigan.
ns for suggestions.
eating buds of shrubs and trees but land City News, a newspaperprintty-four, Town Five North, Range
Alverna Nash
Office — over First Stste
ed
and
circulated
in
said
county.
they too live chiefly on seeds. All
Sixteen West, which is bounded grees 12 minutes East fourteen
Mortgagee
* DE WATER. Dated Dee. 18, 1985
CORA VAN
the other birds that stay through
and described as follows: BeginBank
and five-tenths feet; thence South
Judfe
of
Probat*
the winters live also mainly on
ning at a point on
'
Elbern Parsons
and One-Half
parallel with Quarter line two
1 Block
Holland, Michigan
food they find on the ground. Many
A true -copy.
South
Quarter
line
<
_________for Mortgage*
Attorney
hundred sixty-seven and two18 Wert
dty people put out
‘
tion
84,
six
hundred
Business Address, Holland, Michtenths feet to the place of bescraps which the birds
and seven-tenths feet
ifin.
ginning, together with all rip...... i:
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THE HOLLAND CITT NEWS
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Fountain and
Mrs. Henry Fountain of Grand Ra

LOCAL NEWS

KEPPELS SONS

T.

Established 1867

Phone 2838

63 East Eighth Street

Fuel, Builders’ Supplies,

Wallpaper

and Sherwin-WilliamsPaints!
Mason’s Supplies Used in this Building

QUALITY RECOGNIZES QUALITY!
We

take this

Main

the

opportunity to congratulate

Oil

Company housed

are in their line

new

as they

building

Columbia Ave. and 8th

on

Street.

CONGRATULATIONS!
to the

Main Oil Co
May Your New

Super-Service Station be a Success

GERRIT HELDER
GENERAL CONTR ACTOR FOR THE STATION
441 College

Ave.

the

-

o

BOUWMAN

PLUMBING and HEATING
183 West 28th

Street

When Columbia Ave. Was Fish
Street And Led To Fish Market

Phone

2672

Holland

Congratulations
OIL CO.

WE KEEP HOLLAND DRY
Over 25 Years

of Experience

We Are Glad to Do Our Part in Making
Your New Saper-Service Station a Success!

GEORGE M001 ROOFING COMPANY
29 East Sixth

Street

Phones 3826 and 2713

Congratulations
and Best Wishes

MAIN OIL

TO MIND OLD HOLLAND HISTORY

vice station on the northeast corner of 8th St. and ColumbiaAve.
This oil station has an English
smack as far as architecturegoes.

Of course, that never materialized
but it figured in the planning of
Dr. Van Raalte’smap and naturally Fish St. led to the fish market.
It beautifiesa corner that more The only fisherman that we rememthan fifty years ago was the site ber selling fish on the Main St.
of a building that was quite citified was old man Ha^kate.
in those days. It was one of HolIf your editor is not mistaken
land's first brick structures but there was also a broom factory in
time had left its mark and the addi- part of the buildingand conducted
tion of several little rookeries to- by Mr. Slooterand one of his sons.
gether with a junk yard made it The buildinghas contained grocery
rather an unsightly spectacle on stores, wholesale groceriesand oththis fine comer on the principal er mercantile lines. It however,

CO.

This street and corner are rather historic. The brick buildingwas
really built by a sailor who was
also a carpenter.The man’s name
was Frank Slooter and for many
years he sailed on the schooner
‘‘R. Kanters" which was captained
by “Baas" Van Ry, father of the
( hief of Police,the latter being
cabin boy at the time.
The white brick building was
built in partnership with William
H. Beach who as a young man came
to Holland and dealt in wool, wheat,
grain, feeds and all things cereal,
in fact the store was devoted to an
old fashioned feed and seed store
and it was the headquarters for
many farmers in the ‘‘horse and
buggy days”.
The street at that time was called Fish Street and was some twenty-five years ago renamed Columbia Ave. 8th St. was then called
Main St. by Holland citizens, although on the plat it was called 8th
St. However, it undoubtedlywas
named Main Street because it was
the main thoroughfare in the town.
Coming back to Fish Street,this
was so called by Dr. Van Raalte
the founder of this city. Mr. Van
Raalte had set aside a large commoa« which extended to the riverbank where the baseball park and
the creamery now stand and intended it for a fish market. Dr. Van
Raalte figured that Holland had a
nice lake and a big fresh water sea
and he expected that like in the
Netherlands, we would soon have
fish "scuddiea"here and would have
a fishingcolony who would come

1

SUCCESS
to the

MAIN OIL CO.
We

thank you for the privilege of

New

furnishing the lumber on this beauti-

and Their

new Super-Station. Success to
You!

Super-Service

ful

Station!
We

are glad to

in the

have a part

building of this
•tation!

ESSENBURG BUILDING

Westenhrojk & Co.
Sheet Metal Work of all

J.

and Lumber Co.
Phone

9777

HOLLAND'S NEW

SUPER SERVICE STATION

Kioda
17th and Ottawa

Holland, Mich.

Furnaces Cleaned and

Overhauled
St. Phone 3394

82 E. 8th

housed a prosperous business when
W. H. Beach conducted his farm
product exchange there. He was
an expert in this line, becoming a
wheat broker and having a thorough insight in markets and things
that grow on the farm. He was
mayor of the city of Holland three
times and filled nearly every position of public trust in the early
days. Associated with Mr. Beach
was the late Mr. James Cook and
Gerard Cook.
Well, this historicpicture is a
thing of the past and inventive
genius brought the motor car and
the asseflsories and products that
go with it. The old landmark was
razed to make room for a more
progressive and utilitarian struc-

attractive Super-Service Station

^ was built to give Holland motorists

An

Service with a capital WS”
the

OPENING OF COMMODIOUS OIL STATION BRINGS

street.

MAIN

BUMPER SERVICE CONVENIENTLY

to

AVAILABLE AT

THIS

Super-Station one o f the

F.

BUMPER

-- —

The Main Oil Company has just from Lake Michigan and Black
opened a very picturesqueand uni- Lake, and sail up Black River to
que, in fact very attractive ser- the fish market with their catch.

&

Shopping Center for Motorists

Leaders will meet in the Griswold Auditorium. Allegan, at 10:00 a.m. This is the fourth le^on
and the discussionwill be on "Fitting your Dress.”
The two delegatesto Farm Women’s Week at MichiganState College will he announced at these
meetings.

finest.

F.

A New

Dr. and Mrs. R. C. Devries have
Mrs. Maggie Schouten, W. 10th as ther guests, J. R. Steffens of
St. had as her guests Monday. San Francisco,Calif.

proud of our part in making

new

The State departmentof health
chemists who analyzeda sample
of the home canned spinach which
caused Botulism poisoning about
three months ago to four people
in Holland found that half a cuibic
centimeter of eight or drops of
the liquid instantlykilled a guinea
Miss Florence Strember was
pig. A number of guinea pigs were
honored at a combined linen showsacrificed in this one experiment.
The spinach was sent in by Dr. er and farewell party Friday eveRalph Ten Have, Ottawa County ning at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
John Ammeral in Borculo. FollowHealth commissioner, who became
ing her marriage, Mr. and Mrs. Aminterestedin the case when Mrs.
Edward Cook and her two children, meral will make their home in Lynden, Wash, where Miss Stremler’s
Barbara and Mary Lou of Holland,
father is a resident.
and n Grand Rapids man, a visitor
in the home, became seriously ill
Henrv Eding, Sr., who celebrated
after eating the vegetable. All have
his 70th birthdaywas surprised
recovered.
by members of his family on Saturday night at his home east of
Dr. W. Wichers has received Hamilton. Those present wore Mr.
word that Dr. Earl V. Moore and and Mrs. Henry Eding. Jr.. Mr. and
Arthur Hackett, who were to ap- Mrs. Ben Eding. Mr. and Mrs. John
pear on the W. Curtis Snow mem- Nvboer and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
orial concert,are ill and the conEding and 11 grandchildren.
cert has been postponed. Those
Cora Bliss Taylor, local artist,
holding ticketsare asked to keep has just returnedfrom Chicago,
them until the new date has been where she attendedthe banquet
arranged.
and receptiongiven in the Art Institute in honor of the exhibiting
At a meeting if the board of artists in the fortiethannual expolice and fire commissioners held hibition of Chicago artists. Mrs.
Monday afternoon it was decided Taylor’saccented painting is richthat three members of the local ly colored still life, and will be on
police departmentbe made notary view until March. Mrs. Taylor came
publics.Heretofore, automobile to Holland from the SaugatuckArt
drivers seeking operator’slicenses colony last fall and has opened a
were requiredto have Chief of Pol- studio herp.
ice Frank Van Ry approve their
applications and then have the docHOME ECONOMICS MEETING
uments notarized elsewhere. Action of the board provides that the
Mrs. Marv Thomnson, Clothing
Chief. Night Chief Frank Van Etta
Specialist from Michigan State
and Officer James Snruit be made College will be in Allegan County
notary publics,enabling them to
on Thursday and Friday. February
add the necessary legal signatures
13 and 14 to hold a training school
to the applicationsfor permits.
for local leaders in the clothing

ANNOUNCEMENT

project.

THE-

are

The board of police and fire commissionersare asking the cooperation of church-going motorists to
discontinuethe practiceof .parking
their cars on both sides of the
street during the winter months
while attending services.

Automobile driversare asked by
the local police department to give
pedestrians who legally have the
right-of-way at intersections,
the
opportunityto cross heavily-travelled River Ave., and to reduce their
speed, and in some instances,if
necessarywhen a group has collected, to stop and allow them to pass.

MAIN OIL CO.
We

their boys against the practice, as
The regular chest clinic will be it involves not only in added exbed next week Tuesday from 1-4 pense of replacing the glass but
o'clock in the old hospital annex on may result in damages to the deli-

Phone 2461

SuccessTO

Donald and Cleon Ludwig, work
Cora Bliss Taylor, our distinguished artist has just returned «ts at a CCC camp in Newaygo
from Chicago where she attended spent the week-endwith their parthe Bandquet and Reception given in ents, Mr. and Mrs. C. D. Ludwig,
the Art Institutein honor of the WashingtonAve.
exhibiting artistsin the Fortieth
Any youngsters in the city who
Annual Exhibitionof Chicago Artare caught breakingglass In the
ists. Her painting is a richly colfire alarm boxes will be “severely
ored still-lifeand will be on view
arrested” by local police. Parents
until March.
were urged by the Lard to warn

E. 12th Street.Dr. J. H. Bartlett cate mechanism inclosedbehind the
of Muskegon will be in charge.
glass.

Furnished by us!

m

pids.

asset to

PUROFANE SERVICE RENEWS

community, this English cottage type

station has every

modern

facility to

THE FINISH ON YOUR CAR

meet

PURE OIL

the growing demand for

products, and give complete service from

6 Point* of Supcriority-

1.

Purofane products used for automobile surface protectionare
made from materials belonging to the lacquer and cellophane
family.

bumper-to-bumper.
Spacious drives invite you to drive
up to the well-spaced gasoline pumps for
power-full Purol Pep.
oil will be checked,

and SEALS

Your radiator and

and

if

your car is in

Each time Purofane

is

applied, it preserves the paint structure,

2.

instead of cutting away and removing it.

3.

surfaces against spots, stains, dulling, oxidation, or chalking.

4.

Does not permit formation of road haze on the lacquer, therefore
no cutters or paint softenersare necessary when renewals are
made.

s.

fane Dry Clean, it will preserve the paint job indefinitely.

6.

The consistent use of Purofane service holds up the
value of any car.

Protects lacquer,enamel, varnish, and all highly finished hard

need ot thorough lubrication it will be

If applied twice a year, or dry cleaned once a

modern lubridome. The
attendant will gladly check and service
your battery and tires, and can supply
serviced in the

high quality, low cost

YALE TIRES

PURE BATTERIES, as

month with Puro-

trade-in

or

a complete line of nationally-knownaccessories.

And

serve and
it will

be

Here,
that

you would like to pre-

renew

the finish

on your

Super-Solvenized, Purol-Pep Motor Fuel does
what gasoline can’t do — solves carbon problems.

car,

PUROFANED.

Pry It for quicker starting,money -saving mileige, and smoother operation.

amid attractive surroundings

Cold-Proof Tiolene Motor Oil is skillfully reined from 1007c Super-Pennsylvania grade crude,
Nature’abest. It flows freely in the coldest weather-makes starting eaaler— insures motor pro-

make automotive “shopping” a plea-

sure, the

ture.

if

well as

complete needs

of

your car can be

tection.

ONE-STOP. You

are cordFour Boeve boys, brothers and supplied at
cousinswho are identified with the
visit this station
Main Oil Company, visioned that ially invited
this corner would be ideal for a stalocal
tion that had individualityand inspect its complete facilities.
what they created is better told in
in charge are proud of their station
the picture on this page. The four
Boeve* arc A. J. Boeve and Nelson
and proud of the products they sell.
Boeve, now in the Main Oil unit
at Kalamazoo and Russelland John
Boeve of Holland. Art and John await you with friendly service.
brothers and are the sons of
John H. Boeve of Fillmore.Russell
and Nelson are also brothers,the
sons of H. H. Boeve of Ebenezer.
The two pair of brothers are cousins to one another so they have
juite a Boeve combination and that
rom Fillmore township where a
white man had a trading post some
years before Dr. Van Raalte came
to Holland.
The station in question cost $20,000 and is one of forty-eightunits
in the Holland-Kalamazoo
district.
It is the best of all these units.
The new structure attracts the
motorist immediatelyas he rolls
into the city over 8th St. and the
slogan of the Boeve boys, situated
in their $20,000 station is “We
Serve Cars From Bumper To Bumper.”
The approach to the station
easy with plenty of room and to

to

\

Sold in saft) -sealed cans.

and

Yale Tires and Tubes

The

Pure Batteries

men

Pure Accessories

They

/

THE MAIN OIL

COMPANY

COLUMBIA AVENUE
HOLLAND, MICHIGAN
AGENT— GLENN MANNES

EIGHTH STREET

and

spare. The most modern pumps
are used, the aervicing part contains hydraulic lifters,electric oilers and all mechanism that makes
for quick action. There are rest
rooms for ladies and gentlemen, and
a well-fitted office and serviceable
stock rooms.
More than 12,000 square feet of
concrete have been laid for the
85x33 building which is located on
a lot measuring
suring 102x132.
102x1
Russell Boeve, manager of the
Holland district,announces that
Glenn Mannes is in charge of
the new station and has efficient assistants to aid him in rendering the best of serviceto the motorist
sts of Holland. The latest automotive servicing equipment has
been installedand will enable the
attendants to give local motorists
service par excellence.
instrumental in erecting

ber Co., lumber; T. Keppel and
Sons, cement and brick; F. & F.
Bouwman, plumbing and heating;
Gerrit Schutten, mason and concrete work: Geo. Moot roofing Co.,
roofing; J. Westenbroek, sheetmetal work; De Fouw Electric Co.,
electrical work and Gerrit Holder,

Congratulations Purol!—
WE ARE PROUD TO HAVE HAD THE OPPORTUNITY

general contractor.

A housewarming was held Friday night and fine coffee and sandwiches were served to every visitor
bv genial Ray Nykamp and staff
of Cozy Inn. The guests were also
shown the new servicestation with
all the mechanical devices.Several
hundred braved the blizzard and
enjoyed a pleasant evening.
The station opened officiallySaturday and more than 2,000 visited
the place during the day and eve-

TO “EECTRIFY” YOUR MODERN STATION

De>

Fouw

Electric

Supply
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